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SIGNAL CONDITIONING
WITH OPERATIONAL

AMPLIFIERS



CONVENTIONAL OP AMP

This simplified op amp schematic shows the major elements of a voltage feedback op amp.

The differential, high gain, common emitter input stage is followed by a differential to single ended
gain stage and a unity gain output stage. Since the output stage is a unity gain follower, the amplifier
open loop ac gain is set by the product of the input stage transconductance gm and the capacitor
impedance. The closed loop gain is set by the ratio of the feedback resisters RF and RG. Ccomp is
selected to reduce the open loop gain to unity before the phase shift through the amplifier has
reached 180 degrees. If this were not the case, then a feedback network for low or unity gain (RF

approaching OQ) would cause the amplifier to oscillate. Since the impedance of Ccampdecreases with
frequency at a rate of 6dB/octave, the open loop gain of the amplifier will also decrease with
frequency. Ccampalso determines the maximum slew rate of the amplifier. The current available to
charge or discharge the capacitor is the input stage current Ie, and this will determine the maximum
rate of change, or slewing, of the output.
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CONVENTIONAL VOLTAGE
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This single pole compensation produces the familiar response curves shown above. This response is
typical of all unity gain stable voltage feedback op amps. Note that the limit of closed loop upper
frequency response is the same as the open loop gain curve. This limits the bandwidth of this op amp
to less than 100kHz when used at a closed loop gain of 10 or 20 dB. Increasing the closed loop gain
reduces the bandwidth even further.

The position of the open loop gain slope is well defined by the input stage transconductance and the
size of the capacitor. Both these parameters are well controlled in monolithic processes, ensuring
stable unity gain operation of the amplifier. The frequency at which the gain starts to roll off depends
also on the DC gain which is the product of the input stage transconductance and the second stage
DC gain. Higher second stage DC gain will result in lower frequencies at which the ac gain starts to
roll off rather than in a change in the unity gain crossover frequency.
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CURRENT FEEDBACK AMPLIFIER

The current feedback amplifier has a completely different input stage from the voltage feedback op
amp.

In this example, the non-inverting input, Ql, is connected as an emitter follower with no voltage
gain. This connection eliminates Millet effect and has a very low output impedance. The signal is
directly connected to the inverting input through the base-emitter of Q2. This direct, low impedance
feedback to the inverting input results in much less phase shift than that which is present in the much
longer path of a voltage feedback op amp. The open loop gain of the amplifier is provided by Q2 and
a subsequent voltage gain stage. An output buffer provides a low impedance to drive the load and the
feedback network that is setting the closed loop gain.

One result of the short feedback path is stability over a wider bandwidth when the loop is closed.
This feature alone would result in an op amp with a wider bandwidth. However, the current feedback
amplifier acts quite differently to a voltage feedback amplifier when the closed loop gain is adjusted
by changing the ratio of the feedback resistors RF and Ro.

The current feedback key advantage comes about because the current level in the second stage is not
only set by the current source in the emitter, but also by the shunting effect of the feedback resistor
network. If RF is kept constant, and Ro is reduced to raise the closed loop gain, the smaller value of
Ro will raise the gain of Q2 correspondingly. The overall effect of raising the open loop gain as the
closed loop gain is increased is to produce a nearly constant bandwidth.
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Current Feedback Amplifier

The input of this amplifier takes Jin, the current difference between the non-inverting input Vine+)
and the inverting input Vin(-) and amplifies this signal by Z(w), the trans impedance gain of the
current feedback amplifier. There is a buffer between the inverting and non-inverting inputs of
current feedback amplifiers. The inverting input is low impedance because it is the output of the
buffer. The non-inverting input is high impedance because it is the input of the buffer. Due to the
different input impedances in CFA, the input bias currents of CFA are very different, and CFA
datasheets specify the input bias currents of each node individually.
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The simultaneous increase in input stage gain, with increase in the closed loop gain, results in the set
of closed loop gain curves shown above. Notice that the bandwidth has only decreased slightly while
the closed loop gain is increased from I to 5. If the closed loop gain is increased even further, some
reduction in bandwidth will become apparent, as can be seen in the gain of 10 curve.

Because the bandwidth does not change in direct proportion to the closed loop gain, GBW for a
current feedback amplifier is not a standard specification. The effective GBW will increase as the
closed loop is increased. This is because the amplifier open loop gain has increased, while the
compensation has not.
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LM7121 Tiny, Low Power
Voltage Feedback Amplifier

Features
• Voltage feedback topology
• Speed - Power tradeoff

- Unity gain frequency of l05Mhz with Isupply of 5.1mA
(Vs = ±5V)

• Stable with unlimited capacitive load
• Tiny SOT-23 package

The LM7121 is a high performance operational amplifier which addresses the AC performance
needs of video and imaging applications, and the size and power constraints of portable applications.
The LM7121 operates over a wide range of supply voltages, from a single 5V supply up to ±15V.
Note that the part is specified for ±5V max in the SOT23-5 package. It offers excellent speed-power
tradeoff delivering 1300V/ms and 235MHz bandwidth.

Two other features are the SOT23-5 package and amplifier stability while driving unlimited
capacitive loads. The benefits of the package are evident in designs where space and weight are the
critical parameters. The Tiny package allows the user to place the amplifier anywhere on a board
close to the signal source or the next stage in the system; ego an AID converter.

Applications

Cable Drivers

Set-top boxes

PC Video cards



Why use TinyPak™ devices

mmr-

mm~

Why should you use TinyPak™ devices?

There are many reasons.

They take less space on your board. A standard 8 pin molded DIP uses 10.34 times as much area as
the SOT23 and 40 times as much volume. The SO-8 uses 3.6 times as much area and 5 times the
volume. When boards are stacked on top of each other, the height is as important as the area.

The SOT -23 package eliminates the board layout hassle that results when you try to route the traces
from all over the board to a dual or quad opamp. Those long traces make great antennas for picking
up noise as well as using even more board space.



Unlimited Capacitive Load Driving
Capability

The LM7121, is capable of driving heavy capacitive loads without oscillating.

The capacitor, CCOMP, is the internal compensation capacitor tied to a high impedance node inside
the opamp. The functional block, Av=+ 1, is the internal output stage with an output impedance
Rout. As long as the voltage across CLOAD and CCOMP track each other, the internal capacitor, CM' is
boot-strapped and has no effect on the operation of the amplifier. With large enough capacitive
loads and at high enough frequencies, CLOAD voltage will lag with respect to the CCOMP voltage and a
portion of CM will in effect appear to be in parallel to CCOMP'

In this fashion, the amplifier compensation becomes a dynamic parameter which varies with the
amount of capacitive loading; as the capacitive load increases, the effective compensation increases
with it in order to insure stable operation under all loads.
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Video on Twisted Pair Cable

A very cost effective way of transmitting composite color video is to use twisted pair cables. This
not only reduces wiring cost, it allows the designer to use the existing phone lines as the transmitting
media but these cables exhibit a relatively high capacitance. The scheme shown above does that
using a single power supply. The signal path is AC coupled in order to bias the LM7121 inputs close
to the middle of its supply rails (Vcc and ground). Even though the characteristic impedance of a
twisted pair is around 600 Ohms, the cable is terminated in 75 Ohms to take advantage of the lower
impedance in order to reduce the RC time constant of the cable capacitance and termination
resistance. The LM7121 is capable of driving composite video into a 75 Ohm back terminated cable.
This makes the LM7121 a good choice for this application. For operation above Vcc of lOV, the
DIP or SO package is recommended. When tested with 25 meters of cable, the output has less than
I % differential gain error and less than 1 degree differential phase error.

In the schematic shown, Rc and Cc can be adjusted to compensate for different wire lengths.
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Differential to Single Ended
Amplifier
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MCI495 or LMI596

The circuit shown above is ideal for converting a differential output signal with a high common
mode voltage (such as the output of LM1596 modulator-demodulator or MC1495 multiplier) to a
single-ended output referenced to ground. The advantages of this circuit over the traditional single
opamp schemes are the following:

a) Gain is adjustable over a wide range with a single resistor.

b) Higher realizable gain bandwidth product (2.5Ghz with the gain set to 190).

Some key features are:

a) Unlimited capacitive load drive capability. This is one of the most distinguishing
features of the LM7121 opamp.

b) Output slew rate of 700V/us.

c) Output Swing= 25V peak to peak.

d) Full power bandwidth= 8Mhz.

e) Variable gain from 5 to 201 (for values shown).

13Mhz with gain set to 190

35Mhz with gain set to 5

In the schematic above, R3 (Loop Gain) can be adjusted to set the damping factor of the step
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LM7131 - Tiny High Speed
Single Supply Amplifier

Features
• Voltage feedback topology
• Tiny SOT-23 package
• Guaranteed specifications at 3V and 5V
• Input Common Mode Voltage Range (CMVR) which

includes the negative rail.

The LM7131 is ideal for portable applications due to its availability in the SOT23-5 package. Single
supply 3V and 5V performance makes the amplifier ideal for driving ND converters. The LM7131
can also be used in a wide variety of portable video and computing applications due to high CMRR
(llOdB typical) and PSRR (95dB typical) ..

Applications

Drivers for AID converters

4V output swing with +5V supply

High Fidelity digital audio

Video cards

Differential gain of 0.25%

Differential phase of 0.75degrees

Total harmonic distortion of 0.1 % at 4MHz
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LM7131 Driving Flash AID
Converters
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For a flash analog-to-digital converter, the converter input is usually a flying capacitor which
switches between the input and an internal comparator ladder. When the capacitor switches to the
input, it will have a voltage which is different than the op amp output. This will disturb the op amp
output. To drive the A-to-D converter accurately, the op amp needs to provide high current to drive
the capacitor toward the correct voltage, and settle to the correct final value.
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LM7131 Driving 75' RG-59
LM7131 Driving 75' RG·59
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The LM7l3l works well as a cable driver, especially in the SO-8 and DIP packages, which have
better power dissipation than the SOT23-5 package. With a 5 volt single supply, the LM7131 can
drive 4.0 volts across a 150 ohm load. It can also be used to drive back terminated 50 ohm cables.
The delay in the bottom waveform is caused by the propagation time down the cable.
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LM6171/LM6172
Distortion Voltage

Amplifiers

Low
Feedback

Features
• Single - LM6171, Dual - LM6172
• Voltage feedback topology
• Speed - Power tradeoff

- Unity gain frequency of 100Mhz with Isupply of
2.5mA/channel

• Excellent differential gain and differential phase
characteristics

The LM617l/LM6l72 is built on National's advanced VIpTM (Vertically integrated PNP)
complementary bipolar process. The LM617l/LM6l72 is a high performance voltage feedback
amplifier which offers a slewrate of 3600V/ms, and a unity-gain bandwidth of lOOMHz while
consuming only 2.5mA supply current.

Applications

Video Amplifiers for NTSC, SECAM systems

HDTV Amplifiers

Pulse Amplifiers

The ±15V power supplies allow for large signal swings and give greater dynamic range in many
applications. High output current, low SFDR (Spurious Free Dynamic Range) and THD (Total
Harmonic Distortion) make the LM6l71/LM6l72 ideal for ADCIDAC systems. The impressive AC
and DC performance of the LM6l7l/LM6l72 make it ideal for high speed signal processing and
video applications.
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Operational Amplifier
Booster

Voltage

Using the scheme shown above, it is possible to operate most opamps with supply voltages which
extend beyond the specified ranges for the opamp on hand. RI-R4 should be chosen to set the
quiescent operating voltages on the opamp supply pins to be within the opamp's operating range. In
addition to increasing the effective supplies compliance of the op-amp, the circuit also increases the
maximum peak-to-peak swing at the output beyond the quiescent supply. Below are the results:

Device Vcc VEE YOU! trise tfall

(max)

LM7121 +30 -30 25V 230s 230s
LM6171 +30 -30 40V 620s 460s
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LM7171 High Output
Voltage Feedback

Current
Amplifier

Features
• Voltage feedback topology
• High Output Current

- 100 mA into a lOOn load
• Very High Slew Rate

- 4100 V/!-lS,at Vs = ± 15V and Av +2

The LM7171 is built on National's advanced VIpTMIII(Vertically Integrated PNP) complementary
bipolar process. The LM7171 is a high speed voltage feedback amplifier that has the slewing
characteristics of a current feedback amplifier; yet the LM7171 can be used in all traditional voltage
feedback amplifier configurations. The LM7171 is ideal for high speed signal processing such as
HDSL and pulse amplifiers due to its high slew rate of 4lO0V/!-ls and an unity gain bandwidth of
200MHz. With a high output current of lOOmA, the LM7171 can be used for video distribution as a
transformer driver.

Applications

Video Distribution
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LM6311-
Speed

Low Noise High
Voltage Feedback
Amplifier

Features
• Voltage Feedback Topology
• Ultra-low Input Noise: 2.3nV/ ..[ffZ

• -3dB bandwidth: llOMHz
• Slew Rate: 200V /I-lS
• Very low Offset Voltage: O.5mV

The LM6311 's combination of speed, low noise, and distortion and low dc errors will allow the part
to be used in high speed signal conditioning applications in order to achieve the highest signal to
noise performance. The part is a good choice for high speed applications which require a very wide
dynamic range such as the input buffer for a high resolution A to D converter.

Applications:

Wide dynamic range amplifiers

ADCIDAC buffer

Pulse/RF amplifier

Low power portable video
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2nd Order Sallen-Key Band Pass
Filter

The low noise characteristics of the LM6311 make it a good choice for filters.

Circuit shown above has the following characteristics:

Q=20, G (midband gain)=2, f (center frequency)=20MHz

Design Equations:

C2= 5*Cl

G=1 + R4/ R5

R2= 2* Q/ [G* C2 * 2 * n: * f] f = Center Frequency

Rl= G * R2 * {SQRT[1 + 4.8 Q2 - 2G +G2] +1}/ [4.8Q2 - 2G + G2]

R3= 5 *G * R2 * {SQRT[l + 4.8 Q2 - 2G +G2] +(G-l)}/ 4Q2

Procedure:

1- Choose values for R4 and R5 (I.e .. R4=R5=200 to get G=2).

2- Choose reasonable values for Cl and C2 (Cl=30pF, and C2=5Cl=150pF).

3- Compute Rl and R3.

Note:

For good high frequency performance, keep the values in the following range:

lk < R < 10k

10pF < C
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Power the Analog Portion of a
System with a Controller

• Portable Video Systems
• Video Multiplexers
• Multimedia cards

Remote
Sensor

Signal
Conditioning

Input
Port

As the drive towards portable products continues, systems are rapidly changing to single supply 3V
and 5V systems. Analog IC manufacturers are responding to this challenge of low voltage design by
introducing devices which operate from lower supply voltages, have lower power dissipation, and
smaller footprints. Several techniques can be employed to reduce the power consumption of the
integrated devices, and consequently of systems. The above circuit examines a popular method of
decreasing power consumption.

The analog portion of the circuit above consists of the signal conditioning block, the remote sensor,
and the AID converter. The analog ICs can be powered on or off by the output port of the intelligent
controller.
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Power Down Circuit

r---------
~power - - - - - - - - - -

down
input

R3

signal 1 KQ
input

Using the circuit shown above, it is possible to put the LM6l52 into a Power Down or sleep mode,
and thereby reduce the power consumption considerably.

The 74C907 is a 6 channel low power open drain buffer used as a switch to control the flow of
current to whatever is connected to its output. The output of the device is of the P-channel FET type
and is the ideal choice for high side switching. In addition, the 74C907 accepts CMOS compatible
inputs which simplifies the interface. Employing high side switching as opposed to opening the
ground pin of the device you wish to force into Power Down, has the advantage that depending on
the application, in the latter case the supply current might find other paths to ground and complete
Power Down may not occur. It is important to tie the inputs to unused channels to ground or Vcc. It
is possible to parallel two or more channels of the 74C907 in order to get higher output current
capability. At room temperature and 5V operation, each channel can supply 2mA of current with
less than OAV of voltage drop. With all 6 channels in parallel the voltage drop reduces to OAV/6 (or
about 70mV). In the Power Down state, the current drawn from a 5V source would reduce to about
16uA.
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LM6310 Low Power
with TRI-STATE

Amplifier
Output

Features
• Current Feedback Amplifier
• TRI-STATE output disable

- Disable time < 25ns
- Current when disabled < ImA
- TTL/CMOS compatible CMOS output

The LM6310 is a video speed operational amplifier with a disable function. The disable function
puts the amplifier output into a high impedance state. This makes the LM6310 ideal for distributed
video multiplexing. This can enhance manufacturing flexibility by making it easy to add or delete
options to basic designs. The disable function can also be used for half-duplex communication.
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Amplitude Equalizer

348
R2

R3 348

R4 450
R5 90

Sending high frequency signals through coaxial lines of 50 meters or more involves several
challenges. One of these is the excessive attenuation of the high frequency components of the
original signal. This presents itself as a rounding off of the sharp edges in the waveform similar to
what you would observe when looking at a RC time constant limited circuit. What is needed is an
amplifier which has progressively higher gain at higher frequencies in order to compensate for this
loss in the high frequency region.

Referring to the schematic above, Cl & R4 produce a zero in the transfer characteristics given by :

fz1= [lhtCI (2R4+R3)]

= 540kHz

However, this boost in gain diminishes as the frequency approaches the pole produced by C1 and R4•

fpl= [l!(2rtR4C1)]

= 750kHz

C2 and Rs introduce another zero given by:

fz2= [l!rtC2(2Rs+Req)]; where Req = R4 IIR3= 196Q

= 12MHz

As in the previous case, this zero will also diminish as the frequency approaches its pole which is
given by:

fp2= [l!(2rtRsC2)]

= 25MHz
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Digitally Controlled Programmable
Gain Amplifier

The circuit above allows the user to choose four different gains for Vin; a gain of +1, +2, +3, or a
TRI-STATE (OV). For example, if Y3 = 1, and YO= 0, the input signal is multiplied by a gain of +1.
Similarly, if Y2 = 1, and YO= 0, the gain of the application circuit is programmed to be +2. The
LM6310 has a power consumption is 8mW, and a very high output impedance when disabled. The
LM6310 thus is an ideal choice for applications which are sensitive to power consumption.



LM6132/34, LM6142/44,
LM6152/54 SERIES AMPLIFIERS

LM6132 LM6142 LM6152 Units
Speed 14 25 30 Vips
GBW 10 17 75 MHz
Power 360 650 1400 pAl Amplifier
>R-R Input 0.25V>V s 0.25V>V s 0.25V>V s
R-R Output 0.007-4.992 0.007-4.992 0.007-4.992 V
Wide Supply 2.7-24 1.8-24 2.7-24 V
Range

These amplifiers provide world class performance in a complete set of specifications not available in
any other amplifiers.

The above specifications plus excellent capacitive loading driving ability make these amplifiers
outstanding for many applications, particularly where power consumption is important.
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LM6132 DRIVING CAP LOAD

Notice that the rise and fall times remain nearly constant in spite of the greatly increased signal
amplitude.

Note also that the settling is only slightly changed in spite of the large capacitive load being added.
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Driving AID Converters with
Single Power Supplies

+12V +5V

Conventional UP TO
Amplifier ±10V

AiD

-12V -=
+5V

LM6132/34
LM6142/44~
LM6152/54 AiD

-=
27

Many A to D converters have serious problems when their inputs are driven beyond the supply
voltages. This is a real possibility when they are driven with a conventional opamp that is operating
off of higher voltage supplies to obtain full 0 to 5 volt output. Using an opamp with true, full rail-to-
rail output provides the full swing while guaranteeing that 0 and 5 volts will never be exceeded.
This can save space and weight, and most of all, save the money that would be spent on the
additional power supplies.
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CLC501 and CLC502
High Speed Output Clamping Amplifiers

• CLCSOI
75MHz of bandwidth at Av = +32VN

- Optimized for high gains
0.05% Settling in 12ns

• CLCS02
150MHz of bandwidth at Av = +2VN
Optimized for low gains
0.0025% Settling in 25ns

The CLC501 and CLC502 are high speed amplifiers offering bandwidths of greater than 75MHz and
fast output clamps. The CLC501 is optimized for high gains and the CLC502 for low gains:

CLC501 - +7 to +50, -1 to -50V/V

CLC502 - ±1 to ±8V/v

Possible Applications:

Limiting Amplifier driving an AID

Pulse Amplitude Modulation
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CLC501
AC-to-TTL ConverterLow-level

This example utilizes the output clamps of the CLC501. The input sine wave is gained up, level
shifted, and clamped to emit TTL output levels.

Circuit Description:

The CLC50l is set for a gain of 17.5VIV. The clamps are set at Vhigh=2.38V and V10w = 0.36V.
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CLC430/431/432
General Purpose lOOMHz Op Amps with Disable

• Single (CLC430), Dual (CLC43l), and
without disable (CLC432)

• 100 MHz Bandwidth
• 2000 VIms slew rate
• ±5V or ±15V Supply range
• Disable (Except for CLC432)

The CLC430, CLC431, and CLC432 offer high speed, wide bandwidth, and wide supply voltage
ranges at a low cost. The CLC430, CLC431, and CLC432 also provide O.ldB gain flatness to
20MHz (Av = 2 VIV, 1Vpp)

Possible applications:

Video Distribution

Switched Gain Amplifier

DAC Output Buffers

Imaging Systems

Other high speed amplifiers with a disable feature:

CLC41O, CLC411 , CLC405, CLC407



CLC431 Application
2:1 Multiplexer

This topology utilizes the disable feature and dual package of the CLC431 amplifier. The CLC431
is capable of multiplexing several signals on a single analog output bus. This topology illustrates a
2: 1 multiplexer. Implement an N: 1 multiplexer in a similar fashion by using an N: 1 decoder to
enable/disable the appropriate number of CLC431's or CLC430's.

Circuit Description:

The resistor Rj isolates the output of the active channel from the impedance of the inactive channel
without affecting the low output impedance of the active channel.

As the circuit is configured above, channel selection is accomplished by applying a logic level to the
SELECT node.

Channel I - apply logic "low" to SELECT

Channel 2 - apply logic "high" to SELECT
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Adjustable
CLC505
Power Consumption

Ice (mA) Pdiss (mW) BW* (MHz)
1.0 10 50
3.4 34 100
9.0 90 150

*At A v = +6VN, V out = 2V pp

The CLC505 features a programmable supply current pin. The supply current can be lowered to
obtain lOmW power consumption and still maintain 50MHz of bandwidth at a gain of 6VIV. The
CLC505 data sheet has a complete set of guaranteed specifications for supply currents of ImA,
3.4mA and 9mA.

Possible Applications:

Low Power/Battery Applications

Active Filters

Other high speed amplifiers with adjustable supply current:

CLC425, CLC426
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CLC505
Supply ActiveSingle

6O.A +
SOkQ

vin 158kQ 6.37kQo-t
R,O.QI.F

SOkQ

1150IJA

• c,

2kQ R.

O.IIJF "I" Butterworth Response
fc = 400kHz

Amplifier Power = 90011W

Filter

The CLC505 is well suited for low power filter applications. The circuit illustrated above is a 2nd
order Sallen-Key Low Pass filter. The filter was designed for a gain of 2VN and a corner frequency
of 400kHz. The CLC505 is configured in a normal single-supply topology with the input AC
coupled.

A simulated response is illustrated above. Comlinear offers spice models for monolithic amplifiers.
The models provide excellent results because the input and output stages of the amplifier are kept
intact in the model.

Design Equations:
R

Gain = K = 1+ -'
Rg

For R1= R2 = R

fc= ~2n ~c
1

(3 - K)
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CLC425
Ultra Low Noise Op-Amp

• 1.9GHz Gain Bandwidth Product
• 1.05 nV/ vHz Input referred nOIse
• 0.89 dB Noise Figure
• Adjustable supply current
• Gain range of ±10 to ±1000

The CLC425 is the lowest noise amplifier in its class. The CLC425 not only offers low noise, but
also wide bandwidth and adjustable supply current. The CLC425 has been designed into several
medical applications as a low noise pre-amp. Another typical application of the CLC425 is a
trans impedance amplifier.

Other high speed, low noise amplifiers:

CLC426, CLC428
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CLC425
Transimpedance Amplifier

Cr

For transimpedance applications, a very large gain-bandwidth product is needed to achieve high
bandwidths. The CLC425 makes a great trans impedance amplifier because of its 1.9GHz gain-
bandwidth product.

Circuit Description:

The desired transimpedance gain is set by Rf. The current times Rf determines the output voltage.
The feedback capacitor is needed for stability because trans impedance applications of non-unity gain
amplifiers require compensation for the noise power gain at high frequencies. The CLC425 has
approximately 1.9pF to 3.0pF for Cin• The above is an ideal case scenario.

Graph Definitions:

Ct = Cin + Cd
Cf1 = O,<t>m = 0°

Cf2 = ~,<t>m = 45°V~
Cf3 = 2 ~,<t>m = 65°

V 2nRfh

1
2JtR,Ct

fmax = ~fa + h

fc =!- ,--,:-
2Vz:R;Q
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CLC426/CLC428
Low Noise/Low Gain Op-Amps

• Very low input noise (1.6 nV/ v'Hz)
• CLC426

230 MHz Gain Bandwidth Product
Adjustable Supply Current

• CLC428
160 MHz Gain Bandwidth Product
Dual Package

The CLC426 and CLC428 are low noise voltage feedback amplifiers. The CLC426 has a minimum
stable gain of 2, but can be externally compensated for unity gain. The CLC428 is a unity gain
stable dual amplifier.

Possible Applications:

Active Filters and Integrators

Ultrasound
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CLC428
Composite Integrator

360pF
C

44.2Q 100

v" R

i143Q
vw,

~
6O.4Q ~ 0

25Q g>
:;

I
-Ceil ""-. ...•......•.

...•......•.
...•......•.

"Phase "...•.•...

'-

1
Vout= Ref v.,dt

10 100 1k 10k 100k 1M 1(),1 100M
fr8:l..a"cy (Hz)

This composite integrator utilizes the dual package of the CLC428 to increase the operational
frequency range of the circuit. As indicated by the graph, this topology provides integration over
five decades of operation.

Circuit Description:

The 143Q and 60AQ resistive divider reduces the loop-gain and stabilizes the network. Rand C set
the integrator's gain. The input is buffered by a CLCIII.



Composite Circuit

The CLC425 is a VFB amplifier with a gain-bandwidth product of 1.90Hz. The CLC425 exhibits
less than 2M Hz of bandwidth at a gain of 1000 VIV. Also, the output swing of the CLC425 is less
that ±3.8V. The CLC430 is a CFB amplifier with 75MHz of bandwidth, ±13V output swings, and
the gain-bandwidth independence that CFB amplifiers are known for. CFB amplifiers are not well
suited for very high gains and are not known for low noise.

Standing alone, these two products could not achieve 20V pp output, DC to lOMHz bandwidth, and a
gain of 1000V IV. But in the configuration illustrated, this application becomes feasible.

Circuit Description:

The CLC425 is set for a gain of 1000VIV and the CLC430 is set inside the loop with a gain of
lOVIV. The CLC425 actually provides a gain of 100VIV allowing it to maintain over lOMHz of
bandwidth.

At a gain of IOVIV, the CLC430 uses small resistor values. The noise contribution of those resistors
is not significant.

The supply current of the CLC425 is reduced via the Rp resistor to compensate for the phase lag
introduced by the CLC430.
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CLC407/CLC417
Programmable gain buffers with disable

• CLC407 (Single), CLC417 (Dual, no disable)
• Similar to '405 & '416 but with internal resistors
• Resistor matching allows precision gains of -1,+ 1 and +2
• Low Cost

The CLC407 and CLC417 eliminate the need for external resistors while providing performance to
meet high volume applications in the following areas:

Desktop Video

Flash AID driver

High Source Impedance applications

Video Distribution

Instrumentation Amplifiers

Professional Video
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CLC417
Differential Input/Differential Output

Amplifier

O.I~F T 6.8~F 1"
Voutl

In this configuration, the CLC417 provides a differential input/differential output with no external
resistors.
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CLC440
Very Fast Unity Gain Stable Op-Amp

• 230MHz Gain Bandwidth Product
• 0.015%, 0.025° Differential Gain, Phase
• High Output current (90mA)
• Fast Slew Rate (1500 V/ms)

The CLCMO is a voltage feedback amplifier that offers high speed, large bandwidths, and excellent
differential gain and phase specs. The CLC440 also offers low noise, 3.5nV/v'Hz.

Possible Applications:

Professional Video

Medical Imaging

Transimpedance amplifier
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CLC440
Half Wave Rectifier

2.11

1.&

1.2

0.3
:s-0A.
';: °
.)'OA.
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'2.11
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\ \ II \

The large bandwidth of the CLC440 allows for high speed rectification. The output for a 5MHz,
2V pp sinusoidal input is illustrated.

Circuit Description:

R, and Rz set the gain of the rectifier. Zener diodes are used because of their quicker speed.
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CLC449
Ultra- Wideband Amplifier

• l.2GHz small-signal bandwidth (Av = +2VIV)
• 2500V/ms slew rate
• 0.03%, 0.02° Differential Gain/Phase
• 3rd order intercept, 30dBm @ 70MHz
• 2.5dB noise figure

The DC to 1.2GHz bandwidth of the CLC449 is suitable for many IF and RF applications. In
addition, the 0.03%, 0.020 differential gain/phase performance allows system flexibility for handling
NTSC and PAL signals.

Possible Applications:

High performance RGB video

RF/IF amplifier

Instrumentation
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CLC449
Noise Performance

Cd 15
2-
~
.2- IQ
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In RF applications, noise is frequently specified as noise figure. This plot illustrates the noise figure
of the CLC449 set for a gain of 10 with a feedback resistor, Rf of 100Q. The minimum noise figure,
in this case is 2.5dB and occurs when the source resistance, Rs equals 700Q.
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Variable Gain Amplifiers
CLC520/522

• CLC520 - logarithmic gain response
• CLC522 - linearized gain response
• Over 300 MHz Bandwidth Signal Channel
• Over 100 MHz Gain Control Channel
• 40dB effective gain control range
• Differential or Single-ended Input
• Voltage in and out

The CLC522 variable gain amplifier (VGA) is dc-coupled with differential voltage inputs and a
single-ended voltage output. The maximum gain of the CLC522 is set with two external resistors.
Over 40dB of gain range is achieved by sweeping a high impedance voltage input, Vg The nominal
maximum gain range is 2V/v to 100V/V. Set at a maximum gain of lOV/V, the CLC522 provides
165MHz signal channel bandwidth and 165MHz gain control bandwidth.

The main difference between the CLC520 and the CLC522 is the gain response. The CLC520 has a
logarithmic gain response and the CLC522 has a linear gain response.

Possible Applications:

Variable attenuators

Pulse amplitude equalizers

Video production switching

AGC loops
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Variable Gain Amplifiers cont.
CLC523

• Low power: 120mW
• 270MHz, -3dB bandwidth
• Gain Range - 2 to 1OOVIV
• Gain control range - 80dB
• s curve control feature
• 8-pin package

The CLC523 is the newest VGA. The low power and convenient 8-pin package are its greatest
features.
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CLC522
AGC

Application
Circuit

An Automatic Gain Control (AGe) circuit is a typical application for Variable Gain Amplifiers. A
typical AGC circuit consists of a Variable Gain Amplifier and feedback loop that performs
integration and rectification.

Circuit Description:

The dual voltage feedback amplifier (CLC428) is used to drive the gain control pin of the CLC522.
R) and Ry set the gain of the rectifier. Rx Ry and C provide a time constant that sets acquire and hold
times. The adjustable resistor, Radj, sets the inverting pin of the integrator to the initial condition of
+IV. When the RMS current of the signal is greater than the negative current of Radj the integrator
decreases the gain of the CLC522. And when the signal drops below the Radj current, the CLC522's
gain is increased.
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National Semiconductor's CMOS Op
amps & Comparators

LMC stands for Linear Monolithic CMOS and is the prefix of most National Semiconductor's
CMOS op amps and comparators; the other prefix is LPC (Low Power CMOS).

CMOS amplifiers are particularly well suited for portable (battery operated) electronics because of
their low current consumption and their low supply voltage capabilities. However, they find their
way into a broad range of applications because of their relatively broad range of performance
characteristics with categories of ultra low power, precision, and respectably high Gain Bandwidth
products. You will find National Semiconductor's "LMC" parts in following applications:

Battery Chargers

Antilock Braking Systems (ABS)

Air Bag systems

Garage Door Openers

Blood Analyzers

Patient Monitoring Systems

Helicopters

Roadside Call boxes

Barricade Lighting

Global Positioning SatelliteslReceivers

Robotics

Night Vision Goggles

...to mention just a few.



Speed-Power
• LMC6462/4

- Micropower Amplifiers (Is =201lA, GBW = 50kHz)

Tradeoff

• LMC6582/4
- Medium Power Amplifier (Is =700llA GBW = 1.2MHz)

• LMC668112/4
- Similar specs to the LMC6582/4, and also offers the powerdown

mode

• LM6132/4, LM6142/4, LM6152/4
- LM6132/4 (Is =3601lA GBW = 7MHz)
- LM6142/4 (Is =65£4.tA, GBW = 17MHz)
- LM6152/4 (Is =150£4.tA, GBW = 75MHz)

The new amplifiers can be thought of in four groups.

One market segment calls for rnicropower operational amplifiers where the critical spec is the supply
current, and the bandwidth and the slew rate are not critical parameters. The LMC6462/4 and the
LMC7111 address these applications.

There is also a need for RRI/O amplifiers with higher speed; GBW around IMHz, and slew rate
around IV//-ls. The LMC6582/4 and the LMC6681/4 address this market need.

Finally, the LM6132/4,LM6142/4, and the LM6152/4 address those applications where a GBW of
around 2-4MHz is needed.
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Where National
Out in CMOS

and

Semiconductor Stands
Operational Amplifiers
Comparators

The rail-to-rail CMVR is possible by using the body effect of the depletion device in the input stage.
The body effect changes the VI (threshold Voltage) of the input MOSFETS. By selecting an
appropriate VI of the transistors, the mode of operation can be optimized for rail-to-rail input. For
example, the input differential pair MOSFETS behave as depletion devices near the positive rail, and
as enhancement devices near the negative rail. Many of our newer CMOS amplifiers offer CMVR
that actually exceeds the supply rails. For example, the LMC6462/4 has a CMVR 250m V above the
positive rail, and 100mV below the negative rail.

National Semiconductor's CMOS amplifiers have output swings that come closer to the supply rails
than other manufacturers. The output swing of an operational amplifier is limited by the Rds On of
the MOSFETs in the output stage, and the load that the amplifier is driving. The "wider" output
swing can be attributed to lower channel resistance and a stronger driving stage for the output stage,
thus fully turning on the pull-up and pulldown transistors. This also results in better ability to drive
heavier loads.

National's CMOS amplifiers have lower input currents primarily because of the topology of the
input protection circuitry; the protection diodes have a lower leakage current.

We package some of our CMOS amplifiers with TinyPak™ s (SOT23-5) --one of National's newer
trademarks. The SOT23-5 measures 3.05mm long x 3.00mm wide x 1.43mm high and is 28%
smaller in footprint than an 8-pin SOle. The SOT23-5 takes less than half of the real-estate than 8-
pin SOICs (0.10 square inch versus 0.2lsquare inches).
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Why

• Sense signals near the positive supply rail
• Sense signals near ground
• System ground offsets between different equipment

Why is rail-to-rail CMVR useful? Lower voltages in battery powered equipment means that we
need to use more of the voltage range. High side sensing, such as measuring the voltage drop across
a sense resistor to measure the current charging a battery, requires inputs with CMVR (common
mode voltage range) to the positive rail. Ground sensing is necessary with DC sensors that are
referenced directly to ground.

Rail-to-rail CMVR can make system design easier by allowing direct interface to a sensor or input
signal, and eliminating elaborate bias networks which are required to keep signals in the useful
range for non-rail-to- rail op amps.

Finally, when different types of equipment are connected together in a system, their inputs and
outputs may shift slightly because of differences in ground voltages. Having a rail-to-rail input
reduces the chances of this voltage difference causing system malfunctions.
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Current Sensing and Charge
for Battery Chargers

Charge Current

~

Charger Charge
Control

Ll--
The above circuit opens or closes the charger's path to the battery depending on the charge current
and the charger's control voltage. The charge current flows through the sense resistor which is
typically less than I ohm. The current in Q2 equals the voltage across Rsense divided by Rl. The
higher the charge current, the higher the current through R2, which results in higher voltages at the
non-inverting input of Va. Once this voltage becomes larger than the "Control Voltage", Va turns
OFF Ql, thus opening the charger's path to the battery. Hysteresis may be required, depending on
the time constants associated with the battery.

I) CMVR to the positive rail.

2) Low voltage offset relative to the smallest current to be sensed by the sense resistor.

3) Good common mode rejection ratio when the inputs are near the positive rail.

Note that the amplifier runs off the battery being charged or from the charger.

There are several op amps that work in this circuit:

The LM6132. Wide bandwidth with low supply current.

The LMC6482/4 (trimmed Vos) O.SmV, SOOuA/amp.
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Vs

VS~ ~
Rs T I

V+

Vn = (4.1> R2
R2+R1/1R3

VT2 = (4.1) R211R3
R1+R211R3

Vref
LM404(J',
4.1V

R1

~O.1UF

When comparator output is low,
over-temperature is detected

This circuit is used to detect an over-temperature situation. It can be used in computers to turn on
the fan once the temperature inside the computer is too high. The LM35 is used to measure the
ambient temperature. Its output voltage increases linearly with increasing temperature, namely,
lOmV/degC. LM4040 is used to provide supply voltage to the LMC7211, the comparator. Since the
LMC7211 only draws 7uA and operates down to 2.7V, there is no worry using the LM4040 as the
power supply of LMC7211

This circuit uses hysteresis to prevent any false triggering if LM35 has a slow changing signal or is
operating in a noisy environment. The hysteresis is set by VTI and VT2' From the equations in the
slide, one can see that the voltage reference determines the hysteresis. The equations are derived
based on the fact that the output of the comparator swings all the way to ground and to positive
supply rail.



Why Rail-to-Rail Output Performance
Useful?

• Maximize the dynamic range of the device

• Dynamic range = (Signal Power)/(Noise Power)
-Signal amplitude is limited by the power supply
- With an equal noise floor, signal power needs to be maximized

• Better drive of any external output transistors.

Lower voltages mean less room for the signal. To maintain the same signal-to-noise ratios, we will
need a large signal. This means getting closer to the supply rails.

Rail-to-rail output means a more efficient use of the available supply voltage. This means more
power output for a fixed supply. With a rail-to-rail output, you get 277% more power into a load,
on a 5V supply, than you will from an op amp that swings to within I volt of each supply!

Rail-to-rail output can drive a transistor all the way on or off, which eliminates the need for pull-ups
or pull-downs for that purpose.
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Window Comparator
Comparator Outputs are High
for Battery/Charger Voltages
within Min. and Max. Voltages
as defined by the Voltage Divider.

This circuit can detect a minimum or a maximum voltage of the battery. Once the minimum voltage
is detected, the LMC6762 comparator can trigger its output to turn off the LP2980 at its "ON/OFF"
control input. The LP2980 then turns off the other circuits and saves the battery from over
discharge. Similarly, it can detect maximum voltage of the battery. Once high voltage is detected,
the LMC6762 disconnects the battery from the charger by removing the ground connection by
switching OFF the NDT453N --a power NMOSFET with ultra low channel resistance. This saves
the battery from over charge and the regulator from damage. The LMC6762 is an ultra low power
dual comparator with a maximum supply current of lOuA/comparator. It is designed to operate over
a wide range of supply voltages: 2.7VtoI5V. The LMC6762 has guaranteed specs. at 2.7V to meet
the demands of 3V digital systems. The LMC6762 has an input common mode range which exceeds
both supplies. This is a significant advantage in low voltage applications. The LMC6762 also
features a push-pull output that allows direct connections to logic devices without a pull-up resistor.
A quiescent power consumption of 50uW/amplifier (@ V+ =5V) makes the LMC6762 ideal for
applications for portable phones and hand-held electronics. Other applications are laptop computers,
metering systems, mobile phones, RC timers, window comparators, alarms and monitoring circuits.
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Why are High Impedance and Low Input
Current Useful?

• High impedance active filters can use smaller capacitors, saving

space, and consume less power. Change k ohm resistors to

megohm resistors and reduce capacitors from microfarads to

nanofarads.

• High impedance voltage dividers can connect directly to the

inputs of the op amp or comparator, significantly reducing additional

current draw.

Active filters, such as the filter needed for processing the voice signal in a portable phone, consume
power. Much of the power used in an active filter is used to drive the reactive elements (primarily
capacitors) of the filter. By using a higher characteristic impedance for the filter design, this power
can be reduced. The high input impedance of the LMC7101 allows it to be used with a higher
characteristic impedance without affecting filter performance. By using separate TinyPak™
amplifiers instead of duals, it may also be possible to improve signal isolation between parts of the
acti ve filter.

Voltage dividers at the input of op amps and comparator used for example as to offset an input
signal or as a reference voltage can contribute significantly current consumption. CMOS op amps
and comparators allow resistors in the megohms to connect to their input; thus reducing power
consumption.
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Transimpedance Amplifier

Placing the LMC7101 near the
photo diode can reduce noise pickup.

The above circuit illustrates where high input impedance is desirable and maybe even necessary.
The photo diode produces only microamps of current. This small current range requires that the op
amp's feedback resistor be in the megohm range to produce practical output voltages. With such
values for the feedback resistance and for the source current, the op amp's input can't rob current
from the photo diode or from the feedback resistor. The LMC7101 op amp meets these needs for the
above circuit and more.

In this example, we place the LMC7101 very close to the sensor, (the photo diode) and run a long
wire from the output. This long wire is driven by the low impedance of the amplifier output, which
will tend to absorb most noise. If we had run a long wire directly from the photodiode to a quad op
amp, the wire would be at a high impedance and would be susceptible to noise. The small size of
the TinyPak™ lets us improve the system performance by placing each amplifier near the signal
source.

This noise can also be reduced by electrical shielding or differential sensing of the signaL By using
a small amplifier next to the signal source, it is possible to get more immunity to electrical noise. The
LMC7101 thus reduces the size, weight, and cost while achieving greater noise rejection.
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500kHz
Squarewave

OV to 5V

2Vp-p sinewave
frequency
varied @

480kHz and
485kHz to
simulate
Doppler

This simple solution provides the ability to extract the difference frequency from two input
frequencies (FI & F2) --a useful function for circuits that utilize the the Doppler effect to measure
velocity. Fl could be the reflected or echoed signal that results from F2 hitting a moving object. The
reflected signal (Fl) enters the simple mixer circuit while the circuit alternates from inverting to
noninverting relative to the transmitting signal (F2); F2 switches the 4066 (an analog switch) at the
op amp's noninverting input, switching it to ground at the rate of F2. While F2 switches the op amp,
it is also transmitted out towards the object for a velocity measurement. The reflected signal Fl is
higher or lower in frequency depending on the direction the object is moving in --lower if it is
moving away from the receiver, higher if it is moving towards the receiver. The velocity of the
moving object directly relates to the difference frequency --the larger the difference frequency, the
faster the velocity. A low pass filter can be used to extract the difference frequency from amongst
the other frequency components generated by the mixing action of the circuit.

This circuit was built and tested using half of a LMC6482 powered by single 5 v supply that was
only required to source 550 uAmps with Fl at 2Vpp, 485kHz, sinewave and F2 as a 5 V, 500kHz,
squarewave. (See actual measurements on the following three pages.)

The LMC6482 makes a good candidate for the Simple Mixer because it provides for rail to rail input
and output which gives the designer more latitude with signal levels and allows for single supply
operation. It also consumes only 500uAmps/Amplifier (typ.) Yet, it provides a GBW of 1.5MHz
allowing for a reasonably broad range of operating frequencies to fine tune this circuit for different
parameters of the Doppler effect like velocity range and resolution.
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This plot illustrates the the display of the oscilloscope (Tektronix DSA 602A) as it measures the
simple mixer's two input frequencies and its resulting output signaL F1 is the middle trace at
485kHz. F2 is the top trace at 500kHz. The bottom trace is the output of the simple mixer. Note that
the output frequency contains a 15kHz component which appears as a amplitude modulating wave
on the bottom half of the signaL This appeared on the top half also, when the input (F1) was offset
above ground. Also note that input F1 did not appear modulated until it was connected to the circuit.



National's Newer CMOS Op amps

• LMC6462/4 20uA/channel, Dual and Quad, RR I/O Amplifier

• LMC6492/4 -40degC to 125degC version of LMC6482/4

• LMC7111 TinyPak™ 2.7V to 11V Vs, RR I/O Amplifier

* LMC6035/6 Dual and Quad, 3V to 15V Vs Amplifier

* denotes to be released soon
Vs denotes Supply Voltage Range
RR I/O denotes Rail-to-Rail Input and Output
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Newer CMOS Comparators

• LMC6772 10uNchannel, Dual RR I/O Open Drain Comparator

• LMC7211 TinyPakTM 7uA, 2.7V to 15V Vs, Push-Pull Comparator

• LMC7221 TinyPakTM 7uA, 2.7V to l5V Vs, Open Drain Comparator

"* LMC7215 TinyPakTM O.7uA, 2V to 8V Vs, Push-Pull Comparator

"* LMC7225 TinyPak™ O.7uA, 2V to 8V Vs, Open Drain Comparator

* denotes to be released soon
Vs denotes Supply Voltage Range
RR I/O denotes Rail-to-Rail Input and Output

This slide and the previous slide show National's new CMOS amplifiers and comparators that have
been introduced within the last year (CY95). National CMOS amplifiers are well-known for their
rail-to-rail input and output feature. In our CMOS amplifier data sheets one can find input common
mode voltage range (CMVR) and common mode rejection ratio (CMRR) specified clearly to give
you the competitive advantage of good performance over the entire CMVR. Our SOT23-5 is
industry's first and only introduction to this tiny package to save precious board space in portable
devices. Typical circuit layouts using TinyPak™ take half the space of SO-8.
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SPICE UPDATE

• New SPICE Macromodel for the LM6172 Dual High Speed, Low
Power, Low Distortion, Voltage Feedback Amplifier Available in
Macromodel Library Revision 4.3, April 1996.

• National Semiconductor SPICE Macromodel Library is Now On The
WEB @ b.ttp-~llww.w-nnal g-mktgtns.£spiceLuSG8fli€e:htm



Intelligent Battery Products

Topics to be Discussed
1. What is an Intelligent Battery?

2. Fuel Gauge and Charge Control

3. Envireonmental Battery Characteristics

4. Discharge Profiles

5. Charging Methods

6. Charge Control Flow Diagram

7. Charge Termination Paradigms

8. Fuel Gauge Flow Diagram

9. LMC6980 Product Features

10. Power Management Modes

11. Why a EEPROM is needed

12. LMC6980 ADC Schematic

13. LMC6984/88 Product Features

14. Battery Pack to Host Communications

15. Intelligent Battery Application Schematics

- Ni-MH with Charge Control

- Ni-MH without Charge Control

- Li-Ion with Charge Control



Intelligent Battery Market Profile
Product Segment Typical Battery Battery Battery Battery

Continual Run Charge Failure Smarts
Usage Time Time Cost Today

Portable Computers 8+ hrs 2-3 hrs 1-2 hrs High High

Cellular Phones 8+ hrs 10+ hrs 1 hr Low Med.
High End Power Tools 4+ hrs -1 hr < 1 hr Low Low

Radio Control Cars 3-4 hrs -1 hr 1-2 hr Med. Low
Camcorders 2 hrs 1-2 hrs 1-2 hrs High Med.

This chart describes the various product markets for battery packs. Only in the cellular phone
application does the battery run time exceed the user run time. PC notebooks in particular have a
relatively short battery run time of 2-3 hours compared with the desired user run time of 8 hours. The
Battery Failure Cost relates to the impact the battery EOD (End-of-Discharge) has on the user. For
instance, the Battery Failure Cost is High when the camcorder goes off because the battery is
discharged just when an event important to the user is happening.
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What Intelligent Battery?

• Battery Pack with Integrated Electronics
• Fuel Gauges the Battery

• Measures Temperature, Voltage, Current

• Supports Chemistry Independence

• Stores Battery Status and History

• Intelligent Charge Control

• Provides Battery Protection

• Communicates with the Host

The pictorial is representative of where Intelligent Battery (IE) circuitry can be installed in the
battery pack and consume minimum space.

Key reasons to include Intelligent battery electronics in the pack are:

Fuel Gauging the Battery - uses battery current, voltage, temperature and data from the EEPROM
correction tables (to be explained later) to compute the battery's State-of-Charge (SOC).

Supports Chemistry Independence - The IE pack looks the same to the host whether Nickel or
Lithium based batteries are used. This is because the battery pack performs its own charge control
independent of the type of charger used in the Host. The pack also performs its own fuel gauging
which is also independent of the battery chemistry. Data in EEPROM tables define the battery
parameters to the IE electronics.
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LMC6980/84/88 Fuel Gauge & Charge
Control Solution

I Data I
clock option

The LMC6980 in the Intelligent Battery simplified schematic is the data acqUisItion chip. Its
function is to measure the battery's voltage current and temperature, transmit that data over a
MICROWIRE serial port so that the LMC6984 can calculate State-of-Charge (SOC). It also has an
internal 128 byte EEPROM for storing chemistry specific battery parameters, history data and OEM
data. The 32kHz crystal is used to determine the frequency of the system's Real Time Clock.

The LMC6984 is an 8 bit COP based ASIC controller, it controls the operation of the LMC6980
based on firmware data stored in its ROM, calculates the sac, performs power management and
battery charge control functions. The LMC6984 is designed for single wire bus applications, the
LMC6988 is designed specifically for 5MBus applications.

The LM35 is a linear temperature sensor (lOmV/°C).

The LM2936 is a micropower LDO regulator (Vin = 40V max., ID = 7 J.l.A)

Rsense (50mQ) is used to measure the battery current (50 mY/Amp).



Battery Capacity
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Load and Temperature
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Battery capacity varies as a function of changes in temperature and rate of discharge.

Not shown are graphs for self-discharge rate vs. temperature (rate increases with temperature),
charge acceptance vs. charge rate (decreases with increasing rate) and charge acceptance vs.
temperature (decreases with increasing temperature).

The details of the graphs are not particularly important, but existance of these environmentally
dependent parameters make high accuracy fuel gauging difficult.

These environmental dependent parameters are battery type specific and these data must be stored in
the battery pack's EEPROM to achieve high accuracy fuel gauging.
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Discharge Profiles
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The higher nominal voltage (about 3.6V) of Lithium is a big advantage over Ni-Cd and Ni-MH
because you don't need to stack as many cells in series to get useful voltages.

One Li characteristic that is not as good as Ni is the highly sloped discharge voltage. The typical Li-
Ion cell will vary from about 4.2V (max.) to about 2.2V (min) over the discharge cycle. A varying
discharge voltage is an advantage in fuel gauging: an accurate measure of battery state-of-charge
can be obtained through a simple voltage measurement, only if the battery is subjected to a constant
load during most of its discharge cycle. The high ESR of Li-Ion batteries negates using voltage
measurement for fuel gauging when widely varying loads are present, as in notebook computers.
However, the non-constant Li voltage requires the design of power converters that operate efficiently
over a wide input voltage range, switching converters are the best choice for tills application.

As a result, some manufacturers will be forced to learn a new technology (switching regulator
design) that they did not previously use. Although this may be an annoyance in the short term, it
will eventually yield products with more efficient power supplies.
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Charging Methods

Constant Current (CC )
• Required for Ni-Cd/Ni-MH
• End-of-charge detection

required to prevent
overcharge

ICharge

Constant Voltage (CV)
• Used for Li-Ion
• End-of-charge detection not

required

VCharge

Charging characteristics of batteries are becoming more important as users demand faster
recharging. The minimum standard of acceptance for a good consumer product is typically a one
hour fast charge (two hours may be OK).

Fast charging of Ni-Cd and Ni-MH require some rather comprehensive (and expensive) charge
termination circuitry to avoid overcharge damage.

Two completely different charging methods are used for Ni and Li batteries. A constant-current
technique is best for Ni, but a constant-voltage, current limited charger must be used for Li.

The different charging characteristics of the two chemistries is a problem, as most equipment
manufacturers would like to do a seamless transition from Ni-MH to Li, using charger that accepts
both battery types would be ideal.
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Indicators for charge termination

T ie
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p
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The top graph represents the temperature change in a Ni-MH battery as a function of charge time.
This represents the primary method of terminating a IC charge rate. A typical value for the battery
temperature's rate of change is about IDC/min.

A typical secondary termination method is shown in the lower graph. Here, a maximum period of
time is used as a backup for primary method.

These secondary termination methods are are used as safety nets, if for any reason the primary
termination limit is not reached before the secondary.
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Fuel Gauge Flow Diagram

Rate
Temp
SOC

Rate
Temp
SOC

Correction
Factors

Temp
SOC

Data
Accumulators

This flow diagram describes the process by which the remaining or depleted capacity of the battery
is calculated.

Battery Charge and Discharge Current data from the ADCs in the LMC6980 is combined with
corresponding Rate, Temperature, and sac EEPROM Correction Factor data.

Self Discharge data is derived by applying Self Discharge vs. temperature and sac correction data
from the EEPROM with elapsed time to derive a correction factor to sac. EEPROM corrected data
for Charge is added to the remaining sac.
EEPROM corrected data for Discharge is subtracted from the remaining sac. The IB learns how
much the "real" capacity of the battery is by counting coulombs during a complete discharge cycle.
This "real" capacity calibration is done when the battery is discharged continuously from 100%
charge to 0%. The Learned Battery Capacity factor is used to make a final correction to establish the
true Deliverable Capacity of the battery.
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LMC6980
Battery Data

• 2 12 bit ADCs
• 4000: 1 Dynamic Range
• 2% System Accuracy
• 4 Power Management

Modes

• Off

• Current

10 = 750 /-LA
• Sleep 10 = 30 /-LA

• Disconnect 10 = 25 /-LA
10 = 1.5 /-LA

ADC Auto-Zero

Product Features
Acquisition System Ie

• Low Voltage Shutdown
• Programmable Sleep mode
• 8 bytes of Static RAM
• 128 byte EEPROM
• 32 kHz Real Time Clock
• Programmable ~P Clock
• Microwire serial interface

The purpose of the LMC6980 is to acquire the battery's voltage, temperature and current, convert
each to a clock synchronized frequency proportional to the voltage, temperature and current then
store those data into 16 bit counters. The LMC6984/88 microcontroller retrieves the data from the
counters and the EEPROM through the MICROWIRE serial interface. The microcontroller uses
these data to calculate the SOC per the flow diagram from the previous slide.

The 3 most important features are:

4000:1 Dynamic range - This wide range is required by notebook computers because of their
sophisticated power management systems. Typical current drains range from lmA in standby mode
to 3-4mA when the system is booting. The auto-zero feature insures reliable battery current
measurement down to lmA by effectively reducing the Vos of the current input amplifier to a few
mV.

128 byte EEPROM - This feature gives the OEM the flexibility, with one part, to make
modifications to the battery correction tables on the fly. The OEM may need to do this if a new
battery vendor is used, if an improved battery is replacing an older technology, or if the current
battery is replaced by one with a completely different chemistry.

Power Management - The 4 power modes are used so that current drawn from the battery during
periods of low or no activity is at a minimum. You don't want the battery to discharge due the IE
circuitry while the pack sits on the shelf for 2 weeks.



LM2936
Voltage
Reg

Analog LMC698
I
I
I

Voltage I
Temperature
ADC

Control
Logic

To
LMC6984 Host

Micro
controller

This is a very simplified block diagram of the IE's major elements, with the 6980 detailed to show
it's major blocks.

Two ADCs are used. One acquires battery current by measuring the voltage across Rsense (typically
50mW) the other acquires battery voltage via a resistor voltage divider (not shown) and temperature
using an LM35/45 linear temperature sensor. The LM35/45 has an output voltage of lOmV/oC from
o °C to 100°C.

The EEPROM in the LMC6980 block is used to store battery correction data (details in a later slide).

The Control Logic block is multi-purpose. It has control registers to control power management and
the analog block's operations, Real Time and Microcontroller clocks, MICROWIRE serial interface,
and serial-to-parallel and parallel-to-serial converters to convert the MICROWIRE interface to the 8
bit parallel bus used internally by the LMC6980.

The LM2936 is an LDO 5V regulator used to provide power to the LMC6980, LMC6984 and LM35.
Its unique feature is that it automatically shuts itself down to 7mA when its load current goes to
zero. This is important, particularly in the OFF mode (described in the next slide) where current
drain from the IE circuitry must be at an absolute minimum to prevent the battery cells from forward
biasing.



Intelligent Battery
Management

Power
Modes

Power Management Mode
Function ACTIVE SLEEP DISCONNECT OFF

Batten Stalus > 75 mA 75 mA to 0 mA o mA < EOL Volta~e
LM2936 LDO Enabled Enabled Enabled Enabled
LM35 Temperature Enabled Sample Sample Disabled
Sensor Enabled Enabled

LMC6984/88 JlC ACTIVE HALT HALT HALT

LV Detector Enabled Enabled Enabled Enabled

Sleep Mode Timer Disabled Enabled Enabled Disabled
System Wake-Up Enabled Enabled Enabled Disabled

LMC6980 Enabled Sample Disabled Disabledr ••rrpnl ADr "nohlen
LMC6980 Enabled Sample Sample Disabled
Temnerature ADC Enahled Enahled
LMC6980 Enabled Sample Disabled Disabled
Voltape ADC Enabled

IAppliCatiOn current 8.3 mA 40 JlA 35 JlA 10 JlA

The chart describes how the various LMC6980 blocks behave in each of the four power management
modes.

The Battery Status current is the Host drain current. The 6984/88 fumware provides the actual trip
points for each of the power management modes.

In ACTIVE mode, all functions are on 100% of the time.

In SLEEP mode all functions are Sample Enabled (active for 5%, off for 95%, for example) except
for those functions required to provide power and wake up the IB circuitry internally, or from the
Host.

DISCONNECT mode is the same as SLEEP mode except that current and voltage measurements are
not made (the Low Voltage Detector is still on).

In OFF mode all 6980 functions are off and the 6984/88 is HALTed. Just the LM2936 and the Low
Voltage Detector are active. Only a voltage greater than the EOL voltage will reactivate the IB
circuitry.
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The EEPROM Provides Flexibility
• Battery Correction Tables

• Charge Efficiency vs. Rate, SOC, Temperature
• Discharge Efficiency vs. Load, Temperature
• Self Discharge vs. Time and Temperature

• Operating Information
• Charge Termination Parameters and Limits
• Exposure History

• Manufacturer's Information
• Pack Configuration
• Serial Number and date code

About 2/3 of the data stored in the EEPROM are for Battery Correction Tables.

Most of the other data is devoted to storing the charge termination limits for the Fast and Slow
charge paradigms.

Exposure History data is updated in the EEPROM as needed. Data stored here represents; # of times
the battery has properly terminated Phase I and 2 charge cycles, what parameter terminated the late
charge phase, min. and max. temperature and voltage the battery has been exposed to.

The EEPROM also stores battery pack configuration data related to # of cells, chemistry, and size of
cell. The pack's serial #, and the manufacturing date code are also stored.
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LMC6984/6988 Product Features
Battery Management System Controller

• 8 bit IlProcessor core • Four Programmable I/O
• Fully static CMOS design ports

• Two 8 bit I/O
• 3 Power management • 4 bit Output, 4 bit Input

modes
• ACTIVE

• IDLE
• HALT

ID = 7.5 mA
ID = 1.3 mA

ID < 1 IlA

• Four software selectable
I/O options

• Clocked at 10 MHz III

most applications
• LMC6984 designed for

single wire data transfers
• LMC6988 designed for

5MBus applications

• 16k bytes ROM
• 256 bytes RAM
• Full duplex DART

The LMC6984/6988 Controllers have ROM based firmware designed either for single wire
communications (LMC6984) or 5MBus applications (LMC6988).

The controller has three power management modes, only two of which are used in Intelligent Battery
applications (ACTIVE and HALT). There are a total of 24 programmable ports 16 of which are I/O
and 8 others with are dedicated inputs or outputs.

The masked 16K ROM is used as permanent memory for the application specific firmware program,
the 256 bytes of data memory includes RAM, data registers, I/O registers, and Control registers.

The Full Duplex DART uses the MICROWIRE communications interface as its protocol.
MICROWIRE is a four wire serial communications protocol used to transmit and receive data from
the LMC6980. The four lines are: DO (data out), DI (data in), SK (data clock), CKI (microcontroller
clock).
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System Management Bus (SMBus)
in the Intelligent Battery

Microwire.. ~
Bus

LMC6980 Microwire LMC6988 5MBus- ~ Host PC- Bus
.

(pC) : ------, I

I I

I I~---------------- I- - _.
"Intelligent Battery" with cells

The two diagrams show that the both LMC6984 and 6988 controllers communicate with the
LMC6980 through the MIRCOWIRE interface, but communicate with the Host using a completely
different interface, determined by the ROM firmware program.

The LMC6988 is designed for use with an 5MBus. 5MBus is an open drain (or collector) two wire
(clock and data) bus sponsored by Intel, with roots derived from the I2C and ACCESS bus. It is used
mainly by slow speed peripherals, such as mice or keyboards, connected to PCs and Notebooks. 128
master or slave devices can be connected to the bus. It transmits data at between 10K and lOOK
Bits/Sec.

The LMC6984 is designed for use with single wire interfaces, The single wire interface usually has
one master and multiple slaves. Most of the time, the IB will act as a slave with the Host acting as
master. The bus uses an open drain architecture, similar to the 5MBus, but has a maximum data rate
slower than 5MBus. Bus data is read and written by using time slots to manipulate the bits, and a
command word to specify the transaction.
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5MBus Compliant
Application with

Intelligent Battery
Charge Control

·.·..' .~
• L

Finally, we get to the nitty-gritty stuff. Real applications. Here and on the next two slides are three
Intelligent Battery applications using Ni-MH and Li-Ion batteries with no charge control and in-pack
charge control.

As you can see, there is more circuitry than was disclosed in the simplified block diagrams shown
previously. The additional components are the 76C74 Dual DFIF (U5) and the 2N7002 (QI) to
support the 5MBus. Q2, Q3, R4, and R5 provide line isolation between the 5MBus and LMC6988
when the pack is inactive. And R2, R3, DI, and D2 are used for ESD protection. R6, R7, and R8 are
used to scale the
battery voltage down to voltage acceptable to the LMC6980 COYto IY). The tap connected to
LYBA IT is used to sense when that voltage falls below Y0012, this voltage is equivalent to the
battery's End-of-Life voltage.

The NDS9435 (Q5) is a power PMOS transistor with an ROS(on)of 35mQ used for controlling the
average charge current into the battery. Rl5 is used to determine the Maintenance Charge current. Q5
is off during the Maintenance Charge phase.

YI, R9, C6, and C7 form the tank circuit used for the 32.768 kHz Real Time Clock oscillator. The
crystal recommended for most SMT applications is the Epson MC-306. 32.768 kHz was selected for
its extremely low cost, it's used in millions of quartz watches.



5MBus Compliant
Application with

Intelligent Battery
Charge Contro~l~~

CI and C2 are timing capacitors used for the current and voltage ADCs. The values of CI and C2 are
not critical, as they only determine the peak-peak voltage of the sawtooth waveforms at pins 6 and 7.
If they are within 25% of the values indicated in the schematic, the accuracy of the ADCs are not
affected.

The schematic on the previous page was designed to used with "dumb" Ni-CD or Ni-MH chargers.
These chargers can not be controlled directly and are unaware of the chemistry of the battery they
are charging.

The schematic on this slide is identical to the previous slide, except the charge control PMOS
transistor, Q5 is removed. This application is designed for use with Ni chargers which perform their
own charge control and are aware of the battery's chemistry.
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POWER MANAGEMENT



Management
• Low Current Power Conversion for Portable Electronics
• Precision Voltage Control
• Li-Ion Cells for High-Density Power
• Power Conversion in Line-Powered Equipment
• New SIMPLE SWITCHERsTM Converters

- LM2594/5/617/8/9 step down buck converters
- LM2585/617/8 flyback/boost converters
- LM2825 lAmp DC/DC Converter Power IC

• Switchers Made Simple 4.2
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Low-Dropout
Operates

Regulator
Longer

The main power supply will often be subjected to pulses of load current, as different sections
become active. It must also have a low-power shutdown mode, which will not drain the batteries at a
rate faster than their self-discharge.

Many portable systems, such as a cellular phone, also have a limitation on their physical size. This,
in turn, limits the size or height of the power supply. Most components must be surface-mountable,
and often the height is limited to less than lcm.

A low-dropout (LDO) linear regulator is often a good choice for this main regulator, if the load is
light and the battery voltage is very close to the desired power supply voltage. The LDO can offer a
compact solution with few additional coponents being required. In addition, if the LDO has a tight
tolerance for its output voltage, the minimum battery voltage needed to maintain regulation can be
accurately predicted.



LDO Power for Peripherals

5V Low-Dropout
Regulator

Power for the peripheral parts of the sytem is usually developed from the main supply. In this way,
if the main supply is turned off, then the peripherals are also disabled.

The peripheral power conversion still needs to fit in a small area, and meet other restrictions similar
to those of the main power supply. However, there may be additional requirements for diagnostic
signals. These may include "flags" that indicate whether the converter is properly operating, or
which detect other faults within the system.

Low-dropout regulators may also be a good choice for this type of power conversion. Many of the
precision LOGs include diagnostic functions that would otherwise need to be added as individual
components.
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Tiny Bias Supply for Light Loads

COUT

2.21lF

Voltages
Available

5.0
4.0
3.8
3.6
3.5
3.3
3.2
3.1
3.0
2.9
2.8
2.7

• ± 0.5% Output Tolerance
• <1 !JA in Shutdown

To develop a light-load bias supply for a small control section within the portable system, a small
linear regulator is the best choice for a small footprint and low power loss. As in this example, a
low-dropout linear regulator can provide a 5V, 3.3V, or 3.0V output (depending on version selected)
at up to 50 mA, with peak currents of up to 100 mA. With an initial accuracy of +/-0.5% for the A-
grade part, the LP2980 also has sufficient precision to be used as a reference.

At the maximum steady-state load of 50 mA, the dropout voltage of the LP2980 is only 225 mV
(maximum, over temperature). In comparison to the conventional 0.6V LDO dropout, this very low
dropout voltage allows the battery to discharge further before the output voltage loses regulation.
The LP2980 dropout voltage is also specified at lower current levels, for accurate planning of battery
life.

When the regulator is not needed to be operational, it can be put into shutdown mode during which it
draws less than I flA. With this low quiescent current, it is not necessary to disconnect the regulator
with a series FET switch.

As with other low-dropout regulators, the LP2980 requires an output capacitor. The value of this
capacitor must be at least I flF, over all operating conditions; 2.2 flF is preferred for variation with
temperature and tolerance. For most applications, a good surface-mount tantalum capacitor is
appropriate for the task.

The LP2980 is available in the SOT23-5 package (only 1.6mm by 2.9mm). Although this small
package size minimizes the board area required by the regulator, it also limits the power dissipation
(yet staying within the temperature range limits).
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LP2982 Low Noise
On/Off

3

V1N
5

LP2982
4

C1N CBY.PASS

l.°IlF O.IIlF
2

Output
Voltages Available

5.00
4.00
3.30
3.00

VOUT SV @ <SOmA 2.75

COUT

4.71lF

• ± 1.0% Output Tolerance
• <1 IlA in Shutdown

The LP2982 provides a low noise output with the same power as the LM2980. The reference has
been connected to pin 4 to allow for addition of a by-pass capacitor. This by-pass capacitor reduces
broadband noise and reduces typical noise to 40u V on the output.

The output capacitor selected must be a high quality ceramic of film capacitor to keep leakage
current to a minimum. Leakage currents greater than lOnA can cause excessive load on the
reference circuit and reduce accuracy of the output.
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Practical Input Voltage Range
SOT23-5 Thermal Resistance Limits LP2980 Max. Input Voltage

.-..15
~eo:
E
'""'10

;z:>'
5

25 50 75
TA °C

Max. input voltage
at full load

Max. input voltage
at moderate load

The internal Uunction) temperature of the LP2980, given the actual operating conditions, should be
calculated before finalizing the regulator design. This junction temperature is the sum of the
maximum ambient temperature, and the temperature rise due to the operation of the regulator. The
maximum TJ limit of the LP2980 is 125°C:

TJ = TA + liTJ; TJ(MAX)< 125°C Eq. I

where the temperature rise (liTJ) is the product of the device power dissipation and its package
thermal resistance:

liTJ = PD X 8lA = [(VINmax- VOUT)XILOAD+ VINmaxXIs] x 8JA Eq.2

where VINmaxis the maximum voltage that will be applied to the LP2980, ILOADis the maximum load
current in the application, and Is is the regulator supply current. 8JA, the thermal resistance, is
300 °CfW for the SOT23-5 package.

While the maximum input voltage of the LP2980 is 20V, if it is to be used with the full 50 mA load
current at room temperature, the practical limit without exceeding the junction temperature limit is
about 11.5V. Operation at lighter loads increases the practical input voltage range; higher ambient
temperatures decrease the voltage range.



Typical Drop-Out Characteristcs

Drop-Out 300mV3.45
Minimum
Battery

3.15 ---------
j

3.0 Required

2.85 ------ --------- Supply

Output tolerance
+/- 150mV (5%)

0.0

LM2931

Minimum
Battery

3.03
3.0
2.97

Required--------- Supply
Output tolerance
+/- 30mV (I %)

It has already been commented that lower dropout performance enables a battery to discharge further
before the LDO starts to encounter regulation problems. The output accuracy of the regulator also
has an effect on the lowest operating battery voltage required for regulation, and by optimising these
two parameters, a battery powered system is able to achieve a longer run time.

Let us consider a typical battery powered system which needs to supply 50mA at 3V from a battery
pack consisting of 3 NiCd or NiMH cells. One solution would be to use an LM2931, one of the first
LDO regulators to be produced by National in the 1980s. This part will have a typical accuracy of
+/-5%, and a typical dropout of around 300mV. Combining the worst case of maximum output
voltage with the drop-out, the LOWEST battery voltage that such a regulator could operate with is
3.45V.

Compare this with the LP2980 which has a typical accuracy of +/-1 % and typical drop-out of
120mV. This regulator would still operate with a minimum battery voltage of 3.15V, a 300mV
improvement.
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Operating from
voltage extends

reduced battery
system run-time

Battery
Voltage

Typical 3 cell NiCdJNiMH
battery discharge curve

The effect of reducing the minimum operating voltage has an obvious impact on the operating time
of the system. The typical discharge curve (shown above) for a pack of 3 NiCdlNiMH cells starts to
drop significantly in voltage as the cells become fully discharged. By reducing the minimum battery
voltage required for operation, more of the battery packs power can be used and operating times
extended. In todays market environment, equipment runtime is a key feature used to differentiate
products.
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NEW LP2981
Similar Features, Higher Load

-SV, 3.3V, 3.0V output versions, ±O.S%

-On/Off with IJ.lA quiesent current

The LP2981 offers the same features as the LM2980. However, greater caution must be exercised
when using the full output current of this device due to the thermal limitations discussed earlier.
Also, a 4.7flF capacitor is recommended on the output because of the higher average load.
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Low-Power Bus Conversion
V1N SV ±lO%

I l~~V1N SID

lOOk L Shutduwn

ERROR
lOOk Error Flag

Low V1N

249k
V1N

Output
Sense

Tap
FB

Within a given portable system, there are often components which operate from a +5V supply as
well as those which need a +3.3V supply. If the power required by the +3.3V load is relatively low,
then the simple approach of developing the 3.3V using a linear regulator may be best.

While the efficiency of a linear regulator can be no better than the ratio of the output voltage to the
input voltage (e.g. 66% for a 5V-to-3.3V conversion), the linear regulator may take less board area
than a switching regulator for the same output power. In addition, several low-dropout linear
regulators are available with special system features to allow them to interface easily with digitally-
controlled systems.

There are several regulators that are able to convert a 5V supply to 3.3V. For load currents of up to
250 mA, the 3.3V version of the LP2953 low-dropout regulator can be used. In this application, the
LP2953 is 58% efficient at a I mA load, only consuming 2.4 mW. With a 100 mA load, the
efficiency rises to 63%, with only 0.2W of power loss. When used as a 5V-to-3.3V converter, the
LP2953 does not require special heat-sinking for ambient temperatures less than 80°C.

The LP2953 also incorporates a shutdown function, provides an error flag, and has an auxiliary
comparator for monitoring other signals within the system. In the example of the above figure, the
auxiliary comparator is monitoring the input voltage, and will send a logic-low signal if the input
voltage drops below 4.3V. This signal indicates that the 3.3V output is close to losing regulation,
and the system should either begin to shut itself down, or otherwise prepare for possible
misoperation.
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Dual Regulated Outputs

SID

L
V1N 5.6-9V (5-6 cells)

~

Output

Sense I2
.
21lF

5V Tap

FB

Within many systems, it is often necessary to have different regulated outputs powering different
parts of the system. This improves fault tolerance, so that a fault within one section will not affect
the operation of the rest of the system. This is especially useful when there is memory that must
have uninterruptable power at all times.

The LP2956 low-dropout regulator is intended for this type of use, with two independent, fully-
protected regulated outputs. The main output is rated for up to 250 mA, while the auxiliary output is
rated for 75 mA. If the main output is shut down, whether by current limit or a shutdown command,
the auxiliary output remains operational.

In addition, diagnostic features in the LP2956, such as the auxiliary comparator and the Error Flag,
are available to indicate the regulator's status to a microcontroller. The auxiliary comparator can
monitor the input voltage, and detect when it falls below a threshold (determined by the resistor
values in an external divider). In this example, this low-input threshold is set to 5.8V. This signal
indicates that the regulator is close to dropping out of regulation.

If the input voltage sags low enough, the main output drops out of regulation (i.e. drops more than
5% below the nominal value). At this point the Error Flag, an open-collector output, goes low. Both
open-collector outputs should be pulled up to either V OUT2, or to the system logic supply, so they
remain valid even when VOUTI is shut down.



Precision O.25A Low-Dropout Regulators

Dual In-Line & Surface-Mount

LP2952 Shutdown, Error Flag

LP2953 Shutdown, Error Flag

LP2956 Shutdown, Error Flag

Comparator, Precision Ref.

75mA Aux. Reg., Comparator

TO-220 & TO-263 (Cropped Tab Surface Mount)

LP2954

LP2957 Shutdown, Error Flag

Tolerance for all parts is (A) ± 1.4%; Tolerance is maximum, over temperature, line,
and load ranges.

There are several other 250 mA LDO regulators that are similar to the LP2953 and LP2956. These
include the LP2952 and LP2957 single regulators (without comparator), and the LP2954 3-terminal
regulator.

The maximum dropout voltage or each of these regulators is 600m V at full load (800m V over
temperature). The dropout voltage is also specified at lighter loads.

For the regulators with shutdown control, the regulator is put into a low-power mode by driving the
SHUTDOWN pin to a logic-low level. In this mode, the output is turned off, but the regulator
control section is left operational so that the LDO can quickly regain regulation (usually within
0.5ms, with an output capacitance of 2.2 f.lF). In shutdown mode, the supply current is typically 105
f.lA.

Each of these LDOs is available with an output voltage tolerance of ±1.4% (maximum) over
temperature, line, and load ranges. The operating temperature range is -40°C to +125°C
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Similar
Current

Features, Higher Load
With LP2960

-500 mA LDO in 16-pin SO, DIP

-5V, 3.3V output versions, ±1.4% tolerance
- System features
- Error Flag
- Auxiliary Comparator, precision reference

When the peak load current is above 250 mA, the 500 mA regulator LP2960 should be considered.
It has the same high accuracy (±1.4%) as the LP2953 and LP2956, and also offers the features of
error flag and auxiliary comparator. The key difference is in the higher output current range.

The LP2960 output voltage can be set to the internally-programmed value of either 3.3V or 5V
(depending on version selected). If a different voltage is needed, it can be set to any level between
1.23V and (V1N-IV). The maximum input voltage is 30V.



New Automotive Voltage
When Safe Operation

"Not An Option"

~\/~
/',

Regulators.
IS

Electro-magnetic Interference (EMI)
Power Lines

Supply Line Transients
Automotive Load Dump

Radio Frequency Interference (RFI)
Transmission Towers

Mobile Radios

Bulk Current Injection (BCI)
Wiring Harness Pick-up

Fail-Safe and Fault-Tolerant systems are becoming more prevalent throughout the industry. A major
source of interference is high frequency energy which can bombard electronic modules from a
variety of sources. As an example, in automotive a major concern is the energy radiated by high
powered police radios which at any time can be in close proximity to a vehicle equipped with an
anti-lock braking system and a safety airbag. This high level of RF energy cannot interfere with
braking operation or, worse yet, inadvertently deploy an airbag. In cases such as these safe operation
is not an option, it's a given!

The voltage regulator is a key component in any system and must remain in normal operation or the
system fails immediately. These three new voltage regulators are the beginning of a new family of
products where design techniques have been employed to provide immunity to high frequency
interference. By immunity we mean that these products have been tested and proven to remain in
normal regulation and do not generate a false system reset while exposed to energy levels ranging
from IMHz to 400MHz with a signal strength of up to 300V/m.

Without the voltage regulator in full operation, no system would have a chance for continuous
functionality.



Three New Low-Dropout System
Voltage Regulators

LM9070
Single

HF Tolerant
Keep-Alive Logic Control
Delayed Reset Flag

LM9071
Single

HF Tolerant
Delayed Reset Flag

LM90n
Dual - Tracking

SVMain
SVTracking (l % )

3S0mA
SOmA

HF Tolerant
Keep-Alive Logic Control
Delayed Reset Flag

Here is an overview of the three new voltage regulator products. We refer to them as system
regulators because they contain additional functions beyond the simple three-terminal regulator.

All three contain a delayed reset output flag. This active low output is used to hold a system
microcontroller in a reset condition whenever the supply voltage (the regulator output voltage) falls
out of regulation for any reason. This ensures proper power supply biasing before allowing the
system to execute functions.

While designed primarily for automotive application these regulators contain all of the conventional
protection features required. These include reverse battery connection protection, survival during
load dump input supply transients, overvoltage protection and a wide operating temperature range.
They are also available in the TO-263 surface mount power package and all exhibit immunity to high
frequency interference. This ruggedness is also desirable in many non-automotive applications.

The LM9070 and the LM90n are available in 7-lead and 9-lead packages. The extra pins provide a
unique ON/OFF switching control called Keep-Alive control. The LM9071 is a standard 5-lead
regulator that provides a programmable delay reset flag output.
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Keep-Alive Control Logic

Regulator Remains Biased After System is Switched OFF
Until Micro Commands Power-down!

This illustrates the Keep-Alive logic control. In many systems the microprocessor is required to
perform various "house-keeping" tasks when the system is switched OFF. These may include
resetting system loads and storing system variables into EPROM which may require an indefinite
length of time. Keeping power applied for as long as is required is the benefit of Keep-Alive control.

The LM9070 is shown and pin 2 is a conventional ON/OFF input line. This allows the input to be
directly connected to the regulator and power ON and OFF controlled by a switch. When OFF the
current drain on the input supply is only 20 to 30 I!A.

Once switched ON the regulator provides power to the system micro and the micro sets the Keep-
Alive control input, pin 6, low. This low level on pin 6 keeps the regulator ON regardless of the state
of the ON/OFF input. The NPN transistor shown is used only to signal the micro that the system has
been commanded to switch OFF by the opening of the ON/OFF switch.

When switched OFF the regulator remains fully operational. The micro senses the OFF command
and can begin whatever is required for a power down routine. This routine can take as long as
necessary because the system doesn't actually turn-OFF until it is ready to do so. At the end of the
power-down routine the micro simply takes the Keep-Alive input high and the regulator shuts OFF
and reverts to the low current drain standby condition until switched back ON.
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The LM9072

5V Main Supply
+

Tracking Output for Remote Sensor Power

Less Than 100uA
Current Drain when

OFF

Keep-Alive
Control Logic

LM9072
Volt.ge

Aeguillor
Fully Protected Against

Shorts to Ba ttery and Shorts
to Ground

""""""-TraCks the Main

Output within 1%

The LM90n is a dual output voltage regulator which also has the same Keep-Alive control logic as
the LM9070.

In addition to the Main 5V, 350mA regulated output there is a second tracking output which can be
used for powering sensors and circuits physically located outside the main module. This output
voltage is derived from the Main output and tracks it to within a I % tolerance. This tracking
characteristic is important if the supply potential of the remote element must closely match that of
the Main system as is the case when powering ratiometric sensors such as potentiometers as shown.

The tracking output is fully protected against not only short circuits to ground but also shorts to the
input potential. This is a fault protection feature that is necessary when supply wires travel outside
the main module to remote elements where anything can happen.



Precision Voltage Control
LM3411

with

• Better tolerance of Linear, Switching regs
• Control super-LDO at high current
• Drive isolated opto feedback

The original application for the LM3411 was in isolated switching power supplies (either DCIDC or
offline). Many of these supplies use a PWM controller on the primary side to drive the power stage,
which is transformer-coupled and inherently isolated. To provide isolated feedback, a device is used
to sense the output voltage and pass a feedback current through an optocoupler, to be received and
"decoded" on the primary side. Several other devices have been used to develop this secondary-side
feedback, but none have been specified for this function until the LM3411.

Even for non-isolated linear and switching power supplies, the LM3411 can be used to provide tight
control of the output voltage. If the power supply has multiple outputs, with only one output directly
regulated, the use of the LM3411 will enhance the precision of the main output, and allow the other
outputs to have an acceptable tolerance (usually better than +/- 5%) without post-regulation.



bI N a t ion a I 5 e m i con due tor Power Management Applications

LM3411: Flexible Building Block
+/N

GND
• Precision Reference plus Error Amp

now in SOT23!!
• Based on LM4040 Precision SOT Reference
• Designed & spec'ed for power supply uses
• No external trim!!

The simplest view of the LM34ll is as a building block, consisting of a precision reference, error
amplifier, and an output driver.

In fact, the LM34ll is a version of the LM4040 precision SOT-23 reference --- modified and
specified for use in power supplies. It is specifically intended to provided precision output voltage
control, without the use of external or additional trim resistors.

Initially, the device was made available as an 8-pin plastic DIP. However, it is now also available in
the 5-lead SOT23-5 package (similar to the SOT-23) for more compact applications.
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AC Basics:
• LM3411 operates as an integrator
• Cc & RF set "zero"

- make less than reg. bandwidth

pole at
"the origin"

zero at
1I(2rtXcRF)

/'

The LM34ll is normally used to generate feedback inside the control loop of a complete regulator or
power supply. The frequency response added by the LM34l1 is that of a low-frequency integrator
(for high DC precision), with a "zero" to shift it to a simple voltage-follower.

An external compensation capacitor Cc around the LM3411 causes the integrating function; Cc
working with an internal resistor RF to produce the "zero" so that, as the regulator frequency
response reaches unity-gain, the LM34ll doesn't affect the system stability.

RF varies from 70kQ to ll8kQ. Be sure to take this variation into account when selecting the "zero"
point frequency. This frequency should be well below your cross over (OdB point) frequency.
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DC Basics:
• GM X RL determines accuracy

- sets LM3411 AVOL

ACCURACY
AVOL = GM X RL
OUT ERROR = AVOL

(1 + AVOL)

The transconductance, or GM, of the LM3411 affects its control accuracy. As the LM3411 is actually
a closed-loop system by itself, GM x RL is the open-loop gain of the LM3411 (where RL is the load
resistance of the LM3411). For the 5V part, GM is typically 3.3mA/mV. If RL is 300Q, the LM3411
open-loop gain is about 1000, which is then the maximum low-frequency gain of the LM3411 when
used as an integrator. This will contribute an output voltage error of 1 part in 1000 (i.e. 0.1 %). If RL

is larger, then this error will be less.

The maximum value of RL is limited by the LM3411 saturation voltage (how close the output can get
to the +IN pin, typically IV) and the output current range desired. For example, if the maximum
output current desired from the 5V part is 1 mA, the maximum value of RL is:

RL(MAX) = (5V -1V)/l mA = 4 kQ



(}I National Semiconductor

LM2941 + LM3411: 1% tolerance
Output
Voltage +5V

fA

VJN ~ 5.6V +V IN

ON/OFF

IN

OUT LM3411
-5.0 COMPo

(-) GND.

• Low-dropout characteristic of LM2941 is preserved
• Load regulation improved with remote sensing

The complete precision 5V, lA low-dropout regulator is shown above. With the LM2941 providing
the power, and the LM3411 providing the precision, the final solution preserves the low-dropout
characteristic of the LM2941, but with the 1% accuracy (A grade, over all conditions) of the
LM3411. For even better precision with a remote load, the LM3411 output voltage sensing
connections can be located at the load, as there is little current in this sensing path to degrade the
signal applied to the LM3411.
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LM3411 as LDO Controller

VOUT = 3.3V

IOUT(max) = 3A

+
47pF

+
470pF

Not only can the LM34ll be used to improve the precision of available linear regulators, it can also
be used as the primary control for a linear regulator, even a low-dropout regulator. Having the
reference and error amplifier, all it lacks is a power stage. A discrete power stage is all that is
needed to complete the regulator.

As this regulator was to be used in a desktop personal computer application, there were two special
considerations in the design. The first of these was the need for relative low cost. Although a design
of this type usually uses a P-channel MOSFET (because of the available drive), an N-channel device
would be less expensive for the same ratings. Fortunately, a l2V supply was available to this
regulator, which provided enough gate drive so that an N-channel FET could be used. The device
used was an NDP603AL, with an ROS(ON) of O.16mQ.

The other special need was for the regulator to be able to directly pass the SV source to the ouput, in
case the load required a SV supply instead of 3.3V. This was achieved through the use of Q3, which
(when pulled high) allows full gate drive to be applied to Ql, putting it into saturation. The load
then sees the SV source through the ROS(ON) of the FET. At full 3A load, the ROS(ON) represents a
loss of less than O.SV.
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LM2575 + LM3411: Precision Switcher
Input FB
+7V +V IN LM2575 150 pH
to Adj Output

+40V
ON/OFF GND

+ 47 + 470

pF 1N5818
pF

Output

+5V
@1A

OUT

100

nF

LM3411
-5.0 COMPo

(-) GND. 1Q.

• Use ADJ version of regulator
• Add O.IJ..lF bypass cap, In resistor to minimize

LM3411 noise pickup

By itself, the LM2575-5.0 is guaranteed to have an output voltage within the tolerance of +/- 5%
(over all conditions). However, as in the case of the LM2941, this may not be sufficiently tight
when degraded by I x R drops on the way to a remote load, or when this voltage must be used as part
of a system reference.

To improve the precision of this switching regulator, the LM2575-ADJ can be used with the
LM3411-5.0. (We need the ADJ version of this regulator, as we did with the LM294l, because we
need to have separate access to the output voltage and to the feedback node of the regulator.)

At higher load currents, the lOOnF-lQ filter improves the system load regulation, by filtering the
high-frequency switching noise from the voltage applied to the LM34ll.
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Replacing the 431 •In opto- isolated
Vs

supplies
Vs

+/N

lOUT,

• 431 is normally part of system loop compensation
• LM3411 can be set for same frequency response:

Cc X RF = CR X R1

• LM3411 output current separate from supply current

In switching regulator applications, the product most similar to the LM3411 is the older, industry
standard 431 (originally from T.I.).

If a power supply has already been designed using the 431, the system compensation will normally
have include some compensation using the 431. If we want to replace the 431 with the LM34 11, for
better accuracy, how do we adjust the compensation?

Fortunately, even though the schematic for the two devices looks a bit different, the net effect is the
same - including the effective compensation. The actual compensation capacitor may need to be
changed, depending on the resistor values used in the original 431 design.

Another significant difference between the 431 and the LM3411 is the way in which each device is
used to drive an optocoupler (as part of an isolated feedback network). The 431 normally has the
optocoupler diode on its "cathode" side, where it detects the control current as well as the supply
current of the 431. The LM341 1 has a separate output pin which is used to drive the optocoupler
diode, so that the diode only conducts the control current (which is a function of the output voltage
error), not the supply current (which varies with temperature).
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Example: LM2577 + LM3411 + Opto
+V/N

10 to 20V

LM2577
-ADJ

+ 4.7 jJF
Tant.

3.3 or 5.0V

+
Regulated
Output

Comm.

(+) IN

OUT LM3411 COMPo
3.3/5.0

The power supply in the example above was originally designed using the LM385 adjustable
reference to provide feedback through the optocoupler to the LM2577 (see AN-777). The LM385
was chosen at that time to show a more precise alternative to the more traditional 431. The
application has now been updated further with the use of the LM34ll.

With the tight precision of the main output, additional outputs can be developed (with additional
windings on the transformer) having tolerance better than 5%.
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Li-Ion Cells for High-Density Power

• Cellular telephones
• Laptop computers
• Camcorders
• Personal stereos (Walkmans, CD players)
• High performance products that benefit from longer

run time, lighter weight

The first product available with rechargeable Li-Ion batteries was a Sony camcorder, which boasted
the smallest size and lightest weight of comparable models. Other products, such as portable stereo
disc players, are also reaping the benefits of smaller size and reduced weight.

The cellular phone market (where ads boast phone weights down to the last tenth of an ounce) is
presently incorporating Li batteries into their high end models.

The laptop computer industry is also being drawn to Li batteries by the promise of longer run times.
The power consumption of high performance (color display) laptops has so outstripped battery
development that there are laptops sold with operating times (between charges) of less than one hour.

Makers of these types of high performance products are becoming very interested in this battery
technology that promises more available power.



Energy Densities

Cell Type Ni-MH Ni-Cd Li-Ion
Gravimetric Density 55 50 90(W-Hr/Kg)
Volumetric Density 180 140 210(W-Hr/L)

• Gravimetric density (energy per unit weight) is
highest for Li-Ion by almost 2 to 1.

• Volumetric density (energy per unit size)
is closer, but Li-Ion is still the best

The main advantage using Li-Ion batteries in consumer products is their higher gravimetric density
(the amount of stored energy compared to weight). This advantage allows the designer the options
of reducing product weight and/or increasing operating time.

As the processors in portable PC's get faster (which means more power hungry) the lure of higher
energy will force the use of Lithium.

Li-Ion also has an advantage in volumetric density, which means that a reduction in size will also be
achieved for a battery of a given Watt-hour rating.



Discharge Profile and Charge Method

E Li-Ion Constant Voltage (CV)
fool 4 • Used for Li-Ion
~
< • End-of-charge detection notEo<...:l required
0
>3 VCharge...:l --h...:l
fool
U

I I I
1 2 3 4

TIME (H) Li-Ion

Li-Ion Cell Voltage Higher, Changes More

The higher nominal voltage (about 3.6V) of Lithium is a big advantage over Ni-Cd and Ni-MH for
the simple reason that you don't need to stack as many cells in series to get useful voltages.

One Li characteristic that is not as good as the Ni products is the highly sloping discharge voltage.
The typical Li-Ion cell will vary from about 4.2V (max) to about 2.2V (min) over the discharge
cycle. A varying discharge voltage is an advantage in fuel gauging. An accurate measure of battery
state-of-charge can be obtained through a simple voltage measurement. However, the non-constant
Li voltage requires the design of power converters that operate efficiently over a wide input voltage
range - by definition, switching converters are the best choice.

As a result, some manufacturers will be forced to learn a new technology (switching regulator
design) that they did not previously use. Although this may be a possible annoyance in the short
term, it will eventually yield products with more efficient power supplies.

Charging characteristics of batteries are becoming more important as users demand faster
recharging. The minimum standard of acceptance for a good consumer product is typically a one
hour fast charge (two hours may be OK).

Fast charging of Ni-Cd and Ni-MH require some rather comprehensive (and expensive) charge
termination circuitry to avoid overcharge damage. Li chargers will be a little simpler (and cheaper).

Two completely different charging methods are used for Ni and Li batteries. A constant-current
technique is best for Ni, but a constant-voltage charger must be used for Li. The different charging
characteristics of the chemistries is a problem, as most equipment manufacturers would like to do a
seamless transition from Ni-MH to Li, which would require charging circuits that accept both battery
types.
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C-v Charge Profile
100

10/0 CHARGE IDELIVERED
0 1

~t-- 1

CELL i
VOLTAGE I

Ie
CHARGE

I
IRATE I

0
0 1 Time (Hours) 2

1
1

I .•• CURRENT CONSTANT ~I
I LIMIT ~I'" VOLTAGE I

31

A typical C-V(constant voltage) charge cycle is shown above with charging current limited to lc
(which is a charge rate that is equal to the A-hr rating of the battery). During the current limit phase
of the charge cycle, about 65% of the total charge is delivered to the battery at the c rate. It is
necessary that the charger limit the maximum current during this phase to a value that is safe for the
battery.

The constant voltage phase begins when the cell reaches the set voltage (4.2V in this case) and the
charger starts reducing the current to hold the battery at this voltage. The constantly-decreasing
current during the constant voltage phase means that it takes about twice as much time to deliver the
final 35% of charge, compared to the time it took to put in the first 65% during the current limit
phase.

This is the source of the one negative side of the C-V charge method: For a given maximum
charging current, C-V charging takes about twice as long as C-C charging.



Li-Ion Charging Requirements

Li-Ion cells can easily sustain damage through "typical" battery mis-use: overcharge and over-
discharge. To prevent damage when charging, the cell voltage should never be allowed to rise above
4.3V. At the other extreme, the cells should not be allowed to discharge below a cell voltage of
about 2.2V. Operation beyond these limits will cause a non-reversible degradation within the cell
that reduces its performance (or kills it altogether).

Another potential problem could arise if the cells are shorted out: they carry enough energy that the
cells can get extremely hoL .. hot enough to burn a user.

Because of these characteristics, the battery maker shipping Li-Ion cells in consumer products uses
an "isolation" technique for product reliability and user safety: The batteries are sold in packs (not
single cells) and the packs contain protection circuitry that isolates the cell connections from the
battery pack terminals to prevent these problems from damaging the battery or the user.

In addition, the charger for a Li-Ion cell pack must incorporate safety features to prevent over-
voltage or over-discharge of the cells.



Lithium-Ion Charge Controller

2 Li-Ion
Cells
(B.4V)

A constant-voltage charger for Li-Ion cells includes a device, such as the LM3420, which monitors
the cell voltage. This device also controls a pass device to limit the charge current near end-of-
charge.

A power source is also key, as it must provide enough energy to charge the cells at the fastest-
desired rate. The power source must incorporate over-current protection, to limit the charge rate to a
safe level.
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LM3420 Matches Li-Ion Charging
Needs

• Standard Li-Ion pack voltages
- 4.2V, 8.4V, 12.6V (1, 2, or 3 cells)

• Precision charge control meets Li-Ion requirements
- A-grade_ +0.5%, Standard precision_ +1%

• Tiny SOT23-S package for compact designs

The main challenge of Li-Ion charging is the tight accuracy requirement for the set point voltage. In
a typical discrete design, this requires the use of a voltage trim to get the voltage within the target
range. , With a voltage accuracy of 0.5% (room temperature) and 1% over the full temperature range
for "A" grade units, the LM3420 eliminates the need for external trims

The LM3420 operates as a "shunt" regulator, which means that the output will begin sourcing
current when the voltage applied between input and ground reaches the set voltage of the part.

Minimum board space is used by the S0T23-5 package, and voltage options of 4.2, 8.4, and 12.6V
are provided to accommodate I, 2, and 3 cell charger designs.
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3 Amp Li-Ion Battery Charger

03
4.7V

Q1
(0.111)

R1
20k

9 - 12VDC
Source With
3A Current

Limit

IN

COMP

LM3420
C1 -8.4

OUT

GNO

2-Cell
Li-Ion

R2
3.9k

R4
100k

Q3
(211)

C2
22 IJF

Ql
Q2
Q3

MMBT3904
NDT454P
NDS7002A

Dl/D2 BAV99
D3 MMBZ523DB
D4 MMBD914

The charger for a two-cell pack requires a full-charge voltage of 8.40V, with an overall accuracy better
than 1%. The maximum charging current is 3A (and must be limited by the DC input source). In the
typical (constant-voltage) mode of operation, the LM3420 is a controller in a feedback loop that precisely
regulates the voltage of the batteries to 8.4V. With the built-in precision of the LM3420 control voltage,
external voltage setting resistors are not needed.

Charge current is adjusted by control of Q2, a P-channel FET. The drive to Q2 is the voltage across R3,
which conducts the difference of a 300 IJ.Abias current (developed by Rl, Dl, D2, Ql, and R5) and the
output current of the LM3420. When the battery voltage is below the target of 8.4V, the LM3420 output
current is near-zero; this applies maximum drive to Q2. In this mode, the charger delivers the full current
available from the source to the cells. The DC source must provide current limit at about 3A. To
minimize self-heating, Q2 should be chosen for low on-resistance.

When the battery voltage reaches 8.4V, the LM3420 regulates the battery voltage by sourcing current,
which adjusts the Q2 gate voltage as required to hold the battery voltage at 8.4V. In this constant-voltage
mode of operation, Q2 operates in its linear region in response to the feedback from the output of the
charger circuit (through the LM3420).

If the batteries are not being charged, or the charger does not have enough voltage applied to work
correctly, the charger must disconnect itself from the cells to prevent energy drain. As long as a DC
source voltage greater than 4.7V is applied, an "on/off switch" made up of Q3, R4, and the 4.7V zener
allows the circuit to operate. If the DC input source is removed, Q3 will turn off and reduce the drain on
the batteries to less than 1 flA (which is much less than the self-discharge rate of the cells).

The Schottky diode, D5, prevents battery drain due to current flowing back through the internal diode of
Q2 when the DC input is removed. A l6A diode was selected to minimize power losses, but a 6A could
be used for cost savings.
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Li-Ion Battery Pulsed Fast Charger

8.4V
2-eel

Vin
U-ion

-

Out

Gnd

10K 121K

3
50nV

2

4.99K .05

36

This circuit reduces charge time from 2 hours to 1.25 hours. It accomplishes this charge rate by
temporarily increasing the voltage applied across the battery to overcome internal impedance and
achieve a higher charge current.

When the circuit begins charging a completely dead battery, the circuit runs in a constant current
mode. One of the LM358 op-amps compares the voltage across the 0.05 ohm resistor and limits the
current to 1 amp through the feedback pin on the LM2595 switching regulator. As the battery
charges the voltage across it will increase. When the voltage reaches 8.4 volts, the LM3420-8.4 (the
left hand one) will start the LM555 timing circuit. When the timing circuit triggers (delay time
based on the 4.7uF and IMohm resistor), the input to the MMBT2222A will go low and turn off the
transistor. This causes the input to the feedback pin on the LM2595 to go high and turn off the
switching regulator. With the supply removed from the battery, it's voltage will begin to fall. As it
falls below 8.4V, the transistor at the output of the LM555 will turn on and the circuit will begin
charging again. This off/on operation will occur very quickly early in the charge process, but as the
battery becomes more fully charged, the off time will increase.

The LM3420-8.4 on the right lmits the maximum voltage across the battery to 8.8 volts. This higher
voltage is set by the 51OK resistor across the CaMP and Vin pins of the LM3420-8.4.

Some other features include the LM358 in the upper right which acts as a buffer between the battery
and the controll circuitry. This prevents discharging the battery when the charge circuit is idle. The
MBRS130L in series with the switcher ouput performs the same function.
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Adjusting the Regulated Voltage

Increasing Regulated Voltage Decreasing Regulated Voltage

IN IN
R/NCREASE

OUT COMP
OUT LM3420 LM3420

COMP ROECREASE

GND GND

• Adjust VREG up to +10% with external resistor
• Equations given in datasheet

While the standard voltage for a Lithium-Ion cell is 4.2V (fully charged), other batteries are being
developed that have a slightly different voltage. The set point of a charger based on the LM3420 can
be adjusted LM3420 using a single resistor. The adjustment range is +/-10%.
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Power Conversion In
Line-Powered Equipment

• Printers
• Photo Copiers
• Modems
• Plotters
• Fax Machines
• etc.

Most equipment used in the office or home draws its power from the AC line. This line may be
between 90 - 264VAC and 47 - 63Hz, depending on which portion of the world the equipment is
located. However, the internal circuitry and motors rarely operate at these voltages. It now becomes
necessary to provide Power Conversion within the equipment. This conversion means a power
supply.

The following pages will show some examples of the power needs within line powered equipment
and methods to solve those power needs.



You Can Design Power Supplies

Power Supply
Using National Semiconductor Power ICs

The power conversion technique we will address includes a line transformer which provides safety
isolation from the line voltage. The line transformer is the only portion of the power supply which
needs to meet EN60950 (IEC950) standards. All voltages produced by the transformer will be
assumed to meet the requirements for SELV (Safe Extra Low Voltage) circuits. These transformers
may be purchased as catalog items, or may be specified with custom requirements.

The power supply following the isolation transformer can be easily designed using National
Semiconductor's Power ICs. Standard data sheets include design procedures and application hints
on the use of all parts. Other parts will be supported with design software providing a complete
solution.

Now you can confidently design the power supply for your own equipment.
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Power Supply
Deliver Regulated

Task:
Voltages

Power Supply

Above is an example of a power supply requirement for any given piece of line powered equipment.

The AC input line must be converted by the power supply to provide three DC output voltages which
are well regulated over input line and output load. Most circuitry requires low output ripple on its
supply voltage. Output ripple is generally specified to be no more than I% of the output voltage.



AC Line Rectification

~-~ ~i!hJ
108 - 132V AC
57 - 63 Hz

Center- Tapped
Full Bridge

f20 - 50% Output
Voltage Tolerance

One must understand the characteristics of low frequency line transformers to begin to design a
power supply.

The figure above shows three different rectification techniques to develop a basic DC voltage source.
The first, Full Bridge, is most efficient in the transformer, but requires a four diode rectification
bridge. The second, Center-Tapped Full Bridge, requires more turns of wire in the secondary, but
saves two diodes. The output ripple on both Full Bridge designs is the same. The last, Half Bridge,
is a low cost method best for low output power. The half bridge will result in poor utilization of the
transformer and high output ripple.

Output regulation is poor in an line transformer. If one assumes an ideal transformer, the regulation
of the output will be no better than the input. Typical design requirements for input voltage is
nominal ±IO% (some require ±12.5%). In the case above, nominal is 120VAC.

Therefore, the output voltage tolerance is no better than ±IO%. Now add resistance of the
transformer windings. This results in output voltage variation with load. The change in output
voltage with load is a complex function and not intended for this discussion. In general, load
regulation can vary from IO to 40%, with 25% being typical load regulation for a reasonable size
transformer.

In general, the size of the transformer is a function of a number of items: output power, load
regulation, efficiency, maximum allowable temperature rise, and cost (core material is the primary
variable).
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DC-DC Converter Options

3 Linear 3 Switching 1 Flyback
Regulators Regulators Regulator

~~/
3.3V

5V

12V

108 - 132V AC
57 - 63 Hz

National Semiconductor has three ways to provide the tightly regulated DC outputs required in this
example.

The first is using three linear regulators from three different transformer outputs. This is the lowest
efficiency solution. However, it is also the easiest to design and has the lowest component count.
This solution requires an output winding for each supply to obtain acceptable power loss in the linear
regulators.

The second is using three switching regulators (buck DC/DC) from a single transformer output. This
provides excellent efficiency. However, the design complexity increases slightly and component
count increases. This solution requires only a single poorly regulated output from the transformer.

The third is a single flyback switching regulator. This also provides good efficiency, but is even
more complex. The example above has no compelling reason to use a flyback regulator. A more
appropriate set of requirements for this type of switching regulator will be presented later.
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Linear Regulator Design

~~
108 - 132V AC
57 - 63 Hz

3.3V @ 1A
33 J.lF2200 J.lF

10V

12V @ O.2SA
2.2 J.lF

1500J.lF
25V

SV @ O.SA
10 J.lF

1000J.lF
35V

The solution above shows how one would use linear regulators to obtain the desired regulated output
voltages. The bulk capacitors across the rectified transformer windings may be reduced depending
on the transformer being used. The linear regulators provide exceptional of the 120Hz ripple voltage
found at the output of the transformer. The output capacitors are selected using the Application
Hints in the datasheet for each part.

Each linear regulator must have a heat sink to prevent over heating. All calculations for power loss
in the linear regulators will be performed at l32V AC input to the transformer and full load on the
outputs. The power loss in the linear regulator can be described as:

PLOSS= Vin x IGND+ (Vin - Vout)x IL
Where Vin is the average DC from the transformer, IGNDis the ground pin current at full load (see
data sheet), and IL is the output current.

The LM3940 is the low dropout regulator chosen for the 3.3V output at lAde. Vin is approximately
5.5Vdc, and the calculated power loss is 2.8W (IGND= 110 mA).

The LP2960 is the low dropout regulator chosen for the 5.0Y output at O.5Adc. Vin is
approximately 7.3Vdc, and the calculated power loss is 1.3W (IGND= 21 mA, max).

The LM2952 is the low dropout regulator chosen for the l2V output at O.25Adc. Vin is
approximately l5.9Vdc, and the calculated power loss is 1.3W (IGND= 21 mA, max).

The total output power is 8.8W and the total power loss is 5AW. As a result, the line transformer
must provide l4.2W. If lower cost non-LDO were used, there would be an additional 3.8W loss
(because of the higher input voltage required, countered by lower supply current). This would result
in a 27% increase in transformer size.

If a lower-cost transformer with a single winding was used, even with LDO regulators, the extra loss
would be l4.9W. As a result, 3 windings are required.
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Switching Supply
Better

Provides
Efficiency

108 - 132V AC
57 - 63 Hz

12V @ O.25A

C3

Above is shown a solution using three switching regulators. The average voltage supplied by the
line transformer is 14 - 40V. This voltage represents a relaxation of the the line transformer
regulation and can result in a smaller transformer. Again, the size of the input capacitor may be
reduced and 120Hz ripple rejection is excellent.

None of the switching regulators requires a heat sink given proper heat sinking to the PCB (Printed
Circuit Board).

The components are selected by a software design tool called Switchers Made Simple (ver. 4.2)
which is discussed later in the presentation.

L2 150uH

C2 82uF UPL 1V820MAH (Nichicon)

L3 220uH

C3 82uF UPLl C820MAH (Nichicon)

The overall efficiency of this switching regulator solution is approximately 80%. Therefore, the line
transformer only needs to provide 11W. The line transformer used in this solution can be 22%
smaller than that used in the previous linear regulator solution. Also, only one output winding is
required, thus simplifying the transformer manufacture.
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Modem Supply Requires Multiple
Outputs

DC/DC
Converter

5V @ 2A

12V @ O.25A

-12V @ O.175A

The design above, for a modem application, required a DCIDC converter that was easy to configure
and had low power loss. To meet these needs, a multi-output flyback switching regulator was used
to regulate the voltage developed by the line transformer. Not only does the use of a switching
regulator keep the power loss much lower than if a linear regulator were used, the flyback topology
is well suited for providing negative voltages while using one of the positive outputs as the feedback
point.

The easiest way to develop such a DCIDC converter is to generate a SIMPLE SWITCHER converter
design with the software tool "Switchers Made Simple."
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Instant Design with Simple Switcher

5 4
LM2587T-5
1

V/N
22 - 28V

GIN 1-

GCI
RCI

Part Summary as generated by Switchers Made Simple 4.2:

T1 (Software provides detailed specification ...)

CIN 270.00IlF* Nichicon UPLIJ271MRH

CIN2 100.00 nF AVX SR595C104KAA

CouTl 2.70 mF (x3) Nichicon UPLlV272MRH

CouT2 330.001lF Nichjcon UPLl V33lMPH

CouT3 270.001lF Nichicon UPLlV27lMPH

Rc 3.00 k n Dale CCF-07302J

Cc 330.00 nF AVX TAPA334K035R

Dl Schottky Motorola MBR745

D2 Schottky Motorola MBRllOO

D3 Schottky Motorola MBRllOO

VZ 20.00 V Motorola SA20A

Ds Ultrafast Motorola MUR120
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Undervoltage Lockout

• Special requirements when using line transformer
Full load vs. no-load voltage!!
Need to have large hysterisis to avoid "motor boating"

• Graceful shutdown during brown-out conditions
• Clean power up

Although the power supply is designed to operate properly over a given input voltage range, there is
no guarantee that the line voltage available to the customer will always stay within that range. For
over voltage and transient conditions, we can protect our power supply and other internal circuitry by
using a zener diode to clamp the input voltage. For brown out conditions we can use an
undervoltage lockout circuit in conjunction with the shutdown pins on the Simple Switchers.

The undervoltage lockout must have special features due to the load regulation of the 60Hz
transformer. If we were to set a fixed on/off voltage for the power supply the following would
occur;

I. The input voltage falls below our minimum operating point (say 105Vac).
2. The undervoltage circuit trips and turns off the power supply and equipment.
3. The 60Hz transformer is unloaded and the output voltage jumps up above the on/off trip point.
4. The power supplies try to start and pulls the output of the 60Hz transformer down again.
5. Steps 2 through 4 repeat constantly causing the power supplies and equipment to oscillate on

and off.

The problem is the difference between no-load and loaded output voltage of the 60Hz transformer.
Our undervoltage lockout must be able to turn on the power supplies once the input voltage is within
our operating range (about 108Vac). But, once the supplies turn on, recognize that the output
voltage will be pulled down, and not turn off until the input falls below our operating minimum
(about I05Vac).



Undervoltage Lockout Hysteresis

Switcher on- - •••

! r Input Voltage•Switcher off ~
V(turn oft)

~V
V(turn on)

• V(turn on) No load voltage from transfomer @108Vac
• V(turn of0 = Full load voltage from transformer @l~Vac
• LlV = V(turn on) - V(turn of0 Hysteresis

By using an undervotage circuit with hysteresis, we can prevent the power supply from oscillating on
and off.

Ns ~108·-.·,,2
Np

V(turn off) is the full load voltage from the transformer at 105Vac. This value is very sensitive to
the load conditions for each design, and should be measured on the bench during design.

~ V is the difference between these two voltages, and is the value we will use for the undervoltage
lockout hysteresis.
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Undervoltage Lockout Circuit
LM2594/5/6

V1N VOUT

Rl+ R2V(turnon) == Vref. ---
R2

The schematic and equations above will provide a hysteretic undervoltage lockout circuit design.
Some assumptions have been made to simplify the equations, primarily that Rh » R, and Rz. Also,
the current through R, and Rz should be at least 10 times greater than the input current to the
comparator. The LM6511 input current is typically less than 50nA (datasheet maximum over all
conditions is 200nA which occurs at -40°C).

Once the circuit has been incorporated with the complete power supply and powered circuitry, the
values of Rh, R" and Rz can be optimized.



Linear vs. Switching Regulators

Switching Regulators
• Smaller line transformer

• Lower power
• One winding
• Poorer regulation okay

Linear Regulators
• No EMI from power supply

• One diode bridge & bulk
capacitor required

* Small heat sinks may be required
at higher ambient temperature or
output power levels

Each type of regulator has its own strengths and weaknesses.

The linear regulator provides a fast simple solution. Overall, the linear regulator will be the lowest
cost solution. The drawbacks are a complicated line transformer with multiple output windings, low
efficiency, and heat sinks to dissipate the power lost in the regulator.

Switching regulators provide a more efficient solution at the expense of complexity. The line
transformer can be less expensive than that used for the linear regulator. One benefit of higher
efficiency is the ability to omit heat sinks unless the ambient temperature is very high (>SO °C at
rated current).

One issue which may arise is EMI from the switching regulators getting back into the AC line.
Linear regulators do not generate any EM!. Switching regulators may require a filter stage at the
output of the line transformer if the bulk capacitor does not provide sufficient attenuation at the
switching frequency.

While new requirements for power factor correction (PFC) are being put in place in Europe, they do
not generally apply to the sub-SOW power supplies we are discussing here. For this reason, none of
the solutions here are intended to address PFC.
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Why Use A SIMPLE SWITCHERTM
DC/DC Converter?

• Simple to design-in
• Guaranteed system specifications
• Few external components
• Standard magnetics
• Software support

While there are many types of DC/DC voltage converters on the market, there are few that combine
the ease-of-use and adaptability of the SIMPLE SWITCHER DCIDC converters.

SIMPLE SWITCHER products offer guaranteed system specifications, such as maximum output
voltage tolerance, not just the tolerance of a subsection of the integrated circuit.

In addition, a SIMPLE SWITCHER is easy to configure, with a variety of standard output voltages
available. A few external components are required, and they are fully specified in the product
documentation. Components which may be unfamiliar the the system designer, such as magnetics,
are available as standard part numbers from other vendors.

Design software is also available, to customize a SIMPLE SWITCHER converter for a specific
application.
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Power Supply Solutions for Line-
Powered Equipment

• Multiple-output DC/DC Converters
- SIMPLE SWITCHER Flyback Regulators

» lO-25W Power: New LM2585, LM2586,
LM2587, LM2588

• Single-output DC/DC Converters
- Low-Dropout Linear Regulators

» 0.05 - 0.5A Loads: LP29801l, LP295x, LP2960
» 5 to 3.3V at lA: LM3940

- SIMPLE SWITCHER Regulators
» Step-down, ~ 3.0A Loads: New LM2594/5/6, and

LM2597/8/9
» Step-up, lO-25W Power: New LM2585/7, LM2586/8

We have seen three different ways to provide regulation of a multi-output line-powered supply.

-A single-output line transformer can be used with a multi-output switching regulator, such as the
new SIMPLE SWITCHER flyback converters LM2587 and LM2588. This yields a relatively
simple, high-efficiency supply.

-A multi-output line transformer, with output voltages close to the desired levels, can be used with
low-dropout linear regulators on each output. This yields a low-component-count power supply.

These LDOs may include:

LP298012 for < 50 mA loads

LP2950/5l for < 100 mA loads

LP2952/53/54/57 for < 250 mA loads

LP2960 for < 500 mA loads

LM3940 for < lAmp loads

-A line transformer with either a single output or multiple outputs can be used with single-output
switching regulators, such as the new SIMPLE SWITCHER buck regulators LM2594, LM2595,
LM2596, LM2597, LM2598, and LM2599 and the existing line of SIMPLE SWITCHER buck
regulators LM2574, LM2575, and LM2576. This yields a high-efficiency power supply with
independent control of each output.
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LM2594, LM2597
LM2595, LM2598
LM2596, M2599

SIMPLE SWITC
Buck Regulators



Regulators Add to
SWITCHER Line

This new series of SIMPLE SWITCHER converters is a full line of step-down switching regulators,
with three load current ranges including up to 3A. For each load current range, there is a "basic" and
a "full-featured" version. The basic regulators offer a complete power converter solution (when used
with the four external components specified in the datasheet or design-in software). Additional
functions are available with the full-featured products, which allow further power supply design
flexibility.

Note about nomenclature:

In this introductory material, this complete converter family will be referred to as "LM259x."
Where special characteristics of the different versions are described, the products are referred to by
their individual part numbers.



Basics of a Buck Regulator

• Step down switching voltage regulator
• Vin > Vout (e.g. : Vin = 12V, Vout = SV)

Unregulated
12V
DC Input 7

+Vin
+ Gin

Regulated
Output
5.0V@O.5A

Switch
Output

8 toO pH
01
1N5817

+ Gout1120 pF

A buck or step-down regulator is a switching voltage regulator, which is used in applications where
the input voltage is higher than the output voltage (hence the name step-down).

The most important components in a buck regulator are the power switch, the error amplifier, the
reference, the resistor divider, and the logic. A negative feedback loop is used to regulate the output.

For example, we have a 12V input and a 5V@O.5A output. This means that Vout average is 42% of
Vin average. The duty cycle of the switch will be approximately 5/12= 42%, so the switch is ON
42% of the total time.

To see the effect of the feedback control, let's exaggerate a little and assume that the output goes up
to 5.5V. The feedback pin will measure this and the voltage at the -input of the error amplifier will
be higher than 1.235V (which it is in equilibrium (at 5V), because of the resistor divider), thus higher
than the reference voltage. The error amplifier will amplify the difference and send this signal to the
logic part of the circuit. The logic drives the base of the power switch, which will be ON less (duty
cycle decreases), and as a consequence the output voltage drops to 5V.

When the switch is ON, the current will flow from pin8 through the inductor (Ll) into Cout. So, the
output capacitor gets charged. When the switch is OFF, the energy stored in the inductor, maintains
current flow to the capacitor (and load), circulating through the forward biased diode (D 1).

Since the input power equals the output power plus the power dissipation in the part, the input
current depends on the load current and the input voltage. For low input voltages, the input current
will be high but will never exceed the output current, which is the load current.
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LM2594 Inverting Regulator

Input Voltage
+4.5V to +25V

LM2594
-5.0

100 pH
02
1N5819

03
1N4001

-5V
Output

R2
47k

+ C2
1c8JF

For higher output curent use:
• LM2595/8 at 2X graph current
• LM2596/9 at 6X graph current5 10 15 20 25

INPUT VOLTAGE (V)

The inverting regulator converts a positive input voltage to a negative output voltage with a common ground. The
circuit operates by bootstrapping the regulators ground pin to the negative output voltage, then grounding the
feedback pin, the regulator senses the inverted output voltage and regulates it.
This example uses the LM2594 to generate a -5V output. Other output voltages are possible by selecting other
output voltage versions, including the adjustable version. Since this regulator topology can produce an output
voltage that has a magnitude either greater than or less than the input voltage, the maximum output current greatly
depends on both the input and output voltage. The curve shown provides a guide as to the amount of output load
current possible for the different input and output voltage conditions.
The maximum voltage appearing across the regulator is the absolute sum of the input and output voltage, and this
must be limited to a maximum of 40V. For example, when converting +20V to -12V, the regulator would see
32V between the input pin and ground pin. The LM2594 has a maximum input voltage rating of 40V.
Additional diodes are required in this regulator configuration. Diode D 1 is used to isolate input voltage ripple or
noise from coupling through the CI capacitor to the output, under light or no load conditions. Also, this diode
isolation changes the topology to closely resemble a buck configuration thus providing good closed loop stability.
A Schottky diode is recommended for low input voltages (because of its lower voltage drop), but for higher input
voltages, a fast recovery diode could be used.
Without diode D3, when the input voltage is first applied, the charging current of Cl can pull the output positive
by several volts for a short period of time. Adding D3 prevents the output from going positive by more than a
diode voltage.
This type of inverting regulator can require relatively large amounts of input current when starting up, even with
light loads. Input currents as high as the LM2594 current limit (approx. O.8A) are needed for at least 2 ms or more,
until the output reaches its nominal output voltage. Input power sources that are current limited or sources that
can not deliver these currents without getting loaded down, may not work correctly. Because of the relatively
high startup currents required by the inverting topology, the delayed startup feature (C 1, R I & R2) shown is
recommended. By delaying the regulator startup, the input capacitor is allowed to charge up to a higher voltage
before the switcher begins operating. A portion of the high input current needed for startup is now supplied by
the input capacitor (C I).
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LM2594/5/6 Inverting Regulators

1N5818
01

+~~OFFL~"!
shutdown
input -5V

Outputh d +5V.~---s ut own OFF
input all. ----

ON
01

+Vin
1N5817

-5V

Output

To use the ON/OFF control in a standard buck configuration is simple: pull the ON/OFF pin below
1.3V (@2S0C, referenced to ground) to turn regulator ON, pull it above 1.3V to shut the regulator
OFF. With the inverting configuration, some level shifting is required, because the ground pin of the
regulator is no longer at ground, but is now at the negative output voltage level. Two different
shutdown methods for inverting regulators are shown.
In the left figure, Ql is not conducting in the ON condition, so the ON/OFF pin will be pulled low.
In the OFF condition, QI is conducting current, so the ON/Off pin will be pulled high.
For the right figure, a similar reasoning can be followed, although the logic of the transistor is
reversed (OFF, transistor off; ON, transistor on).
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LM2594/5/6 Undervoltage Lockout
Undervoltage lockout for

buck regulator

LM259X
-5.0

Gin

68 PFI

Undervoltage lockout with
hysteresis for inverting regulator

01
Vin1N5817 LM259X

+Vin -5.0
R1
10k

On/Off Gnd

Gin +

68 pF 01
2N3904

-5V
OutputThis circuit has hysteresis

Regulator starts switching at Vin -13V
Regulator stops switching at Vin - 8V

Some applications require the regulator to remain off until the input voltage reaches a predetermined
voltage. An undervoltage lockout feature applied to a buck regulator is shown in the right figure; the
left figure applies the same feature to an inverting circuit. The circuit in the right figure features a
constant threshold voltage for turn on and turn off (zener voltage plus approximately one volt). The
inverting regulator circuit in the left figure has a turn ON voltage which is different than the turn
OFF voltage. The amount of hysteresis is approximately equal to the value of the output voltage. If
zener voltages greater than 25V are used, an additional 47kQ resistor is needed from the ON/Off pin
to the ground pin to stay within the 25V maximum limit of the ON/OFF pin referred to the Gnd pin ..
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Features and Benefits LM2594/5/6

• 150 kHz frequency of operation
• 4 external components

Smaller inductors and caps for
reduced PCB footprint
Ease of design, minimum board
space
Solutions to any voltage step down
application
Uncluttered digital control
Design power converters in
minutes
Readily available components

• TTL compatible shutdown
• New "Switchers Made Simple"

version 4.2 software
• Multi-sourced standard inductors
• Guaranteed system converter

specs
Guaranteed converter
functionality

The LM259X series of step down Simple Switchers has some great features which lead to substantial
benefits:

- The power switch of this regulator operates at 150 kHz, which makes it possible to select and use
smaller inductors and capacitors. This makes it possible to make smaller Printed Circuit Boards
(PCB) because of the reduced footprints of these components.

-There are only four external components needed for the basic designs, which makes it easy to
design and to use. Also the required board space is minimal.

-There are 3.3V, SV, 12V and adjustable versions of the LM259X. So, there will be a solution for
any buck regulator application.

-The ON/OFF pin is TTL compatible, so the digital control is straight forward and easy to use.

-Together with the release of this part, there will be the release of the new "Switchers Made
Simple" version 4.2 software. This allows you to design a power supply in minutes.

-Because of the multi-sourced standard inductors, that are readily available, there won't be a
problem of finding the right components.

-As with all Simple Switchers, the system converter specifications are guaranteed, which guarantees
the LM259X's functionality.

-The smallest package offered is a SO-8 surface mount package for the LM2594. This allows once
more for minimal board area.
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Extra Features and Benefits
LM2597/8/9

with

• Internal flag for "power OK"
indicator with programmable
delay

• Out of regulation flag
• Softstart
• Bias Supply*

• For fault indicator
• Limits in-rush current
• Higher efficiency

The LM2597/8/9 are similar to the LM2594/5/6, but offer a few more interesting features, such as :

-A internal flag for "power OK" indicator. When the output voltage reaches 95% of the nominal
ouput voltage, this flag goes high, after a delay programmed with an external capacitor. This flag can
be used for a ~p reset.

-When the output of the LM2597/8/9 drops below 95% of its output voltage, the out of regulation
flag (error flag) will indicate a fault condition.

-The softstart feature makes sure that the in-rush current is limited, to avoid overloading the source
supply during start-up.

-The Bias Supply pin can be used for better regulator efficiency, especially at low output currents
and high input voltages. This feature is only available on the LM2597.
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The LM2597 is a switching step down regulator, similar to the LM2594, with extra features.

The LM2597 uses 3 extra pins, the Bias Supply pin, the Delay pin and the Error Flag pin, and the
ON/OFF pin has been replaced with the Shutdown/Softstart pin.

Shutdown/Softstart (pin 5) - This dual function pin provides the following features:

(a) Allows the switching regulator circuit to be shut down using logic level signals, thus dropping
the total input supply current to approximately 80 j.lA.

(b) Adding a capacitor to this pin provides a softstart feature which minimizes startup current and
provides a controlled ramp up of the output voltage.

Error Flag (pin 1) - Open collector output that provides a low signal (flag transistor ON) when
the regulated output voltage drops more than 5% from the nominal output voltage. On start up,
Error Flag is low until Vout reaches 95% of the nominal output voltage and after a delay time,
determined by the Delay pin capacitor. This signal can be used as a reset to a microprocessor on
power-up.

Delay (pin 2) - At power-up, this pin can be used to provides a time delay between the time the
regulated output voltage reaches 95% of the nominal output voltage, and the time the error flag
output goes high.

Bias Supply (pin 3) This feature allows the regulator's internal circuitry to be powered from
the regulated output voltage or an external supply, instead of the input voltage. This results in
increased efficiency under some operating conditions, such as low output current and/or high input
voltage. Again, this feature is only available with the LM2597.

Special Note If any of the above four features (Shutdown/Softstart, Error Flag, Delay, or Bias
Supply) are not used, the respective pins should be left open.



LM2597/8/9 Error Flag with Delay
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The delay capacitor provides a delay for the error flag output (see timing diagram). A capacitor on
this pin provides a time delay between the time the regulated output voltage (when it is increasing in
value) reaches 95% of the nominal output voltage, and the time the error flag output goes high.
A 2.51lA constant current from the delay pin charges the delay capacitor resulting in a voltage ramp.
When this voltage reaches a threshold of approximately 1.3V, the open collector error flag output (or
power OK) goes high. This signal can be used to indicate that the regulated output has reached the
correct voltage and and has stabilized. If, for any reason, the regulated output voltage drops by 5% or
more (see point a. and b. in the diagram), the error output flag (pin 1) immediately goes low (internal
transistor turns on).
The delay time can be determined as follows: dt = C x dV / I = O.lJ..LFx 1.3V / 2.51lA = 52msec (or
520msec per IlF).
The delay capacitor provides very little delay if the regulated output is dropping out of regulation.
The delay time for an output that is decreasing is approximately a 1000 times less than the delay for
the rising output. For a O.lmF delay capacitor, the delay time would be approximately 50 msec
when the output is rising and passes through the 95% threshold, but the delay for the output dropping
would only be approximately 50 Ilsec.
The error flag output (or power OK), is the collector of a NPN transistor, with the emitter internally
grounded. To use the error flag, a pull-up resistor to a positive voltage is needed. The error flag
transistor is rated up to a maximum of 45V and can sink approximately 3 mA.
If the error flag is not used, it can be left open.



LM2597/8/9 Shutdown / Softstart
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The circuit shown in the upper left corner is a typical Shutdown/Softstart circuit for a standard buck
regulator. The photos on the right hand side show the effects of softstart on the output voltage and
the input current for the LM2597, with and without a softstart capacitor. The upper photo also
shows the error flag output going high when the output voltage reaches 95% of the nominal output
voltage. The reduced input current required at startup is very evident when comparing the two
photos. The softstart feature reduces the startup current from 700 mA down to 160 mA, and delays
and slows down the output voltage rise time.
This reduction in start up current is useful in situations where the input power source is limited in the
amount of current it can deliver. In some applications softstart can be used to replace undervoltage
lockout or delayed startup functions.
If a very slow output voltage ramp is desired, the softstart capacitor can be made much larger.
Many seconds or even minutes are possible. To get the desired time, you can use:
dt = C x dV / I, e.g. dt = 0.06811F x (2.8 - 1.8V) / 1.611A= 42.5ms
Note that the charge current from SD/SS is 1.611Aduring the time the output voltage comes up, the
softstart region, and the SD/SS pin voltage changes from 1.8V to 2.8V. These numbers are fixed, the
only variable is the softstart capacitor. The softstart time can be estimated at 600ms per llF (I V x C /
1.611A= 0.6 sec per llF).
If only the shutdown feature is needed, the softstart capacitor can be eliminated.

Also shown in the circuit at the bottom left is a shutdown method for the inverting configuration.
With the inverting configuration, some level shifting is required, because ~he ground pin of the
regulator is no longer at ground, but is now at the negative output voltage. The shutdown method
shown accepts ground-referenced shutdown signals.



LM2597 Bias Supply
improves regulator efficiency
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Bias Supply for improved efficiency
The bias supply (VES) pin allows the LM2597's internal circuitry to be powered from a power
source, other than Vin. Typically the output voltage is used. This feature can increase efficiency and
reduce junction temperatures under some operating conditions. The greatest increase in efficiency
occurs with light load currents, high input voltage and low output voltage (4V to 12V). In the
efficiency curve the solid lines are with the VES pin connected to the regulated output voltage, while
the dashed lines are with the BS pin open.
The bias supply pin requires a minimum of approximately 3.5V at room temperature (4V @-40°C),
and can be as high as 30V, but there is little advantage of using the bias supply feature with voltages
greater than 15 or 20 Volts. The current required for the Vin pin is typically 4 mA.
To use the bias supply feature with output voltages between 4V and 15V, wire the bias pin to the
regulated output. Since the VES pin requires a minimum of 4V to operate, the 3.3V part can not be
used this way. When the VES pin is left open, the internal regulator circuitry is powered from the
input voltage.
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LM2594/97 versus LM2574

• 150 kHz frequency of operation
• SO-8 surface mount pkg
• Input voltage range up to 40V
• Better efficiency with Bias Supply
• Internal flag for "power OK"

indicator with programmable
delay

• Out of regulation flag
• Softstart

• 52kHz frequency of operation
• DIP-8 through hole pkg
• Input voltage range up to 60V
• Efficiency approximately 85 %

The new Simple Switcher buck regulators, the LM259X, have been improved compared to the
original Simple Switcher buck regulator, the LM2574/5/6.

Tripling the frequency of operation allows us to use smaller external components, which makes it
possible for smaller PCB design layouts. This is also true for the SO-8 surface mount package
compared to the DIP-8 through hole. The new design also provides higher efficiency (under most
operating conditions) when the Bias Supply is used.

The LM257X has an input range up to 60Y, which is a benefit compared to the 40Y limit of the new
buck regulators.

The LM25978/9 has several more features compared to the LM2574, and the benefits have been
discussed earlier. The LM259X offer more design flexibility compared to the LM257X.

The new Simple Switchers have been improved a great deal compared to the original Simple
Switchers.



Packages and Voltage Options
Max. Output Voltages Packages

Current

LM2594 500mA 3.3, 5, 12, ADJ N-8, M-8
LM2597 500mA 3.3, 5, 12, ADJ N-8, M-8

LM2595 lA 3.3, 5, 12, ADJ T0220-5, T0263-5
LM2598 lA 3.3, 5, 12, ADJ T0220-7, T0263-7

LM2596 3A 3.3, 5, 12, ADJ T0220-5, T0263-5
LM2599 3A 3.3, 5, 12, ADJ T0220-7, T0263-7

All of the new SIMPLE SWITCHER buck regulators are available in 3.3V, 5V, 12V and
adjustable (ADJ) output versions.

Both O.5A converters are available in 8-pin surface-mount (M) and 8-pin dual-in-line (N)
packages. The higher-current converters are available in the TO-220 (T) through-hole power
package and the TO-263 (S) surface-mount package. The basic IA and 3A converters are in S-
pin packages, and the full-featured IA and 3A versions are in 7-pin packages.

The full part numbers indicate the product family, package, and voltage option. For example,
the order numbers for the LM2594 (basic O.5A converter) are:
LM2594N-3.3, LM2594N-5.0, LM2594N-12, LM2594N-ADJ for through-hole
and
LM2594M-3.3, LM2594M-5.0, LM2594M-12, LM2594M-ADJ for surface-mount.

The order numbers for the LM2599 (full-featured 3A converter) are :
LM2599T-3.3, LM2599TN-5.0, LM2599T-12, LM2599T-ADJ for through-hole
and
LM2599S-3.3, LM2599S-5.0, LM2599S-12, LM2599S-ADJ for surface-mount.
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Pinout Compatibility:
First!

Check It

• Basic New converters vs. Original converters
- New, Original O.5A parts have different pinouts
- New, Original lA parts have Vin & Vout reversed
- New, Original 3A parts have same pinouts

- O.5A parts have similar pinouts, reversed logic
- lA parts have same pin 1 & 2, others different
- 3A parts have same pin 1 & 2, others different



LM2585,
LM2587,

LM2586
LM2588

New SIMPLE SWITCHERTM
k and Boost Regulat rs
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LM2585/6/7/8: New Flyback
Converters

+5V Input T2
1000 pF

100 pF & 1 pF I IN

1000 pF

LM2587-12 -12V @ O.3A
3k

FB
0.33 pF .I

• 3.3V, 5V, 12V, and ADJ
• 5AJ65V switch (LM2587/8); 100kHz oscillator
• Delivers over 25W (Over sow in some applications)

• ON/OFF Control (LM2586/8)

More new products in the SIMPLE SWITCHER family are f1yback regulators, LM2585, LM2586,
LM2587 and LM2588. As with other SIMPLE SWITCHER converters, a complete DCfDC
converter design requires only a few external components, which are well-specified in the product
data sheet.

In the f1yback regulator configuration (shown above), the LM2587 can control output voltages of
3.3V, 5V, or 12V with the fixed voltage versions, or a user-defined output voltage with the "ADJ"
version. The input voltage range is from 4V to 40V.

The internal switch of the LM2587 is driven by a 100 kHz oscillator, which allows the use of smaller
components (compared with lower switching frequencies). The switch can stand off 65V, and is
rated for 5A peak. The LM2585 is rated at 3A peak.

The LM2588 (LM2586) has the same ratings and performance as the LM2587 (LM2585), but has
the additional options of ON/OFF control and frequency sync/adjust.

The LM258517 is available in the 5-lead TO-220 package (with bent, staggered leads), and the new
surface-mount 5-lead TO-263 package. The LM2586/8 is available in similar 7-pin TO-220 and TO-
263 packages.
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LM2586/8: Control Switching Frequency

Synchronization
• For parallel or multiple regulators
• Controls EMI spectrum
• Synchronize multiple regulators together, or to system clock

Adjustable Switching Frequency
• 100kHz - 200kHz with single regulator
• Adjustment with one resistor
• Smaller designs at high frequency

While the LM2585 and LM2587 operate at a fixed switching frequency of 100 kHz, the LM2586
and LM2588 allows its switching frequency to be modified. Using either of two control methods,
the switching frequency can be varied between 100 kHz (its base frequency) to 200 kHz.

Synchronization forces the LM2586/8 switching frequency to match that of an external source, such
as another switching regulator or a system clock. This keeps the EMI generated within the system to
a predictable set of frequencies. It also prevents similar (but not matching) switching frequencies
from producing a beat frequency. Both of these results make it easier to filter out switching noise in
the system.

The second frequency control method changes the switching frequency of an LM2586/8, using a
single resistor (from the Frequency Adjust pin to ground). This allows a design to be customized for
a smaller size, as the sizes of the transformer and output capacitor tend to go down as the switching
frequency increases.
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LM2587's
More

5A Switch
Power than

Delivers 92%
LM2577

LM2587

~
LM2585

The LM2585, LM2586, LM2587, and LM2588 are similar to the original SIMPLE SWITCHER
LM2577, but with additional capabilities. While the LM2577 can deliver about 15W with its 3A
switch, the SA LM2587/LM2588 is able to deliver up to about 23W of output power. (In selected
applications, the LM2587/LM2588 can deliver over SOW to a load.) In addition, the LM2587
switching frequency is roughly twice that of the original products, which helps minimize the size of
the external components.

As a SIMPLE SWITCHER converter, the LM2585/6/7/8 share several features with the LM2577.
The regulated output voltage of an LM2585/6/7/8 DCIDC converter is guaranteed to have a tolerance
of better than 5% over its full line, load, and temperature ranges (4% at room temperature). The
internal switch is protected by current limit and over-temperature shutdown.

As in the LM2577, the regulator control method used in the LM2585/6/7/8 is current-mode control,
with a soft-start function which minimizes inrush current during startup.
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Packages and Voltage Options

Max. Switch Volta2es Packa2es
Current

LM2585 3.0A 3.3.5 .12 .ADJ T0220-5.T0263-5
LM2586 3.0A 3.3.5 .12 .ADJ T0220-7.T0263-7

LM2587 5.0A 3.3.5 .12 .ADJ T0220-5.T0263-5
LM2588 5.0A 3.3.5 .12 .ADJ T0220-7.T0263-7

All of the new SIMPLE SWITCHER flyback / boost regulators are available in 3.3V, 5V, 12V
and adjustable (ADJ) output versions.

Both the LM2585 (3Amp) and LM2587 (5Amp) converters are available in the TO-nO (T)
through-hole power package and the TO-263 (S) surface-mount package. The basic 3A and
5A converters (LM2585 and LM2587) are in 5-pin packages, and the full-featured 3A and 5A
versions (LM2586 and LM2588) are in 7-pin packages.

The full part numbers indicate the product family, package, and voltage option. For example,
the order numbers for the LM2588 (full-featured 5A converter) are:

LM2588T-3.3, LM2588T-5.0, LM2588T-12, LM2588T-ADJ for through-hole
and
LM2588S-3.3, LM2588S-5.0, LM2588S-12, LM2588S-ADJ for surface-mount.
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National Semiconductor on the
WEB

• NSC On-Line (http://www.national.com)
- Switchers Made Simple DCIDC Converter design software is

ava.ilahre
littji:7Twww.llatiofial.comlneWS!sWilChfswitch.htm

http://littji:7Twww.llatiofial.comlneWS!sWilChfswitch.htm
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Switchers Made Simple (Version 4.2)

Power Supply Design Software

• Automated design of buck,
flyback, boost converters

• Companion to new SIMPLE
SWITCHER converters

.•- ~:.

- -

• New menus, design flow for even
faster power supply design

To go along with the newest SIMPLE SWITCHER regulators, there is a new version of the SIMPLE
SWITCHER design software, "Switchers Made Simple" (Ver. 4.2). This software provides for the
automated design of step-down, flyback and boost converters, and is a companion to the new
LM259X and LM2585/6/7 /8.

Similar in concept to the original "Switchers Made Simple" (which was developed for the original
SIMPLE SWITCHER products, and is included with Ver. 4.1), the new version has a new design
flow for almost-instant design of DC/DC converters. In addition, new menus make modification of
the design a matter of a few keystrokes.

For software which supports the LM2574/5/6 and LM2577, please request SMS V4.1 or 3.3.
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Switchers Made
for all

Simple Available
SIMPLE Products

SMS V4.2
Buck, Boost, Flyback with
New SIMPLE SWITCHER

LM2594/5/6/7 18/9
LM2585/6/7 18

• V4.2 does not include
V3.3.

• For designs using the
original SIMPLE
SWITCHERs, download
V4.1 which includes V3.3

SMS V3.3
Buck, Boost, Invert, Flyback

with Original SIMPLE
SWITCHER LM2574,

LM2575, LM2576,
LM2577

In general, Version 4.2 should be used to try any new design. If the design requires one of the
original SIMPLE SWITCHERs, the user will be prompted to move to Version 3.3. This will occur
primarily for step down designs with input voltages over 40V. The original SIMPLE SWITCHER
step down products include "HV" versions with input voltages up to 60V.

To assure support of the original SIMPLE SWITCHER products, their design software "Switchers
Made Simple" Version 3.3 is included with the Version 4.1. A common "shell" connects the two
parts of the software together, and allows the user to switch from one to the other without completely
exiting to DOS.

In addition, the shell includes a brief description of both versions of the software. This allows the
user to understand the capabilities of each version.
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Switchers Made Simple
Flow Chart

"Switchers Made Simple" (Ver. 4.2) is a menu driven program. The Main Menu, at the center of the
flow chart, allows the user to easily maneuver through the program, either to design a new power
supply or to modify an existing one. The power supply specifications, component values, and some
results of calculations (such as peak switch current) are displayed on the Main Screen.

From the Main Menu, a schematic or the part lists can be viewed and printed. Once the user exits
from these screens the program returns the user to the Main Screen. The user can go to the Main
Menu by pressing the "esc" (escape) key.
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Main Menu

"Hot" keys allow
fast editing or file
operations without
having to call up this
Main Menu.

This is the Main Menu screen. From here the user can do the following:

• Open an old design (Open)

• Create a new design (New)

• Save a design (Save)

• Save a design to a different name (Save as)

• Edit the user defined inputs (Edit Requirements)

• Edit component values (Edit Components)

• View the cross-over frequency and phase margin values (Stability Analysis)

• Select an alternate National Semiconductor IC (IC selection)

• View the schematic (Schematic)

• View the parts list (Parts List)

• View the operating conditions (View Main Screen)

• Ask for help (Help)

• Exit program (Exit)

Everyone of the menu item has a "Hot Key" associated with it. For example, the "P" is the hot key
for displaying the parts list. The hot keys allows the user to maneuver through the program quickly,
without the requirement to first call up the Main Menu.
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Input Menu Defines Design

NumOutputs = 1
V1N Mill = 9.00 V
V1NMax = 18.00 V
VouTI = 5.00 V
IOUTI Max = 0.50 A

Vripplel =
TA Mill = O.OO°C

TAMax = 70.00°C

This is the design specification screen, where the user inputs the design requirements. This screen
provides a template in which the user specifies the input voltage range, output voltage and current,
output ripple voltage, minimum ambient temperature, and maximum ambient temperature. The user
proceeds to the next screen by selecting the "Ok" button or by pressing the "0" hot key.

In contrast with the previous versions of "Switchers Made Simple," the user does not need to specify
the type of power supply to be designed. With Version 4.2, the software automatically determines
the power supply type. In this release, a step-down, a flyback or a boost design is chosen, matching
the capabilities of the new SIMPLE SWITCHER products.

If the application requires a higher voltage (>40V input) step-down supply or an inverting power
supply design, the user is instructed to use the previous version of the software, Ver. 3.3, which is
included as part of Ver. 4.1.
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Main Screen

l(
<. 0° ,~

Oft ,o~J~
~\l c.' ~~ Power Management Applications

Summarizes Design
Input Requirements Operating Values· Component Values

VINMin = 9.00 V Frequency = 150.00 kHz L = 150.00 uH
V1NMax = 18.00 V \ Duty Cycle = 65.68% LDCR = 0.110hms
VouTl = 5.00 V IC IpK Max = 0.65 A CIN = 47.00 uF
loUTl Max = 0.50 A IC IpK = 0.54 A CIN ESR = 0.340hms
TAMin = 0.00 ac L1pp = 84.74 mA COUT = 56.00 uF
TA Max = 70.00 ac Efficiency = 81.76% COUTESR = 46.00 m~Jl-

Ie Po = 0.421 W ESRAC = 0.20GhM6 ••...S\-
Ie TJ = 106.54 ac Cu Area = 1.50 in2

Diode Po = 0.25W Cu Wgt = 1.00oz
LPo = 0.46W
Cross Freq = 10.99 kHz
Phase Marg = 22.18 Deg
VOUTpop = 23.73 V

The main screen contains a detailed view of the converter design and operating conditions. From
here the user can determine if the converter performance meets the design requirements. More
importantly, this screen allows the user to view the effects on the converter operating condition when
alternate component values are chosen.

Key parameters for the IC include peak switch current (IC Ipk) and total power dissipated (IC Pd).
The recent trend toward smaller packages makes proper thermal design very important. "Switchers
Made Simple" will determine if a heatsink is required. If a heatsink is required, "Switchers Made
Simple" will calculate the heatsink thermal resistance using the Ie's power dissipation and junction
to case thermal resistance.

"Switchers Made Simple" (VeL 4.2) always defaults to a through-hole package. If a surface mount
package can be used in the application, the program will list it in the IC Selection screen. Simply
select the desired part from this screen, then press the "0" hot key. The program will automatically
calculate the printed circuit board copper area and weight to keep the Ie's maximum junction
temperature below 110°C.

"Switchers Made Simple" calculates aJI operating conditions based on the worst-case input voltage
and maximum output current. For flyback and boost converters, the worst-case input voltage is the
minimum input. For step-down converters, the maximum input is worst-case. However, the other
extreme of the specified input voltage range is also checked, to be sure the product will be operating
within its ratings.
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New SIMPLE SWITCHER Converters
Output

Power/CurrentFrequency
Flyback

-LM2585
-LM2586
-LM2587
-LM2588

~15W
~15W
~25W
~25W

Switching
Features

100 kHz
100kHz
100 kHz
100 kHz

Step-Down (Buck)
-LM2594
-LM2595
-LM2596
-LM2597
-LM2598
-LM2599

0.5A
l.OA
3.0A
0.5A
1.0A
3.0A

150 kHz
150 kHz
150 kHz
150 kHz
150 kHz
150 kHz

Shutdown
Shutdown
Shutdown
Shutdown; Softstart; V-Bias; Reset
Shutdown; Softstart; Reset
Shutdown; Softstart; Reset

The new SIMPLE SWITCHERs shown in this presentation are noted above. These products extend
the capability of the SIMPLE SWITCHER family, to higher output power, higher switching
frequency, and additional control features.

Part Number Output power/ Switching Features
current frequency

Flvback

LM2577 l5W 52kHz
Step-Down

LM2574 a.5A 52kHz Shutdown

LM2575 lA 52kHz Shutdown

LM2576 3A 52kHz Shutdown

These parts are supported by SMS V3.3.
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LM2825
DC/DC Converter IC

New SIM
The Simples
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Simple Switcher

Input Voltage
+7.0V to +40V

Vin LM2598
-5.0 Output

+5.0V @ 1AmpShutdown /
Softstart Gnd

0.1 pF

The new LM2598 Simple Switcher™ provides an easy to use solution for step down switching
voltage regualtor. It includes an ON/OFF function and soft start capability which limits startup
current. It requires only 4 components a diode, inductor, output capacitor, and input capacitor. The
softstart capacitor is optional.

For those desiring the ultimate in simplicity a new breakthrough product is on the next page.
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Simplest Switcher

Input Voltage
+7.0V to +40V ")

,8ur 1-, .,
(SeF Notesj

Vin LM2825
-5.0 Output

+5.0V @ 1Amp
Shutdown/Soft Gnd
start O. 1 J.lF

(Optional)

• IC Level Reliability!
• No External Components Required!
• Available in 3.3V and 5.0V versions

The LM2825 DC/DC Converter IC is the newest member of the Simple Switcher™ product family.

IT REQUIRES NO EXTERNAL COMPONENTS.

The diode, output capacitor, inductor, and input capacitor have been incorporated into a single 24 pin
DIP. As a result, you now only need to purchase a single device. It provides a full amp of output
current up to 70°C. It is currently available in 3.3V and 5.0V versions, with 12V and Adjustable
versions becoming available this year.

This new technology provides IC level reliability, far exceeding reliability levels of conventional
modules as well as conventional board level designs. Radiated EMI testing has been performed, and
emissions exceed CISPR 22 Class B requirements.

Features include TTL shutdown, thermal shutdown, current limit, <40m V output ripple in most
applications, and soft start (using an additional capacitor) to limit start-up current surges.

Although a bypass input capacitor is incorporated into the LM2825, an additional input capacitor
(68uF shown above) is required if leads exceed 6 inches in length from the main power supply or
other bypass capacitors. It is also recommended that a 0.1uF softstart capacitor be used in high
ambient temperature conditions (>60°C) where the unit is being turned on into a full load.
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Power BIT's as Brushless motor Drivers, have not been the designers choice. Power bipolars are not
favored because they can not be driven directly from an Ie controller. Power MOSFET's seem to be
the ideal choice since they are easy to drive, efficient and cost affective. The power module
NDM3000 is a three phase bridge housed in a sixteen pin package. It's low Rds - ON and high
break down voltage are the attributes which designers like most.

If higher drive currents are the primary concerns then three NDS8858H (complementary half bridge)
can be selected for the design.



Brushless Spindle Motor Breaking Application

A typical disc drive spindle motor breaking circuit is shown on the left. NDS9956A and NDS9952A
are most suitable devices for this application.

Power Drivers for Disk Drive Head Positioning VCM

A typical Power MOSFET driver circuit for a VCM is shown on the right. NDS8852H and
NDS8858H are the Complementary MOSFET Half Bridge packages. Their low Rds - ON and fast
switching time make them well suited for this application.
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Power MOSFETs are becoming more popular as power switches in switching power supplies. Their
main advantages over BJT are such as switching five to ten times faster than BJT and being easier to
drive.

These are voltage driven devices and can be driven from controller ICs which have totem pole output
drivers with less than 100 ns switching time. Following figure shows some of the common gate
drivers.

TTL as Power MOSFET driver

Open collector TTL with a pull up resistor tied to a higher voltage than +SV is an ideal driver for the
power MOSFET. The turn ON time is limited by the RC time constant of pull-up and Cin . It offers
an excellent current sink to turn OFF power MOSFET quickly.
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The package footprints of SuperSOT-3 (SOT-23) and PowerSOT (SOT-223) surface mount Power
MOSFETs have been miniaturized without sacrificing significant electrical and thermal performance
of their counterparts SOT-89 and DPAK (TO-252) respectively. The cost and space differentials
truly make these packages superior than their predecessors.
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SuperSOT-3 (SOT-23) Power

4 5"xS" FR-4 Boord
lA=25 e.
StiAii

4.S"xS" FR-4 Boord
lA= 25't:
Still Air

PowerSOT 4.5"x5" Thermal Board

Ii • I:E •:E •\'Z •II ••--,-'-- ---_._, . 88

The steady-state power handling capability of SuperSOT-3 (SOT-23) and PoweSOT (SOT-223) are
measured by using the thermal boards shown above. Thermal performance is very specific to the
applications due to numerous variables; nevertheless, National attempts to provide a general thermal
data with devices mounted on a 4.5"x5" FR-4 board with various sizes of top, bottom, and
1I2top+ 1I2bottom 20z copper. Measurement is taking under a 1 cubic ft still air at room temperature
environment. If board space is limited, layout 2 of package sized copper is recommended to achieve
O.6W for SuperSOT-3 and 1.3W for PowerSOT. If performance is the prime objective over space
and cost, increasing the size of the copper can be the most practical thermal solution.



TYPE SuperSOT'M -3 SuperSOT'M -6 SuperSOT'M -8 SOIC-8 PowerSOT

SOT-23 SOT-6 SOT-8 SO-8 SOT-223
SINGI,E / DUAL

PART N NDS35/ N / NDS355N NDC65/N NDH8436 NDS84/0 / NDS8936 NDT455N

NUMBER P NDS352P / NDS356P NDC652P NDH8447 NDS8435 / NDS8947 NDT456P

POWER SINGLE / DUAL

DISSIPATION
O.5W /.6W /.8W 2.5W / 2.0W 3.0W

SINGLE / DUAL

R DS(ON) N 250",0 / /25mfl 90",0 45mQ /5mO I 37mfl !5mn
P 500mfl / 300",f1 180",f2 95mQ 28mfl I 65mfl 35mfl

SINGLE / DUAL
BV N 30V 30V 30V 30V 30V

P 20V 30V 30V 30V 30V

SINGLE / DUAL
ID

N /./A / /.6A 3.2A 5.8A /O.OA /5.3A 1I.5A
P O.85A / /./A 2.4A 4.4A

7.0A / 4.0A 7.3A

TARGET Notebook Notebook Notebook N01ebook HDD
Cellular Plume Cellular Pholle Celllliar Phone Cellular Pholle Computers

MARKETS PDA PDA HDD HDD Automotive
Pager PCMC/A PDA

TECHNOLOGY 5M ctdVin1 4.5V Gate Drive 4.5V Gale Drive 4.5V Gate Dr;w~ IOV Gate Drive IOV Gale Drh't!



TYPE SuperSOTTM -3 SuperSOTTM -6 SuperSOTTM -8 SOIC·8

SOT-23 SOT-6 SOT-8 SO-8
SINGLE / DUAL

PART N NDS33 IN I NDS335N NDS63IN NDS83IN NDS8426 I NDS8926

NUMBER P NDS332P I NDS336P NDS632P NDS832P NDS8434 I NDS8934

POWER SINGLE / DUAL

DISSIPATION
O.51V 1.61V 1.81V 2.51V I 2.01V

SINGLE / DUAL

R DS(ON) N 250mQ I /XOmQ 130mn 70mQ JOmQ / 70m!2
P 500mQ / 350m!2 200m!2 80m!2 50mQ / JOOmn

SINGLE / DUAL
BV N 20V 20V 20V 20V

P 20V 20V 20V 20V

SINGLE / DUAL
10

N IA 11.2A 3.2A 4.7A
7.9A I 4.6A

P O.7A IO.85A 2.7A 4.2A 6.5A I 3.8A

Notebook Notebook Notebook Notebook
TARGET Cellular Phone Cellular Phone Cellular Pholle Cellular Phone

MARKETS PDA PDA HDD HDD
Pager PCMClA PDA PDA

TECHNOLOGY 5M allli,,1 2.7V GlIfe Dril,t! 2.7V Gale Drive 2.7V Gafe Dri\'e 2.1V Gate Drive



VIDEO SIGNAL

TRANSMISSION AND DISPLAY

Video data has become a very important component of communications in the modern world.
Applications range from entertainment, surveillance, heads-up displays, personal computing to high
speed data links, to name but a few. In this section we will look at devices designed to handle video
signals, both digital and analogue video signals, from transmission and routing through to eventual
display.

Video is often digitised to enable signal compression for maximum use of cable or other wideband
links. The Comlinear product group of National Semiconductor has introduced a number of products
designed to cope with the losses and signal degeneration of digital video signal introduced by long
lengths of commonly used cables.
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Dealing with Lossy Cable
Transmissions?

Lossy Media:
• Coaxial Cable
• Unshielded Twisted Pair
• Or other media with similar dispersive loss

characteristics

Signal loss or attenuation is associated with any length of cable. Coaxial cable and twisted pair are
examples of lossy media.

This cable attenuation does not allow high frequency transmission without compensation. The
general equation for Belden 8221 cable loss is:

where

K = 8.8 X 10-6 dB
m· -JHz

(for 75W Belden 8221 cable)

A = attenuation in dB

f = data rate in bits per second

L = length of cable in meters

Apart from the signal loss, the relatively low characteristic impedance of the cable presents a
challenge at the driving end, particularly at the high data rates that may be employed.
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National's Serial Digital Cable
Products are the Answer

• CLC0061CLC007 - Cable Drivers
• CLCO 14 - Adaptive Cable Equalizer
• CLC016 - High Speed Data Retiming PLL
• CLC018 - 8 x 8 Crosspoint Switch (04 1996)

With this group of products, complete serial digital video (SDV) routers can be built using cable
sections as long as 300m. The CLC006/CLC007 are able to provide full swing into matched cable
loads, the CLC014 automatically compensates for cable losses, and the CLCOl6 is used to retime
data and clock signals after transmission through the cable. Where multiple data sources are used,
the soon to to be available CLC018 cross-point switch facilitates signal routing.



CLC006/007
Serial Digital Cable Drivers

CLC006 - 2 amplitude adjustable outputs
CLCOO? 4 outputs (2 pairs)
• No external pull-down resistors
• 650ps rise and fall times
• Operates from a single +5 or -5.2 V supply
• Low Power Dissipation
• DC to >400Mbps

The CLC006 and CLC007 are the monolithic cable drivers. These ECL logic level drivers conform
to the SMPTE 259M standard for the transmission of serial digital video signals. These devices can
drive up to 300m of Belden 1505 or 8281 cable and deliver full ECL swings to a matched 750hm
load up to 400Mbps.

The CLC006 and CLC007 output stages and do not require pull-down resistors. This feature allows
for lower power consumption and cost.

Potential Applications:

Digital video routers

Cable driver for digital data transmission

CLC006 - Low power replacement for GS9008 in most applications

CLC007 - Low power replacement for GS9007 and MClOEL89
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Cable Driver with Adjustable
Drive Level

t
coax~' Cable

R":"H Vo (Vp-p)

10k 1.07V

5k 950mV
2k 760mV
Ik 615mV
0 370mV

Both the CLC006 and CLC007 are able to drive a matched cable with an 800mV(p-p) signal without
external components. The CLC007 has four outputs (two pairs), while the CLC 006 has two outputs.
Since both devices are available in the same 8 pin package, the 'spare' pins on the CLC006 offer an
opportunity to adjust the output drive amplitude. By connecting a resistor between pins 3 &4 , the
drive level can be reduced from 800mV (open circuit) to 360mV (short circuit). If two additional
resistors are used, connected to ground and the negative supply voltage rail, the output amplitude can
be changed from 1.07v to 370mV.
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CLC014
Adaptive Cable Equalizer

Key Specs Key Features
• Low jitter: 180pspp @ 270Mbps • Automatic equalization

through 200 meters of Belden • Carrier Detect and Output Mute
8281 coaxial cable. • Output Eye Monitor

• Data Rates from SOMbps to Single-ended or differential input•
6S0Mbps • All NRZ Data• Low supply current: S8mA

The CLC014 adaptive cable equalizer is a low-cost monolithic solution for equalizing data
transmitted over cable (or any media with similar dispersive loss characteristics). This equalizer
automatically adapts to equalize any cable length from zero meters to lengths that attenuate the
signal by 40dB at 200MHz. This corresponds to 300m of Belden 8281 or 120m of Category 5 UTP
(unshielded twisted pair).

Input Interfacing: The CLC014 accepts differential or single-ended inputs.

Output Interfacing: The outputs DO and DO produce ECL logic levels when the recommended
output termination networks are used. The outputs are taken off of the collectors of the transistors.
Refer to the CLCO 14 data sheet for recommended interfaces for standard ECL families.

Potential Applications:

SMPTE 259M serial digital interfaces: NTSC/PAL

Serial digital video routing and distribution

Serial digital data equalization and reception

Data recovery equalization for ATM, Ethernet, CAD networks,
set top terminals, industrial video networks
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CLC016
High Speed Data Retiming PLL

Key Specs Key Features
• Low jitter: 130pspp @ 270Mbps • Retimed Output
• Data Rates from 40Mbps to • Recovered clock output

400Mbps • Automatic and manual rate select
• Low supply current: 110mA • Carrier detect output
• ±5% VCO center frequency • Single-ended or differential input

accuracy • All NRZ Data

The CLC016 is a low-cost, monolithic, data retiming phased-locked loop (PLL). The CLC016 is
designed for high speed serial clock and data recovery. The auto-rate select (ARS) feature of the
CLC016 simplifies high-speed recovery in multi-rate systems. The ARS and the pre-configured
external resistors for the CLC016 set 4 separate data rates which are automatically selected by the
CLC016 to provide accurate, low jitter clock and data recovery. A single resistor sets the data range
anywhere from 40 to 400Mbps.

Input Interfacing: The CLCO 16 accepts differential or single-ended inputs once an input voltage
meets standard ECL logic levels.

Output Interfacing: The outputs DO and DO produce ECL logic levels when the recommended
output termination networks are used. The outputs are taken off of the collectors of the transistors.
Refer to the CLC016 data sheet for recommended interfaces for standard ECL families.

Possible Applications:

SMPTE 259M serial digital interfaces: NTSCIPAL

Serial digital video routing and distribution

Clock and data recovery for high-speed data transmission

Re-synchronization of serial data for high-speed ATM, CAD
and medical or industrial imaging
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Video Routing Block Diagram
CLCOO6 CLCOO6
CLCOO7 CLC014 CLC018 CLCOO7

Coaxial Cable

8x8
Gross- ·point ·• • • Switch

• • •
•

• • • ••
•

Coaxial Cable

This is a typical block diagram for a serial digital video (SDV) router. The CLCOl4 automatically
equalizes cable lengths from zero meters to 300 meters at 360MHz. The equalized outputs are
connected to the differential inputs of the CLC018 (available Q4 of 1996). The CLC016 receives the
data from the crosspoint switch and performs clock and data recovery, reducing jitter. Finally, the
retimed data is driven into more coaxial cable by the CLC006 or CLC007.
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CLC006, CLC014
Coaxial Cable Receiver

EeL
Levels 6

O.I~F

f \- :,:! CD AEC+

CAEC

75n MUTE AEC-

~ O.I~F
- To

Additional
Channels

This diagram illustrates a typical coaxial cable receiver. This circuit will equalize a variety of
coaxial cables up to lengths that attenuate the signal by 40dB at 200MHz.

Circuit Description:

This illustrates the proper connections for a single cable driven by a CLC006 driver. Carrier Detect
(CD) is connected to MUTE to latch outputs DO and DO in the absence of an input signal to the
equalizer. This configuration prevents random output transitions due to noise.
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Receiver Results
End of Cable before
Equalization

270Mbps data
through 300m
of Belden 8281
coax cable

These plots show the performance of the CLC014 Adaptive Cable Equalizer. The top plot illustrates
a 270Mbps data stream at the end of 300m of Belden 8281 cable, before equalization. The bottom
plot shows the result or eye pattern of the CLC014, after equalization. The CLC014 will equalize
data up to 650Mbps.



Analog Video Transmission

NTSC
PAL

SECAM

PEAK WHITE

~

Up to this point we have been considering video transmissions where the video is in the form of a
high bit-rate serial data stream. For many video applications the video waveform is in the more
traditional "baseband" format, familiar to anyone that has worked in the commercial television
environment. For a colour signal, the video is usually composed of three separate channels of
information - the RED, GREEN and BLUE channels. Sometimes, as shown above, the sync signal is
added to the GREEN video signal (sync on Green). In this particular instance we have "positive"
video and "negative" sync relative to "black" level. Subsequent processing may change the RGB
format to composite, luminance or colour difference components (Y, R-Y, B-Y, UIY, C, etc), but the
demands on the signal processing devices used in the transmission channel do not change very much
with format changes. In this next section we will briefly review some of the UCs suitable for
analogue video processing.
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Amplifier Requirements
Analog Video

for

• Wide Bandwidth
• High Slew Rate
• Low Differential Phase
• Low Differential Gain

As might be expected, for good fidelity the closed loop bandwidth of the amplifier must be
significantly higher than the highest signal frequency - at least 60 MHz to 80MHz for dealing with
the most commonly encountered analogue video formats. Further, this bandwidth must be available
for relatively large signal swings into low cable impedances. Although the nominal video level is
1V, it is often desireable for the amplifier to deliver at least 2V to compensate for cable termination
losses.

Two unusual specifications for a video amplifier are DIFFERENTIAL PHASE and
DIFFERENTIAL GAIN. These refer to the ability of the amplifier to linearly process a low level
high frequency signal at any dc level within the anticipated large signal amplitude range. These
specifications can be measured using a special waveform, shown above, where a subcarrier (at 3.58
MHz or 4.43MHz) is superimposed on a stepped video waveform that takes the subcarrier average
level from white to black. Differences in the amplitude and phase of the subcarrier at each of the
stepped levels is detected by a Vectors cope and the worst case difference becomes the specified
performance level. Most vectors copes are able to resolve <1 degree DP and <1 % DG.
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Using A Network Analyser for DP
DG Measurements

&

HP35676-66301

51

Power Splitter/Combiner
Midwest Microwave
Model 2532

When we are measuring amplifiers for use in a video system, the amplifier's DP and DO have to be
considerably better than the overall system specification, since many such amplifiers may be
included in the signal path. If a network analyser, such as the HP 4195, is used to make the
measurement, DP can be resolved to significantly less than 0.01 degrees and DO to less than 0.01 %.
Unlike the stepped technique shown previously, the subcarrier is ramped through the entire
measurement range and the levels of DP and DO recorded at 21 points. Both positive and negative
video polarities are accomodated with this measurement technique.



CLC406 DPIDG Performance
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These curves clearly illustrate the advantages of this measurement technique. Apart from the higher
resolution compared to a vectors cope, the curves show how the amplifier is performing throughout
the entire video dynamic range. Also, it is obvious from the DP curve that simple end-point
measurements would be misleading about the actual performance of the part.
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Video on a Twisted Pair

Video:rlDO,JF+
Input

750 15k
Video

750 Out10:~
750I

Not all applications for video are as demanding. For example in this circuit, shown previously in the
Amplifier section, a number of devices are not being cascaded. In fact the overall system
requirements on DP and DO could be as high as 5 degrees DP and 10% DO. Here the typical
performance of the LM7171 will yield less than 1 degree and 1%. More important is the ability of
the LM7171 to drive the load represented by the twisted pair cable.
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MONITOR SIGNAL
PROCESSING

DEFLECTION
COILS (YOKE)

Because they share the same display device, a CRT or cathode ray tube, many of the early monitor
designs were similar to television receiver circuits, particularly with regard to the design of the
deflection circuits. The rapid introduction and popularity of colour displays has changed this, with
many new IICs being developed specifically for colour monitors with display resolutions as high as
1024 X 768 pixels. National has been a leader in the development of these circuits, and this next
section will focus on the most recent IICs designed for monitor applications.

The block diagram above shows the major circuit elements of an RGB monitor; the video pre-
amplifiers which raise the input signal level from about IVp-p to 4Vp-p, and allow user adjustment
of screen brightness and contrast; the CRT drive amplifiers that amplify the signal to the 40Vp-p to
60Vp-p level required at the cathodes of the CRT; the sync processing circuits that identify the
horizontal scan and vertical scan components which position the electron beams on the face of the
CRT (ie generate the raster); and finally the geometry correction circuit that compensates for
scanning errors produced by the deflection circuits and the CRT gun structure and "optics".

Before looking at any of these circuits in general, it is worth noting that while the three channels for
processing the video (one each for the RED, BLUE and GREEN components of the video signal) are
fairly common to most colour monitors, there are several ways of handling the synchronisation
signal. This can be provided as separate horizontal and vertical sync H & V (with either positive or
negative polarity), as composite sync where both horizontal and vertical sync are in the same
waveform HlV, or as a composite sync signal added to the GREEN video signal, G + S.



VIDEO PREAMPLIFIERS

Single Channel Amplifiers:
LM1201
LM1202 (with Master/Slave Contrast)

130 MHz
230M Hz

Three Channel Amplifiers:
LM1203(A)(B)
LM1204
LM1205/1207
LM1208/1209(Wide range Gain Bal)130/100 MHz
LM1281 On Screen Display (OSO)

70 MHz
180 MHz

130/85 MHz

National manufactures a number of video pre-amplifiers capable of processing all of the most
popular PC video display resolutions. For extremely high resolution (work station displays), or for
monochrome displays, there are two devices, the LMl201 and LM1202. The LMl202 allows the
contrast section to be slaved to other devices so that tracking is obtained when three separate IICs are
used for RGB operation

For most RGB applications, the RED, GREEN and BLUE channels are combined into a single IIC
for best matching between channels and to ensure that the colour balance is maintained through the
full range of user adjustments (ie contrast and brightness settings). The LM1203 was the first product
in this category, which has been expanded to include the LMl204 and the LM1205 series. The latest
product is the LM1281, which adds a 70MHz OSD (On Screen Display) capability. The TTL
compatible OSD inputs allow visual confirmation of display settings and changes in levels by the
user.



LM1281 Pre-Amp with OSD

YIDEO/O,D

SELECT 3"

Single (Green) Channel shown
(Red and Blue Channels are identical)

IOIlF

GREE:\' '"IDEO I~PLT ~
33 8

The video input signals is ac coupled into the video pre-amplifier so that most types of video sources
can be accomodated. However for proper display of the video brightness level, the signal has to be
dc restored and, in the case of a colour display, matched to the proper level compared to the other
two channels for the correct screen colour balance to be obtained.

Shown here is a single channel of the LM1281. The BLUE and GREEN channels are identical and
share common control of the Contrast (signal ac amplitude), Pins 13 & 14. The OSD input is dc
coupled and buffered to the input select switch that determines whether the video or the OSD will be
displayed on the screen. The buffer amplifier also sets the input black reference level since internal
feedback will ensure that the non-inverting input will track the OSD signal level. When the OSD
input is low or at black level (during the display blanking period), this level is applied to the gm
stage in the feedback loop of the green video input amplifier. Gating the gm stage on during the
blanking period will store this dc level on the capacitor at Pin 12. The ac coupled green video signal
will be dc restored to this level, and if the clamp pulse timing co-incides with the back porch period
of the video, the black level for the OSD input and the video will be matched for each channel.
Contrast controls at pins 13 & 14 set the OSD and video contrast levels respectively for all three
channels with a 40dB range for a OAVdc control voltage. This dc voltage can be supplied from a
potentiometer as shown, or from the output of a 5V DAC.

Channel gain matching over a 12dB range is provided by similar dc voltages at Pin 27 (26 & 28 for
the Blue and Red channels). The output stage is also clamped with separate dc level storage
capacitors so that the CRT white level or brightness can be controlled.

If necessary, the output stage can have a blanking pulse applied (not shown), which drives the output
down to less than 500mV, which will ensure CRT gun cut-off during the retrace part of the signal. If
the blanking input is not used it is held high with a resistor to the supply.
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CRT DRIVERS

DEFLECTION
COILS (YOKE)

Once the input video signals have been matched, the next step is to raise the amplitudes to the level
required to directly drive the CRT cathodes. This typically means having the capability to drive a
capacitive load (from 8 to l5pF), at amplitudes up to 60Vp-p, over a frequency range from 30MHz
to over 200MHz. Traditionally this area has been dominated by discrete designs, with concomitant
problems of channel matching, physical size, and emi radiation. Under lOOMHz this situation has
been alleviated by Hybrid designs, which put all three channels on a single substrate. The smaller
physical size of a single package, easier heatsinking and radiation shielding, has made the production
of neck-mounted video driver boards easier. Now National is taking the process a step further with
the introduction of monolithic CRT drivers.
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LM2427 CRT TRIPLE DRIVER

01
FOII-llXl

To CRT
Cathode

02
FOII-llXI

CI adjusts pulse overshoot
R 1 sets the amplifier gain
R2/C2 provide LF Tilt Compensation
D lID2 clamp CRT arcs

Lp peaks the output response and
compensates diode capapcitance

Internal Schematic
(Single Channel Shown)

First, however, lets look at a typical Hybrid CRT video driver, to see how they work and what some of the
constraints are.

The LM2427 is a Triple video driver with all three channels in a staggered lead TO-220 style package. The Tab
of this low cost plastic package makes heatsinking (a requirement) fairly straight forward and only a single
heatsink is required for all three channels.

An internal 5.7Kohm resistor is fed back to the input from the push-pull output stage. This resistor, along with
the video source resistance, will set the inverting gain for the amplifier. For example, if the resistor in series with
the video pre-amp output (assumed to be low impedance buffer), is 430 ohms, the inverting gain is -5.7X103/430
= -13. With a pre-amp output level of 4Vp-p, this is enough gain to provide 50Vp-p at the cathode.

Although many CRT drivers are specified in terms of bandwidth capability (eg 80MHz at 50Vp-p), for the driver
the pulse rise and fall times are also considered to be important. The LM2427 is able to deliver rise and fall times
in the vicinity of 3.5nS. Nevertheless, achieving these rise and fall times is not totally dependent on the device
itself. As the capacitive load is increased so will the rise time. For example at 50Vp-p the rise time increases to
4.5nS with a 13pF load (which can be contributed to by lead lengths and protection components as well as the
CRT gun structure). A small capacitor across the input resistor can be employed to produce signal overshoot,
thus improving the rise time. Although component values are suggested in the data sheet, the proper value is
often found by experimentation.

Sometimes the output waveform will exhibit "tilt", which will show on the screen as a smear following a large
area of black. This is because large areas of uniform brightness are low frequency signals causing high power
dissipation which is not uniformly shared in the amplifier's transistors. The R2/C2 network is designed to
provide compensation for tilt.

The clamp diodes and output resistors are intended to prevent damage to the CRT drivers from arcs (the CRT
will also have spark gaps for this). Since these components will add to the output capacitance, a small inductor
is used to provide peaking. Again the value is usually determined by experiment with a specific circuit.
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LM2419 65MHz TRIPLE DRIVER
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The LM2419 is another triple CRT driver in the 11 lead TO-220 package. This device has a slightly
different design structure, and the overall signal gain is set internally. The input stage Ql,Q2
provides all the gain and the output Q3,Q4 is a unity gain push-pull stage. At the input Ql gain is set
by the ratio of the collector and emitter resistors to -15. Q2 is a cascode stage with the base heavily
bypassed to a DC voltage (l2Vdc), to help isolate Ql collector from the capacitive load represented
by the output stage. A diode between the push-pull stage bases helps to minimise the crossover
distortion as conduction switches between Q3 and Q4.

For this and the previous amplifier, power dissipation can be significant, and is highest when a white
screen is displayed (amplifier output low). With about 20% of the time spent in retrace, the average
power dissipation at 50Vp-p will be close to 4Watts/channel. If the device case temperature is
limited to 90°C and an operating ambient of 50°C is anticipated, then the thermal resistance of the
heat sink must be at least 3°CIWatt ({90-50}/12).
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LM2406 Monolithic TRIPLE
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The latest addition to National's portfolio is the LM2406 MONOLITHIC triple CRT driver. Just as
the previous Hybrid devices, the LM2406 is able to deliver 50Vp-p operating from an 80V supply.
The rise and fall times are typically 9nS with an 8pF load, making the driver suitable for VGA and
SVGA displays.

As the internal schematic shows (one channel only shown), the topology is similar to the LM2419.
An input cascode stage is used, Q I & Q2, to provide an internally set gain of -14.5 and to isolate the
load capacitance. Instead of a simple diode, the crossover bias is provided by Q6 which is set up as a
Vbe mutiplier to exactly match the combined base-to-emitter voltage drops of the output NPN &
PNP transistors Q3 and Q4. Momentary short circuit protection «1 sec) has also been provided in
the output stage. The power dissipation under peak white conditions is slightly less, 3.5
Watts/channel, allowing smaller heatsinks to be used, around 4.75°CIW in an operating ambient of
50°C.
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TYPICAL APPLICATION LM2406

GUN CUT-OFF
ADJUSTMENT

In this application the pre-amp supply voltage (l2Vdc) is used as the bias point for the base of all
three cascode stages and is bypassed close to the package. Each output stage has diode arc protection
in addition to the spark gaps on the CRT cathodes. Notice that although the video signals are dc
coupled from the pre-amplifier stages (LM1205 outputs for example), the driver output is ac coupled
to the cathodes. This is done to allow the cathodes to be biased to a higher dc voltage (l20V) than
the supply voltage for the driver (80V). A higher voltage range allows a wider gun dc cutoff voltage
variation yet still allows the full ac signal voltage swing. On the cathode side of the output capacitor,
the gun dc voltage is re-established through the clamp diodes and transistor voltage sources.
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SYNCHRONISATION

Another key monitor function is to synchronise the deflection circuits (which control the position of
the electron beams) with the video source. As noted earlier, the source sychronising signal can come
in several different ways. Totally separate horizontal and vertical sync signals may be provided.
Usually these are TTL level and negative polarity, but sometimes positive polarity will be
encountered. Similarly, a combined horizontal and vertical sync signal will usually be negative
polarity but may also be reversed. For some monitors the sync signal will be added to one of the
RGB channels, usually GREEN, where the amplitude will be substantially less than TTL levels. The
LMl292 has been designed to accomodate all these variations, and has an on-board oscillator to
provide a default sync signal in the absence of external video or sync. This is important for on screen
displays for diagnostic purposes and for generating the HV for the picture tube anode.
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LM1292 SYNC AND PLL

The block diagram for the LMI292 shows the major elements and Pin assignments for this lie. It
can be further divided up into two main sections; the sync processing section and the horizontal PLL
section.

The sync section detects the type and polarity of the sync information that is being supplied,
separates the horizontal and vertical sync components, provides flags indicating the sync polarity and
helps to generate the appropriate clamp pulses for the monitor video amplifiers described previously.

The horizontal PLL includes a wide range vca that can be locked to scan frequencies from 22KHz
to as high as 125KHz, covering the all the popular scanning standards. The output driver stage has an
adjustable pulse width which can be phased independently of the vca output phase. This allows the
video to be centred on the CRT raster and any necessary geometry corrections made to produce
straight vertical edges to the picture. The horizontal output can be disabled by a TTL level signal
(power conservation for example) or by an input from the HV section. If the HV rises to dangerous
levels that could cause X radiation, a voltage divider from the HV will cause the horizontal output to
shut down. Since the horizontal sweep is used to generate the HV, shutdown will remove the
dangerously high voltage. A latch prevents the drive from starting up again until the problem has
been resolved.
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LM1292 SYNCHRONISA TION
IDENTIFICATION AND SEPARATION
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Here is the sync section in more detail. If horizontal and vertical sync of more than IVp-p amplitude
are available these have priority over composite sync or composite video inputs. Two flags at Pins
13 & 19 will give the polarity of the incoming sync waveform from any source, a high level at either
pin indicating negative polarity polarity sync. Regardlesss of the incoming sync polarity, the outputs
at Pins II & 17 will be TTL and CMOS compatible negative polarity waveforms.

If the input source is composite video, the signal is again ac coupled to Pin 9. An internal clamp will
restore the negative polarity sync tips to 2Vdc and then strip out the sync portion of the waveform.
An incoming sync amplitude of at least 150m V is required if video contamination of the sync is to be
avoided. This corresponds to an input video amplitude greater than O.5Vp-p.

The horizontal sync is used both to synchronise the internal horizontal oscillator and to generate a
video clamp pulse. Since both the timing (ie the start) and the width of the clamp pulse will depend
on system requirements, the LM1292 is able to adjust these two parameters based on a control
voltage at Pinl.
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LM1292 CLAMP PULSE TIMING

llJ

The sync output and the yea waveform are compared in the clamp circuit with the voltage at Pin 1,
setting the timing position of the clamp pulse and the width of the clamp pulse generated by the one-
shot. When the control voltage is between Ov and 2Y The clamp pulse will start just after the trailing
edge (positive going edge) of the incoming horizontal sync signal. As the control voltage increases
the width of the clamp pulse will increase. Since the clamp pulse occurs during the back porch
period of the video blanking period, it can be used with the video pre-amp to accurately dc restore
the video black level reference. The control voltage is also used to control the clamp pulse width
since the back porch period varies with the different scanning standards that are in use. This prevents
inadvertent clamping at the start of the active video. When the control voltage is greater than 2Y the
position of the clamp pulse moves to the start of the sync pulse (negative going edge) and further
increase in voltage will decrease the duration of the clamp pulse. By using the yea input as part of
the clamp pulse circuit, a pulse will be generated even in the absence of a sync source, allowing the
on screen display to still function properly in the absence of external video.
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LM1292 PLL AND H DRIVE
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The other use for the horizontal sync (actually the main use) is to lock the LM1292 yeO to the input
frequency. This input frequency can be between 32KHz and 120KHz and the oscillator must lock to
this range and produce a low jitter drive to the horizontal drive circuit.

If the source is composite video or composite sync, the serrations are removed and the resulting
waveform applied to one input of a phase detector and to an FN circuit. The FN generates a
voltage based on the incoming sync frequency and superimposes this on the yeO control voltage to
put the oscillator into the right frequency range that the main control loop can cause the oscillator to
lock. Two external resistors set the available oscillator frequency range for fixed or limited standard
compatibility monitors.

The other input to the phase detector is the yeO output, with the phase detector output being filtered
at Pin 28 to produce the proper loop response. This filter, along with the yeOlPhase detector loop
gain will determine the lock-in range and time, and the response of the loop to noise or other
perturbations. Once locked the yeO output jitter is less than 1.3nS at 100KHz.

If there is an abrupt change in the incoming source frequency (a switch to a different scan standard)
the FN will cause Pin 3 to go low (an open collector output) which change can be used to mute the
video during the transition.

Once the oscillator has locked to the incoming frequency the output is used to generate a horizontal
drive waveform. The output is compared in a second phase detector with a pulse feedback from the
horizontal sweep transformer. The threshold level at which the phase comparison occurs is set by an
external voltage at Pin23. This allows the video to be centred on the raster and, if necessary,
adjustment of the video position during vertical scan. The output pulse width of the horizontal can be
adjusted and the output shutdown for power conservation or safety reasons.



LM1290 AUTO SYNC IIC

The LM1290 Horizontal deflection processor has many of the features of the LM1292, but is
available in a 14 pin package. This device is designed to work with horizontal or composite sync (H
or HV) and the vea will automatically lock to any incoming sync frequency between 22 kHz and
90 kHz. An internally coupled FlY converter provides the dc shift to the main loop filter to change
the centre frequency of the oscillator, and the rate of frequency change is contolled by a capacitor at
Pin 11. This is used to prevent the on-time of the the horizontal output transistor from increasing
excessively during a transition from a high to low incoming sync frequency. The drive to the
horizontal output transistor can also be shut down in response to an excessive crt anode voltage.
When the voltage at pin 5 (derived from a tap on the focus bleeder divider) goes above 1.9 Volts, the
drive output is latched open until the supply voltage falls below 2V, ie the device has been turned
off.



LM1290 APPLICATION CIRCUIT
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This circuit shows most of the external components required for a practical application of the
LM1290. To maintain low jitter performance, the sync input components should be located as close
as possible to Pin 3. The main loop filter, Pin 12, will determine the locking characteristics of the
vca, and its immunity to extraneous noise. Reducing the resistor size will damp the loop, producing
slower lock times, but reducing the effects of noise. Increasing the resistor size will produce wider
lock ranges and faster acquisition times. The oscillator phase in lock is controlled by the feedback
pulse from the horizontal sweep transformer to Pin 6. However the actual drive waveform phasing
can be changed with a DC control voltage at Pin 10 of LM1290. A dc voltage will affect the
horizontal position of the screen display (Horizontal centering) while an ac voltage derived from the
vertical deflection circuits will allow dynamic phase correction (covered later).
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LM1295 GEOMETRY
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The final part of the monitor circuits to be covered is the vertical sync section. The LM1295 is a
companion VC to the LM 1292 and is used to provide a vertical scan signal in the absence of an
external signal. It also provides vertical rate correction signals that are applied to the horizontal
section to compensate for geometric distortion in the displayed picture. Since most monitor displays
show the picture edges (unlike television receivers which are typically overscanned) any distortion is
immediately apparent.



RASTER SCAN DISTORTION

Ideally the raster should be a perfect rectangle on the face of the CRT, centred from left to right and
with straight edges. Unfortunately applying constant scan coil currents to the deflection coils will not
always produce this result. One common problem is that as the beam moves off the centre axis of the
tube the deflection angle increases and the electrons have farther to travel. If the horizontal
deflection current does not change the scan lines will be shorter at the centre than at the upper and
lower portions of the screen. This is known as Pincushion Distortion (and over correction is known
as Barrel distortion) from its appearance on the screen. Sometimes the deflection coils can be
imbalanced or improperly mounted on the neck of the picture tube. This can give rise to Keystone or
Trapezoidal distortion where lines at the top of the screen are longer than those at the bottom. Most
of the time the distortion is the result of several sources such that several correction factors have to
be applied simultaneously. For example simple E-W correction for Pincushion can result in picture
Bowing or tilted edges to the sides. Since these are (relatively) linear distortions, they can be
compensated for by adjusting the phase of the Horizontal output during the vertical scan.

The LM1295 provides the vertical timing and wave forms necessary for these corrections to the
horizontal scan.
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LM1295 APPLICA TION CIRCUIT
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From this block diagram we can see that the LMl295 can also be divided into two main sections.
One section is the vertical oscillator and output driver circuit, and the other section a group of
function generators and multipliers that are used to provide the correction voltages which are added
to the horizontal scan for geometry correction.
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The vertical oscillator is an injection locked ramp generator with automatic level control. In the
absence of TIL negative polarity sync, the oscillator will free run at 48Hz. This frequency is set to
be just below the lowest anticipated vertical scan frequency by the 0.1uF capacitor at Pin 20.
Incoming sync will injection lock the oscillator at frequencies up to 170Hz. A capacitor of half this
value (in this case 0.47uF) at Pin 19 will prevent the oscillator from locking at twice the incoming
frequency. The amplitude of the ramp can be controlled over a 1.8 to 1 range with a 4V to OV control
voltage on Pin 12. This voltage can be obtained from a potentiometer as shown, or from the output of
a 5V DAe.

An Automatic Level Control circuit keeps the vertical height constant as the vertical scan rate is
changed (in a multi-sync monitor for example), or if the supply voltage or temperature changes. The
filter for the ALC is connected to Pin 18 and uses a capacitor that is 20X the value of the oscillator
capacitor.

To allow rapid or dynamic adjustment of the vertical height, the ramp is passed through a second
gain controlled stage before reaching the output. A voltage between 3V and 4V on Pin 6 will control
the height over a 1 to 1.3 range. After the height has been set, the ramp voltage is converted to a
differential current by a resistor at Pins 21 & 22. A lOKohm resistor will produce at least lmA
differential current superimposed on a .3mA dc current. Because the voltage to current conversion
follows the ALC circuit, to maintain the amplitude constant with temperature changes, a carbon film
resistor is recommended and should be placed as close as possible to the lie.
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LM1295 DC Controlled
GEOMETRY CORRECTION
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The voltage ramp from the oscillator section is applied to a parabolic function generator and two
multiplier circuits which are being used as gain controlled amplifiers. The other inputs to the
multipliers are dc voltages. AT 2V, the multiplier output ramp is zero. From 2V to OV an increasing
positive ramp is obtained. From 2V to 4V an increasing negative ramp is obtained. Similar dc control
determines the polarity and amplitude of the three multipliers processing the output of the vertical
parabola generator.

The vertical parabola is buffered to Pin 16 to provide a dynamic focus control voltage.

Summing the parabola with the Horizontal Trapezoid in a ratio of 3: 1 gives the pincushion and
keystone correction waveform at Pin 9. This waveform is used to dynamically change the horizontal
scan width.

Finally summing the parabola with the output from the Horizontal Parrallogram multiplier will
generate a voltage at Pin14 to correct the horizontal centre position (phase).
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LM1296 BLOCK DIAGRAM
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The LM1296 is also designed to provide geometry correction, but in a 16 pin package. It has the
same major features as the LM1295; Injection locked oscillator with dc controlled height adjustment,
pincushion and trapezoid correction. A single ended vertical drive waveform is provided.
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LM1296 APPLICATION CIRCUIT

With the fewer pin connections, the LM1296 requires fewer external components than the LMl295,
and, as shown here, potentiometers can be used to provide the correction control voltages. The
LM1296 can accept either polarity of vertical sync, and the S correction is done internally.



DEFlECTION
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National can provide most of the components that are needed to build high quality VGA and SVGA
monitors. The high level of integration causes a dramatic decrease in the number of components and
the size of the circuit board. In particular, this makes neck mounted boards feasible, thus reducing
lead lengths that carry easily degraded high frequency signals and contribute to erni problems. Dc
controls in the OV to 4V range make implementation of automatic alignment easy and effective.
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National has been in the monolithic Audio Power Amplifier business for over two decades,
supplying devices for a variety of applications, from Pachinko machines to Automotive, portable
audio to home stereos, and many more. These amplifiers have been produced as singles and duals,
low power and medium power, with distortion specs that range from 10% THD down to 0.01 %
THD.

Less than 10 years ago, high power meant an amplifier capable of delivering 20 Watts or more, and
this part of the market, relatively small in IIC volume terms, was dominated by discrete transistor or
Hybrid designs. Usually they were expensive to manufacture and offered little in terms of the self
protection features that are virtually standard with monolithic devices. Today, new monolithic power
amps are displacing these designs, with power levels approaching or exceeding 100 Watts.

At the other end of the power spectrum, interest in multi-media PC applications has generated a
demand for quality Audio amplifiers that can be integrated into the PC environment. Here the
challenge has been to develop power into 8 ohm speakers with only 5 Volt power sources available.

In this next section we will see how National is providing solutions for both High Power Audio and
delivering audio power from 5 Volt supplies.
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AMPLIFIER POWER RATINGS

Power ratings can be confusing, and this is not always accidental. To begin with, the unit of power
that is used, the WAIT, is not the simple product of a DC current and DC voltage applied to
resistive load. Nor is the actual load (a speaker) truly resistive.

Manufacturers have used various ways to express the power capability of the audio amplifier,
usually with the goal of putting their product in the best light. Typical power ratings are I) Average
Power, 2) Continuous RMS Power, and 3) Music Power. Actually the first two are the same and are
the measure of power using rms values for the sine wave current in a resistive load and the sine wave
voltage applied across it for a sustained period of time. Music Power also uses rms values in
calculating the power but in the actual end product the power supply voltage will depend on the
amount of power drawn. The power rating is calculated before the supply has an opportunity to sag.
Therefore more voltage is available than if the amplifier had to deliver sustained power. This means
our 50 Watt continuous amp can be rated at 65 Watts or more! The fourth rating, Peak Power, is
obtained by multiplying the peak voltage across the load, by the current drawn when that peak
voltage is applied. This 'instantaneous' power calculation raises the power of our amplifier to a
whopping 100 Watts. A simple 'Power' rating could be any of the above.

The moral: when comparing amplifier specifications, compare the way they are measured.
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POWER DISTORTION
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Another part of the comparison process is to note the distortion level at which the power rating is
determined. On many amplifier data sheets the Typical Performance Curves section will show what
this means. For example, most of the smaller power amplifiers are rated at 10% THD. The Typical
Curves show why. At 10% THD the power output is significantly higher than at 3% THD or less.

An LM386 will deliver about 0.75 Watts into a load without distortion. The output waveform will
just begin to show clipping at 3% THD, and by the time 5% THD is reached the power is up to 0.9
Watts, a 20% increase. Allowing the THD to reach 10% increases the rated power to I Watt, 30%
more than the undistorted power level.

In the section that follows, power ratings will always be given as the Continous RMS Power rating
measured at <1% THD unless otherwise noted.
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A Revolutionary PC Audio
Power Amplifier ...

BOOMERTM

Goal: To obtain high fidelity output power for
PC Audio Applications

Design criteria are: 1 watt into 8 ohms with less
than 1% Total Harmonic Distortion from a 5V
power supply in a SO package

One of the recent developments in power amplifiers is the need to improve the speaker driver (and
the speaker!) in pes. If the internal 5 Volt power supply is the only high current power source
available, putting power into a quality 8 ohm speaker represents somewhat of a challenge.

National has recently introduced a new range of audio power amplifiers designed to deliver the most
power on limited power supply sources. This family of parts has been named BOOMERTM, in part
because of the surprising amount of power they can deliver into standard 8 ohm speakers. The first
two devices are the LM4860 and LM4861.
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Evolution of Boomer

Design Specifics ...

• 1 watt into 8 ohms requires a voltage swing of
8 V(p-p) and a current of 353 mA rms from
the amplifier

• The challenge - 8 V(p-p) from a 5 V supply

To meet the goal of producing I Watt into an 8 ohm load from a 5 Volt supply means discarding the
conventional audio amplifier topology. A simple calculation shows why this is the case. A I Watt
power level is represented by an rms current of 355 mA in an 8 ohm load. To produce this current
the voltage applied across the load must be 2.8 Yrms. This means that the amplifier output must
swing at least 8 Y(p-p), which clearly exceeds the power supply voltage of 5 Volts.

Alternatives, such as using transformers on the amplifier output, or providing a stepped up power
supply voltage, were discarded since another goal was to use the least number of external
components. This leads to the use of a bridge topology, which not only can provide the required
power level, but also yields a high level of integration with minimal external components. As shown
above, the output power equation is no longer y2/8R, where Y is the peak-to-peak swing across the
load R, but is now y2/2R. To achieve I Watt in 8 ohms now requires 4 Yp-p.

Bridge amplifiers are not new, but not everyone is familiar with the way they work. In this instance
we are using the bridge because the supply voltage is limited. Early bridge audio amplifiers were
developed to eliminate audio transformers.



Increasing the load POWER

The starting point to understanding the power capabilities of bridge amplifiers, whether from an
intuitive or mathematical viewpoint, is to look at how a bridge amplifier works. These amplifiers are
also known as BTL amplifiers, or Bridged TransformerLess amplifiers, since they were originally
developed to replace transformer coupled loads.

The transformer turns ratio allowed the AC signal from the amplifier to be stepped up to a larger
signal across the load, which was particularly important in the early days when transistor breakdown
voltages restricted the size of the supply voltage, which in turn limited the voltage swing from the
amplifier and the amount of power that could be delivered to the load. For example, with a 6 Volt
rating on a transistor, the output stage could not be designed to deliver much more than about 4 V(p-
p). In 8 ohm loads this amounts to an rms power level of only 0.25 Watts. Placing a transformer
between the output stage and the load enables the output voltage swing across the load to be larger
than the transistor rating.

As shown here, a 2: 1 turns ratio (the secondary has twice the turns of the primary), will increase the
load swing from 4 V(p-p) to 8 V(p-p). If the transistor can deliver the extra current then the power is
increased to I Watt.

The BTL design allows the output voltage swing to be doubled without using a transformer, with the
same fourfold increase in power delivered to the load. Today, the incentive for using a BTL design is
not the breakdown capability of the amplifier, but to increase the output power capability on the low
system supply voltages that are now being used.



The Basic Bridge Amplifier

62k

Av = 5.1
51k

Av = -5.1

There are a number of different ways of connecting bridge amplifiers, but all the topologies have one
thing in common. Two amplifiers are used, driving opposite ends of the load, with the output from
one amplier being in anti-phase to the output of the other amplifier. Usually both amplifiers have the
same output amplitude (to maximise the signal swing and produce symmetrical clipping) but this is
not a requirement. What is important, is that for the signal frequency range of interest, as one
amplifier swings in the positive direction, the other amplifier swings in the negative direction (or
vice-versa).

In the absence of the ac signal input, both amplifiers have their outputs biassed halfway between the
supply rails. For a single 5 Vdc supply this means both outputs are at 2.5 Vdc. If the outputs are well
matched there will be no DC current flow in the load. Notice this means that the large speaker
coupling capacitors have been eliminated.

Each amplifier has the same gain (X5.1), set by the ratio of the feedback resistors from the output
back to the inverting input. For the left-hand amplifier the signal gain (non-inverting) is (I
+62k/15k) = 5.1. For the right-hand amplifier it is -5.1k/lOk = -5.1. For the moment, we have
neglected biassing or stabilisation components.
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Since signals are applied to each end of the load, the actual load voltage is the difference between the
signals, or the differential voltage. In the case where the signals have the same amplitude (VPEAK),

but are opposite in phase, the peak load voltage is 2V PEAK'

Let's follow the voltages at each end of the load through a complete cycle of the drive waveform. As
the upper end of the load moves from 2.5V to 4.5V, the lower end of the load moves from 2.5V to
O.5V for a peak change of 4V, ie 2V PEAK' During the next part of the cycle both ends of the load are
returned to 2.5V. Next the upper end of the load moves down to O.5V while lower end moves up to
4.5V for another peak change of 4V. In the last part of the cycle both ends of the load return to 2.5V.
The total change through a complete cycle is 8Vpop' Since the load power is proportional to the
square of the voltage, the power developed by the bridge amplifier is four times the power developed
by a single ended amplifier with the same voltage swing (VPEAK)'

If each amplifier is swinging the same 4V(p-p) output as the single-ended amplifier, and the load is
still 8 ohms, then the load voltage swing is 8V pop and the load power is 82/8 x 8 = I Watt.

Most of the time bridge amplifiers are operated with each amplifier having an identical swing
capability. Since it is easier to measure the swing from an amplifier output to ground rather than
differentially across the load, for bridge amplifiers the output power equation is modified as shown
above, where Vpop is the peak to peak voltage swing of one of the amplifiers.
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O.K, seeing is believing? If we look at the waveforms at the amplifier outputs what will we see?
Here we are showing the oscilloscope traces that will be observed when the 'scope probe is attached
to the amplifiers at the points shown above. For the LH amplifier the output is 4V(p-p), photo #1.
Notice that the 'scope probe ground (attached to the body of the probe) is connected to the same
ground used by the amplifiers. Moving the 'probe to the RH amplifier, we again see 4V(p-p), photo
#2 and if the 'scope is properly synchronised to the signal source we will note that this waveform
is 1800 out of phase with respect to the waveform at the LH amplifier. What we are looking in each
case is the AC voltage swing at one end of the load with respect to ground. To see the total swing
across the load, connect the probe to one end of the load and lift the probe ground from the circuit
ground and connect it to the other end of the load*. This is photo #3 which shows 8V(p-p) across 8
ohms. Notice that for photo #3 there is no longer a DC reference for the signal since the pobe is
"floating" with respect to the circuit ground.

8V(p-p) across an 8 ohm load gives a load power of I Watt ( 82/8 x 8).
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The Intuitive approach:

While you can't disbelieve the 'scope photos, differential readings are not very intuitive for most
people, particularly in a single supply voltage situation where 'ground is ground'. Having the 'scope
probe 'ground' move during the measurement can be uncomfortable. Here's another way of looking
at it.

Replace the 8 ohm load with two 4 ohm loads connected in series. If the output of Amplifier A is 2.5
Vdc and the output of Amplifier B is also 2.5 Vdc, then the centre tap between the two loads is also
2.5 Vdc. Connect the 'scope probe to this point. When Amplifier A output goes up to 4.5 V,
Amplifier B output will go down to 0.5 V. The centre tap will stay at 2.5Vdc. When Amplifier A
swings down to 0.5V, Amplifier B will swing up to 4.5 V. The centre tap will still be 2.5Vdc. As
shown in photo #3, the centre tap will stay at 2.5Vdc regardless of the signal swing (if the amplifier
outputs are in anti-phase over the frequency range of the input signal).

If amplifier A swings from 0.5V to 4.5V or 4V(p-p) with respect to the centre tap, across 4 ohms,
the power delivered is (4)2/8 x 4 = 0.5 Watts. Amplifier B is simultaneously swinging 4.5V to 0.5V
or 4V(p-p) across the other 4 ohm load for another 0.5 Watts. The total power delivered (into 8
ohms) is the sum of the power delivered into each 4 ohm load, ie 0.5W + 0.5W = 1Watt
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THE LM831 BRIDGE

Vsupply = 3 Volts
Rload = 8 ohms
Po = 440mW

C2
IOuF

Cl

IOuF ~ C3
O.luF

The LM831 is a dual monolithic audio amplifier that has been optimised for low power supply
voltage operation. Each amplifier is able to drive a 4 ohm load and having both amplifiers in one
package makes it an ideal candidate for bridge applications.

Although the signal is directly connected to the non-inverting amplifier, the signal input to the
inverting amplifier is obtained from the output of this non-inverting amplifier. Since the signal gain
has already been raised by the non-inverting stage, the inverting amplifier operates with unity gain
(OdB) so that the same signal swing is obtained on each side of the load.

In more detail, the signal gain of the non-inverting stage is set by (16K + 320)/320 = 51 or 34dB.
The non-inverting amplifier output is the signal source, through 16 Kohm, to the inverting amplifier,
which has another 16 Kohm feedback resistor from its output back to the inverting input. Therefore
the gain of the inverting amplifier is set by the ratio of these resistors, -16K/16K = -lor Odb. Since
the input signal level to the inverting amplifier is the output signal level from the non-inverting
stage, a gain of -1 means that the same signal level is applied to the other side of the load, simply
reversed in phase.

The LM831 was designed with low, single supply voltages in mind and, as such, has several design
features to make this possible. In common with many bipolar single supply amps, PNP transistors
are used at the input stage. This allows the source DC voltage to be at ground potential. The gain
setting resistors are included within the package to minimise the external components required and
an internal bias circuit sets the output DC voltage at half supply to maximise the output voltage
swing.

Even with internal gain set and bias, a number of external components are still required.
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Vsupply = 5V
Rload = 8 ohms
Po = I Watt

Where maximum power with minimum external components is the goal, a slightly different
approach can be taken.

This is BOOMERR, designed to deliver over I Watt into 8 ohms from a 5 Volt supply. Notice that
this bridge circuit has a different topology than that previously described, and that there are far fewer
external components. The reduction in external components is due primarily to the technology that is
used.

Putting both amplifiers in a single package, and configuring the gain for a bridge application
eliminates the load coupling capacitor. The gain stage is an inverting amplifier which becomes the
source for a unity gain inverting follower amplifier. Because the LM4860 is built on a CMOS
process, the follower amplifier can be internally configured for unity gain without risking stability,
yet still have sufficient bandwidth to ensure low distortion at high signal frequencies. Using the
inverting amplifier as the gain stage enables external resistors to set the gain without requiring large
decoupling capacitors in the feedback network to preserve the low frequency response. Because both
the inputs and the outputs of each amplifier are DC biassed at half supply voltage, the signal
connection between the amplifiers is DC, eliminating a large coupling capacitor. Even if the source
impedance is high enough to affect the closed loop gain of the inverting amplifier, since the follower
amplifier is driven from the inverting output, the clipping performance for both sides will remain
symmetrical. With a CMOS process, the complementary nature of the output stage devices mean that
snubber networks are not required on the outputs to prevent the "bottom side fuzzies". This CMOS
output stage can also swing closer to the supply rails than a conventional bipolar stage, maximising
the output voltage swing into the load (rail to rail performance). This removes the need for bootstrap
capacitors.

The end result is an amplifier with remarkable performance on a low 5 Volt supply. The BOOMERR
LM 4860 will deliver over a Watt into 8 ohms at less than 1% THD.



LM4860/4861 PERFORMANCE

LM4860 (Vdd=5V) LM4861 (Vdd=5V)

Primary 1W / 8· < 1% THD + N (max) 1.15W / 8· @ > 0.5W /8· @
Design on 5V operation 0.68% THD+N 0.45% THD+N
Criteria Isd < 10JlA (max) Isd = 0.6JlA (typ) Isd = 0.6JlA (typ)

Secondary Idd < 10mA Idd =7mA Idd = 7mA

Design PSRR > 40dB PSRR = 65dB PSRR = 65dB

Criteria "CD Quality" Sound Vno = 32JlV Vno = 32JlV

Note: With a noise floor of 32JlVrms and output swing of 2.83Vrms, the Signal-to-Noise
Ratio is 99dB which exceeds "CD quality" standards of 96dB.

As can be seen, using the bridge topology results in good performance on low supply voltages.
Bridge amplifiers can also be used for much higher power levels. In fact, as we will see, monolithic
power amplifiers are no longer limited by their current/voltage capabilities, but more by the power
dissipation capability of the package. Next we will take a look at National's new high power audio
amplifiers to see why this is the case, and how a bridge topology can overcome the heat dissipation
limit to output power.
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Power Audio Amplifiers

LM2876
25W/8ohm
Continuous

LM3875/LM3876
40W/8ohm
Continuous

LM3886
60W/4ohm
Continuous

For some time monolithic Audio Power Amplifiers have been limited in power output capability to
about 20 Watts rms. At this level they have been able to provide Hi-Fi specifications and include
many protection features not commonly found in discrete or Hybrid designs. It is the ability to
include such features with a relatively low penalty in circuit complexity or cost that make the
integrated circuit amps very attractive to manufacturers of audio equipment.

Now, with the introduction of the Overture™ series of Audio Power Amplifiers, National is raising
the power levels at which these features are included, yet still providing Hi-Fi performance
specifications.

The Overture series uses an advanced protection scheme, developed from the LM 12, which allows
superior protection at very high power output levels. The LM2876 can deliver 25 Watts into 8 ohm
loads, the LM3875/3876 can deliver 40 Watts into 8 ohms, and the LM3886 is able to deliver 60
Watts into 4 ohms.
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The most highly integrated & dynamically protected
high performance Audio Amplifiers in the 25W to

60W range
SPiKe™ Protection

• Overvoltage Protection.
• Undervoltage Protection.
• Short Circuit Protection.
• Thermal Runaway Protection.
• Instantaneous Peak Temperature Protection.

Highest Performance:
• 60W into 40hm at less than 0.05% THD+N from 20Hz-20kHz.
• Low Noise Floor of 2J.N (input referred).
• High Slew Rate of 11VJ.lS
• High PSSR of 120 dB.

The amplifiers in this series are designed to operate from high supply voltages, as much as 90 Volts,
and deliver peak currents to the load that can exceed 10 Amps. The high voltage ratings mean that
the amplifiers can withstand high-line conditions yet still be able to deliver the rated power with a
nominal supply. They also have an undervoltage lockout feature. When the power supply is first
turned on, the output stage is disabled until there is sufficient supply voltage to ensure proper
biassing of the internal circuits. When the output stage turns on, it does so without causing a large
transition to either supply rail at the output. On a split supply the output voltage is at 0 V DC until a
signal is applied. This provides pop-free operation.

If the amplifiers are used without completely adequate heatsinking, thermal shutdown circuits are
activated to prevent the die temperature exceeding a preset internal limit. Also instantaneous hot
spots are monitored with the SPiKe™ protection circuit, preventing destruction of the output devices
when the SOA is exceeded.

Many of these features are not available in discrete designs at comparable power levels, yet the
performance of the monolithic devices matches the best discrete or Hybrid designs.
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LM3886 Split Supply Application Circuit

Ri
Ik'

'Ci • CI50pF •Rf2 20k'
10~FI

This is the complete schematic of a power audio amplifier using the LM3886. The gain is set by the
ratio of the resistors Rfl/Ri and the input impedance is set by the lOkohm volume potentiometer. As
with any high power amplifier, the power grounds should be separated from the signal grounds, and
good supply decoupling used close to the device supply pins.



LM3886 THD vs Frequency
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The performance of this amplifier at the 50 Watt power output level is very good. The distortion at
1kHz is only 0.005 %. The distortion will increase at very low frequencies from thermal effects in
the output devices causing offsets at the input stages. At very high frequencies the distortion
increases because there is less open loop gain at high frequencies.
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Undervoltage Protection

When the voltages applied to the amplifier are excessive, the predominant issue is survival. When
the voltages are much less than required for rated performance, the issue is a graceful withdrawal
from operation. Once the supply voltage gets too low, many amplifiers will cause the output to slam
against one of the supply rails rather than remain centred around 0 VDC. This produces a
disconcerting pop from the speakers. While not necessarily damaging, turn-on and turn-off pops are
not popular with the majority of listeners, and to avoid this problem many amplifiers include relays
that disconnect the load (ie the speakers) when the supply is turned on or off.

The Overture series incorporate an undervoltage lock-out system that prevents the output stage from
actively supplying the load unless the supply voltage is above a specified minimum level. As shown
here, as the power supply voltage falls the output signal decreases. The signal is clipped because the
input signal is kept constant at a level to produce the full voltage rated output. However, once the
supply drops below 18V, the output stage is disconnected from the load so that the load voltage
drops immediately to 0 VDC. There are no transient swings to either supply rail.



Runaway

The thermal protection circuit monitors the whole die temperature and is (relatively) slow in
operation. It takes many cycles of the signal to raise the temperature, and many cycles before normal
operation is restored.

The top waveform depicts the temperature rise and fall of the junction as the Thermal Shutdown
Circuitry is activated.

If proper heatsinking is not utilized, the die will heat up due to the poor dissipation of power. Once
the die reaches its maximum temperature rating, Thermal Shutdown Protection is enabled, thus
regulating the temperature of the die.

Once the die temperature reaches approximately l65°C the output is driven to ground, as shown in
the lower waveform. This is likely to cause a pseudo "pop" at the output since the waveform being
amplified at the time is cut off and driven to ground.

The intention of the protection circuitry is to prevent the device from being subjected to unbearable
temperatures. It is this schmitt trigger effect that prolongs the life of the device and provides higher
reliability to the customer.
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SPiKe™ Protection
With Increasing Case

Response
Temperature

SPiKe™ is a National innovation, pioneered with the LMI2, that provides a way to monitor any spot
on the output transistor that is experiencing higher temperatures than the rest of the transistor.
Normally a hot spot will cause a decrease in the VBE voltage at that region (for silicon the VBE falls -
2mV1°C ). A lower VBE means that more current will flow in that region raising the power
dissipation ....and causing the VBE to fall even more. Inevitably the heat created will cause a failure
that destroys the transistor. To prevent this, SPiKe monitors the temperature and shuts down the
drive if it gets too high. Unlike the thermal shutdown circuit, which is monitoring the entire die,
SPiKe is looking only in the region that is getting hotter than the surrounding die. Response is
virtually instantaneous.



How much Power can
the LM3886 deliver?

What size Heatsink is needed?

In discussing protection circuits, particularly thermal overload protection circuits, it might be thought
that these are included to accomodate unusual circumstances. Unfortunately, for audio power
amplifiers in particular, this is not true. Many power circuits are designed on the basis of the voltage
and current required to generate a specific power level in the load. What is forgotten is that a
substantial amount of the power available from the power supply is not delivered to the load. Instead
it is dissipated in the amplifier. ...as heat! A proper design will include a heatsink to remove this
power, but when the heatsink is inadequate, the temperature goes up. Routine activation of the
thermal shutdown will save the amplifier, but not the patience of the listener.

The question arises, how much heats ink is required--or even possible? Also, at some point the
practical limit on heatsink size will be reached. Then the question becomes, how much power can a
monolithic audio amplifier deliver?
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POWER DISTORTION

DEVICE
POWER

DISSIPATION

This is the same type of curve that we showed previously, for the LM386. Both amplifiers are
operated in Class B, and the device dissipation versus power output follows this classic shape.
However we have normalised the power output to unity at the maximum undistorted load power.
Note that the maximum device power dissipation occurs at about 65% of the maximum load power.
Therefore if we calculate the maximum power dissipation of the amplifier package and heatsink
combination for a given ambient temperature, we can determine the maximum undistorted load
power that the amplifier can deliver, irrespective of the current and voltage ratings of the device.
This will be the maximum allowable power dissipation PdMAx ' divided by 0.65.

Power dissipation is calculated from the package thermal resistance, the heatsink and interface
thermal resistance, the maximum allowable device junction temperature and the maximum operating
ambient temperature.
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In this case the amplifier comes in a TO-220 style package. Without a heatsink, the thermal
resistance, junction to case, is around 37 °CIW. What that number means is that for every watt
dissipated by the amplifier, the junction temperature will increase by 37°C. We are more interested
in the thermal resistance, junction to sink. These amplifiers have very large die sizes and the thermal
resistance, junction to case, approaches that of large discrete transistors in TO-3 packages, ie about
IOCIW. The case to heatsink interface will add another O.SoCIW, which leaves us with the size of the
heats ink. There are no hard and fast rules here. The heats ink size can be designed to keep the device
out of thermal shutdown at very high ambient temperatures .....7SoC for example. Alternatively
smaller sinks can be used for lower rated temperatures on the assumption that the heatsink thermal
mass will allow the device to ride out periods of high power dissipation. Apart from the economic
considerations of a large heatsink, at some point the disparity in size between the heatsink and the
package will prohibit the uniform transfer of heat. For these reasons we will consider that a heatsink
thermal resistance of l.SoCIW is about as large as we can use. Now let's consider a maximum
operating ambient temperature of 6S°C.
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Output Power Depends On The
HEAT SINK

With the total circuit thermal resistance, junction to air, of 3°CfW, then at 65°C ambient, the
maximum device dissipation will be 33 watts. If the supply voltage rails are chosen such that this
limit is not exceeded (power dissipation is dependent on the supply voltage) then the maximum
power output before distortion is just over 50Watts ..

Lower ambient temperature ratings, and/or even larger heatsinks, will allow bigger continuous power
ratings, but probably not much above 60 Watts for a single package amplifier. Notice that we have
not considered the electrical specifications in arriving at this result. The maximum power is limited
by package thermal characteristics at these output power levels.

The most practical way of increasing the power is to use more packages (much as a discrete
transistor design does). A bridge can increase the available power to over 100 Watts since the power
dissipation is shared between two packages. Obviously the heatsink is twice as large.
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High Power Bridges

25V
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Clearly, at the 100 Watt power level, very close attention must be paid to rrunmusmg the total
thermal resistance. Higher power levels may be attainable with lower operating ambient
temperatures, better (ie bigger) heatsinks and minimising the effect of the insulating washers. The
insulating washer can be eliminated by using electrically isolating thermal grease (micro-balls of
glass mixed into the grease) or overmoulding the tab of the power package. Leaving the heatsink at a
high dc potential is not recommended, nor is using a single ended power supply unless some
provision is made for eliminating turn-on pops.
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AUDIO AMPLIFIERS FOR
BRIDGE APPLICATIONS

LM8311

LM1877/28772

LM1896/28961

LM2878/28792

LM4860/48611

LM1876
lCharacterised in Bridge mode

216 ohm loads only

LM380
LM383
LM384
LM386
LM388
LM390

LM1875
LM2876
LM3875/76/86

Most audio power amplifiers are specified for single-ended operation. In the rare instance a bridge
circuit is shown, often this demonstrates only the possibility. Both previous examples have used lies
where the data sheet not only shows bridge applications, but additional specifications are given for
the bridged application. All of National's audio amplifiers can be used in bridges, regardless of
whether bridge specifications are included. In the cases where they are not included, evaluation of
the single -ended performance can be used to predict the actual bridged capability of the device.
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Data Acquisition Solutions
for

Analog-to-Digital Converters
Image Scanners

Temperature Sensors



Low- Voltage ADC
Applications Considerations

With the increase in demand for battery-powered electronic products, and for lower power
consumption in line-powered products, analog components that operate from single 3V and 5V
power supplies are becoming more widespread. To successfully design with low-voltage analog and
data acquisition devices, it is important to understand how they differ from conventional
components.
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Low- Voltage ADC Input Stage

Equivalent Input
Network

I/O and
Control

Nearly all ADCs designed for operation on 3V or SV power supplies are CMOS devices, and most of
those have a sampling input stage that can be represented by the network shown above. This circuit
is a highly-simplified version of the real thing, but it helps illustrate some of the issues that arise
when using low-voltage ADCs.

When the ADC samples an input signal, the switch closes, connecting the signal source with
sampling capacitor Cs. Normally, the switch remains closed for a period of time that is controlled
either by an internal timer or by an external clock or logic signal. For accurate conversions, the
switch on resistance RON and the external source resistance Rs must be low enough to allow Cs to
charge to within a fraction of an LSB of the input voltage during the sampling period. If the R-C
time constant is too large, errors due to incomplete charging will occur.
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Input Stage Errors Increase with
Source Resistance

61

The circuitry that drives this network will directly influence system performance. As we mentioned
earlier, a resistive source must charge the sampling capacitor during the ADC's sampling window.
Large source resistances will result in incomplete charging, leading to conversion errors.

As the source resistance increases, so do errors resulting from incomplete charging of the sampling
capacitor. The more resolution we expect from a converter, the more time we must allow to charge
this capacitor. The number of time constants needed to limit input errors to 1 LSB can be found by
the formula:
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Typical Low- Voltage Amp-ADC
Combination

The transient nature of the ADC's input stage also affects active circuitry driving it. Very slow
amplifiers, or fast amplifiers with poor settling performance, may not be appropriate for use with
low-voltage ADCs. The LMC6482 is a dual low voltage CMOS amplifier with rail-to-rail input and
output swing capability. When driving the ADC12038, it settles to 12 bits in about IJ.ls, which is
compatible with acquisition time of the ADC12038. Note that two transients are visible here. The
first one is due to the input mux, and occurs before the acquisition period begins. The second is due
to the sampling process.



ADC Input Interface Solutions

• If amplifier or RC settling takes longer than internally-set acquisition
time:

If the driving amplifier can not settle fast enough, or the input time constant is too long to allow
sufficient charging of the sampling capacitor, there are three things we can do.

We can slow down the ADC clock to create a longer acquisition time. But this can slow down
throughput. If throughput is critical, we may want to slow down the clock only during signal
acquisition. This may not be easy to do, however.

Another alternative is to use a converter or a DAS with a programmable acquisition time. This is
much easier than the first alternative.

Finally, we can buffer high source resistances with the proper CMOS amplifier.
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Calibrating System Errors

12-BIT PLUS SIGN

ADC

SYNC

INT
FIFO,

CLOCK
BUFFERS,

INT
SEQUENCER,

PI
AND CONTROL

P2
LOGIC

P3

P4
SERIAL PS
INTERFACE
MODE SELECT STBY OUT

ANALOG
INPUTS IN2

IN3

ANALOG

MUL TlPLEXER

External analog signal processing circuitry can add to the system's overall error. In this example, a
low-voltage amplifier with a few millivolts of offset error provides gain for two analog input signals,
which would be connected to INl and IN2,

The amplifier's offset error can be measured by connecting mux IN3 to the multiplexer's OUT + and
performing a conversion. This yields a digital correction value that can be subtracted from future
conversion results. Measuring the output when INO is connected to multiplexer's OUT + allows us to
compensate for gain errors as well.
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Handling Bipolar Inputs
IK

V REF

Rl
lOOK

ANALOG
MULTIPLEXER

REF IN+

REF IN-

ADC IN+

A IN-

12-BIT

PLUS SIGN

ADC
I/O AND

CONTROL

It is possible to convert bipolar signals with a converter that uses a single supply. The simplest way
to do this is to offset and attenuate the input signal with a voltage divider connected to VREF• The
Amplifier's input voltage now swings from OV to VREF as the input voltage swings from -VREF to
+VREF·
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Simple Shutdown Techniques Can
Damage Components

In
Out On/Off
Voltage Regulator

Analog
Signal

Conditioning

I/O and
Control

Digital
Control

Circuitry

This is one way to power down a circuit when it is not needed. Using this type of circuit can damage
analog components that are connected to digital control circuits if those circuits remain active while
the analog power supply is off.
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Better System Shutdown

REF IN+
VA+ VD+

SYNC
12-BIT FIFO, !NT

NALOG + PLUS SIGN BUFFERS, CLOCK

SEQUENCER, [NT
MUX ADC PI

ND CONTROL
P2

LOGIC P3

LM12434 SERIAL P4

'= INTERFACE P5
MODE
SELECT STBY OUT

10

A better method to power down circuitry that is not needed is to use a component that can be shut
down, then use that device to shut down all other devices that will not be needed.

Here, the Standby Output of LMl2434 serial Data Acquisition System (DAS) is used to shut down
all analog input devices. The DAS, when told to go into the low power standby mode, brings its
Standby Output pin low until it is returned to the active state.
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Shunt references near V+ should be
lightly loaded

LM4040
4.096V

Max IL = 10.24mA
Min Vs = 4.5V
Rs = 38.3
Min IL = 455pA
Max IREF = 36.1mA!!

Solutions: Change VREF to 2.5V - Max IREF -->6.7mA
or use a 5% regulator - Max IREF -->18mA

Shunt voltage references are an excellent choice for low-voltage designs, because of their low input
voltage headroom requirements. But when the input voltage is near the reference output voltage, be
careful. If your load current and supply voltage can vary appreciably, you can end up with more
current flowing through the reference than the reference can safely accomodate.

In this example, Rs is small enough to provide sufficient current when the supply voltage is at its
minimum and the load current is at its maximum. When the supply voltage is at its maximum and the
load current is at its minimum, however, the current that must be absorbed by the reference is
excessive - in this case almost double the absolute maximum rating for the reference.



Simple ADC-to-PC Interface
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The parallel printer port makes a desirable, if slow, interface. This interface represents the simplest
possible "universal" interface for a parallel printer port to connect to ADC's with up to 16 bits. The
line to the ADC S/H control input is used to initiate conversion and the EOC line signals to the
computer that the data is ready. The data is then read in four 4-bit bytes.
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Interfacing Fast ADCs to PCs
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The speed limitations of the parallel printer port can be overcome by storing some number of ADC
samples in RAM at the conversion rate of the ADC, then downloading them to the parallel port at its
own slower pace. This circuit allowed for a programmed storage of up to 4096 samples which it
would capture automatically on command. This circuit provides an interface to a 12-bit, IMSPS
ADC12062, and downloads to the parallel port in 4-bit bytes.

When pin 1 of the DB25 connector goes high, it enables the S/H command to the ADC, which comes
from its Sample Clock, via the NAND gate in the upper right hand corner.

Every time the ADC completes a conversion, its INT line triggers the one-shot. The one-shot takes
active the Write Enable of the RAM and the ADC data is written into the RAM. At the end of the
Write, the 744040 counter is updated by the falling edge of the one-shot output.

When the counter has reached a value equal to the preset DIP switches (0 to 4095), the output of the
74688 comparators inhibits the ADC S/H commands.

To retrieve the data, the counter is reset. Pin 3 of the DB25 enables the RAM to output data, which is
then fed to the computer in 4-bit bytes via the 74244's. After reading a complete ADC word, the
computer takes Pin 3 low and this increments the counter. The computer should monitor Pin I, when
it goes low all data has been retrieved.
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12 C® Isolation

Gnd

IC1, IC2: HP HCPL2300
01,02: 1N5712Bi-Oirectional

Isolator

In hostile electrical environments where ground loops and safety are issues, isolation of key
components can be a life saver. The -r C© interface is finding increased popularity and is an
excellent candidate for isolation. This bus has bi-directional data and clock lines, so when it needs to
be isolated, a bidirectional isolation circuit like this one is necessary. One bidirectional isolator
circuit, as you'd use on the data line, is shown. A second circuit must be used on the clock line.

The 12 C© bus uses open-collector lines, with a high rest state. If the left side data line goes low,
current flows via the photodiode of ICI, activating ICI's output transistor, taking the output low. If
ICI's transistor sinks current from the right side data line, this current reverse biases IC2's
photodiode, and D2 is included to keep the reverse drop to less than 0.4 volts. This prevents the
signal from feeding back in IC2 and latching the circuit. Taking the right side data line low causes a
mirror image of this action to occur.
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12 C® Isolated Data Acquisition
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A lot is happening here. First of all, we have an isolated 12 C© bus. On this bus, we have an
LMl2438 Data Acquisition System, or DAS. In addition, we have an LM75 temperature sensor. By
doing this we have avoided using one of the analog inputs of the LMl2438 to measure temperature,
as the LM75 provides a ready-to-use digital word as its output.

A system such as this would be especially useful for thermocouple data acqUisItIOn. The LM75
would be mounted where the thermocouple leads terminate, and this temperature used to perform
cold-junction compensation in software (note that the DAS inputs are not thermocouple-ready,
considerable additional gain is needed to interface to thermocouples).

The INT of the DAS and O.S. output of the LM75 are "or'd" to the interrupt line. The diode, D5, is
necessary since the DAS INT line is a totem-pole output. The O.S. output of the LM75 is a
programmable overtemperature shutdown with default limits of 80 degrees for temperature with a 75
degree hysterisis point.
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The ADC12041 and ADC12048 are 12-bit-plus-sign ADCs with a parallel digital interface that
allows easy, "no glue logic" interface to several popular microcontrollers and DSP chips. The
ADC12048 includes an 8-channel analog multiplexer. The ADC12041 and ADC12048 feature a fast,
222kHz throughput rate and low 34mW power consumption. A shutdown mode reduces power
consumption to just 75uW.

The ADC1204x has two registers, an 8bit (13bit for the ADC12048) write only Configuration
register and a 13bit read only Data register.

The Configuration register is used to program the functionality of the ADC1204x, e.g. the MUX
channel selection (ADC12048 only), the acquisition time, the bus width, the SYNC mode and the
mode of operation (Full calibration, Auto-zero, Standby, Reset and Conversion). It is accessed by
the microprocessor or microcontroller simply by writing to the ADC1204x.

The Data register holds the 13bit conversion result, which is in signed two's complement format.
The Data register is accessed whenever the ADC1204x is read from by the mP/mC.

The WMODE pin is used to determine the active edge of the write signal (WR).

These ADCs can interface directly to the following processors with no "glue logic":

National's HPC

Intel386 and 8051

TMS320C25,

Motorola MC68HC11116

Hitachi 64180

Analog Devices ADIl21xx.
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ADC12041/ADC12048
Microprocessor Interface
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ADSP2101 has a 24 bit data bus. 13 of those bits can be used to interface to the
ADC 120411ADC 12048. DMS/ (Data Memory Select)is an active low signal that indicates that the
data memory bus has been selected.

The TMS320C25 has a 16-bit address bus. Only the lower 4-bits (AO-A3) are used to address I/O
space.
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Simple Missing Code Test Circuit

UI LM6142
O1-U5 74HC85
U6-U7 74HC393 C, DI
U8 74HC74 O.lpF
U9 74HC04
UIO ADCI2062
Ull LM4040-4.1

This circuit will test any 8 to 16 bit AID converter for rmssmg codes. Advantages over similar
designs include the ability to "hunt" up and down for codes, operation with 8 to 16 bit ADCs without
any modifications, single +5V supply operation, and an inexpensive design consisting primarily of
commonplace discrete logic.

The design consists of a 16 bit counter (U6 and U7), a 16 bit digital magnitude comparator (U2-U5),
and an integrator (U1). The counter output is compared to the output of the ADC. If the counter is
higher than the ADC output code, the comparator's A>B output is low, causing the integrator output
(the ADC input) to ramp up. If the counter is lower than the ADC output code, the A>B output goes
high, pushing the integrator output down. In this way the input voltage to the ADC is servoed to
force a certain output code (in much the same wayan ADC would be used in a control system, where
no missing codes is a must). If that code is missing, the integrator will hunt up and down forever and
the counter will never increment. If the ADC produces that output code, then the A=B line of U5
will go high, and the counter is incremented to the next code.

The ADC's End Of Conversion (EOC) signal is used to clock U8A and prevent any spurious signals
due to state changes in the counter, ADC, or comparator logic from propagating through and
erroneously incrementing the counter. The -lOOns propagation delay of the comparators limits this
circuit to ADCs with conversion speeds of -1 OMHz or lower. The output of *Q is the increment
counter signal whose pulse width is equal to the amount of time that EOC is low. R5 insures that
unused ADC bits (for ADCs with less than 16 bit resolution) are always equal to the current count.
U8B changes state (flashing D3) every 65,536 counter codes, visually indicating that the ADC has
no missing codes. U9C and U9D form a voltage doubler to generate a small (about 3.5V) negative
supply to give the LM6142 additional drive when providing a OV output voltage. R2 and C2
improve the performance of the op amp when driving capacitive loads typical of ADC inputs.



dV 2.5V

dt RC

(ADC LSB size(V))(conversion rate(Hz))
-------------- ----- ----------- ----- ---- --- --------

(#conversions per ADC code)

Usually 5-10 conversions per code yields optimum test time. ADCs with low DNL can be tested at
even faster rates-the IMhz, 12 bit ADC12062 shown can keep up with a ramp as steep as 2
conversions/code. If there are too many conversions per code, it takes a long time to test all codes.
If there are too few, then narrow codes will initially be skipped and the integrator will have to ramp
back down and hunt to find them. For a more rigorous test, the integrator could be designed to only
ramp in a single direction; this would allow you to reject ADCs with codes below minimum width.
In this type of test, care must be taken to minimize noise at the input to the ADC, otherwise a code
could be missed due to noise.
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What is a DAS? A DAS is a Data Acquisition System on a chip. Above is a block diagram for
National's LMl2458 and LMl2438 DAS families. These devices are true Data Acquisition Systems.
They acquire and store data from up to eight analog sources, interrupt the host processor upon
occurrence of pre-programmed events, and even perform watchdog comparisons, looking for out of
limit conditions and low power supply voltages.

The Sequencer, or Controller, is a state machine that takes instructions from the Instruction RAM
and acts accordingly. The contents of the Configuration Register, Instruction RAM, and the
Interrupt Enable Register may be programmed to determine what signals to compare or convert, and
when to report back to the host processor with an interrupt signal. Once the DAS has been started, no
further "baby sitting" is required by the host CPU until the occurrence of specifically programmed
events.
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For help in the evaluating the DAS, National provides an evaluation board, and the freely available
Wave Vision software. These tools quickly give an intuitive feel for the operations of the DAS
products and serve as reference designs. The board/software combination allows you to program the
registers of the DAS , acquire analog conversion data, and evaluate the results via FFT and dynamic
performance calculations within the Windows environment. The evaluation board easily connects to
the PC through a serial communications port.



Single Ended to Balanced Buffer
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Differential input ADCs exhibit the best distortion performance when balanced differential signals
are applied to their analog inputs. When ADCs are driven by differential signals, the conversion
process will cancel out common mode noise and reduce harmonic distortion.

This circuit can be used to convert a single-ended signal centered around ground to a balanced signal
centered about the middle of the ADCs analog input range. The circuit is shown driving an
ADCI6471, which is a 16 bit, 192kS/s, l1L ADC. In this case, the output signals, at the V1N+ and
V1W pins of the ADCI6471, will be centered around the ADCI6471's half supply output voltage,
VMID.

For input signals that are not centered around ground, capacitor-couple the input signal.
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Single-Ended vs.
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Dri ving the ADC 16471 with a balanced differential input signal, as with any differential input ADC,
will cause a cancellation of common mode noise and reduce harmonic distortion. Here we see the
circuit of the previous page yields a distortion performance (THD) improvement of 25dB compared
to a single-ended input signal.
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Introducing the ADC16071/ADC16471
LU: 16-bit 192ks/s ADCs
• THO:

(48kHz output data rate)
(192kHz output data rate)

-94 dB (typ)
-80 dB (typ)

Digital Filter:
Passband Ripple
Stopband Rejection

0.005 dB (typ)
90 dB (typ)

• Power Consumption:
(48kHz output data rate)
(192kHz output data rate)
Power down

275 mW (max)
500 mW (max)

6.5 mW (max)

National's ADCl6071 and ADC1647l are the world's fastest ~I; 16 bit analog to digital converters
with an output data rate of 192KHz (min). They feature a 4th order modulator with 64 times
oversampling.

The ADCl647l has a built-in fully differential bandgap voltage reference with a fixed analog input
range of +1-2.5V. The ADC1607l requires an external reference with a user selectable analog input
range.

The ADC1607l/ADC16471 have a serial digital output that requires zero glue logic to interface to
popular DSPs including Motorola's DSP5600l, TI's TMS320C3x and Analog Devices' ADSP-2101.

Two ADC160711ADC1647ls can easily be configured to share a single serial data line and operate
in a "stereo", or two channel multiplexed mode.
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12 bits, 20

AID Converter
MegaSamplesPerSecond

• Lowest Power High Speed Converter Available
• Single Supply Operation
• Excellent Dynamic Specifications

- 72dB SFDR
- 68dB SNR

The CLC949 is a high performance, 30MHz, 12-Bit AID converter sporting excellent dynamic
specifications and low power. Control of the exact power consumption is left with the user through
the two "BC" input settings and resistor Rp in series with the BIASC line, as well as through
selection of the conversion (clock) rate.

The CLC949 offers power consumption that is only 20% that of any other high-speed 12-bit ADC
operating at the same speed. In addition, while most other converters in this speed and resolution
class require dual power supplies, the CLC949 operates from a single 5V power supply.
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The CLC949's power consumption depends upon the conversion rate. By adjusting its operating
current to match the conversion rate, you can achieve extremely efficient conversions over a wide
range of speeds.
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CLC949 With CLC503
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The CLC503 simplifies the analog interface to the CLC949 by providing a single chip (8 pin SOle)
solution to the analog front end. The CLC503 provides buffering and level-shifting for ground-
referred input signals with no degradation of system performance. The CLC503 is perfectly suited to
the task of single-ended to differential signal conversion for the CLC949. Its wide bandwidth
(lOOMHz), low distortion (-80dBc @lOMHz, 4Vp.p), and fast settling (l5ns to 0.01%) means
gaining the performance advantage of differential inputs to the CLC949 while retaining the
CLC949's bandwidth and linearity.

Both of these devices can be powered down when they are not needed.
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CLC532/533 Buffered
Analog Multiplexers

Data Acquisition Applications

High-Speed
(2:1, 4:1)

• Very fast settling time (17ns to 0.01%)

• Very high Channel-Channel Isolation (80dB @10 MHz)

• Low Distortion (-80dB @ 5 MHz)

• High Bandwidth
- 180MHz Small Signal
- 45MHz Large Signal

• Low Noise (-42 f.lVrms)

These high-speed, low-distortion, low-noise buffered multiplexers provide the ultimate in
performance for fast analog and data acquisition applications.



CLC533 Functional Diagram

A, Ao OUT

0 0 A
0 1 B
1 0 C
1 1 0

ECl Mode - 0 REF = open
TTl Mode - 0 REF = +5V Channel 0
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In many applications, such as RADAR, the dynamic range requirements may exceed the accuracy
requirements. Since wide dynamic range ADCs are also typically highly accurate ADCs, this often
leads the designer into selecting an ADC which is a technical overkill and a budget buster. By using
the CLC532 as a selectable-gain stage, a less expensive ADC can be used. As an example, if an
application calls for 80dB of dynamic range and 0.05% accuracy, rather than using a 14-bit
converter, a 12- bit converter combined with the circuit in figure 8 will meet the same objective. The
CLC532 is used to select between the analog input signal and a version of the input signal attenuated
by 12dB. This circuit affords 14-bit dynamic range, 12-bit accuracy and 12-bit ease of
implementation.
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Data Acquisition Solutions
for

Analog-to-Digital Converters
Image Scanners

Temperature Sensors

Why are we talking about CCD document scanners? Because, thanks to the ubiquity of computers
everywhere you turn and the popularity of the World Wide Web, the need for converting printed
images to digital format has never been greater.

National Semiconductor has spent a great deal of time learning about this market and has introduced
an integrated CCD processor that gives scanner manufacturers (and their customers) higher
performance for lower price.

While you may not be directly involved in the scanner industry, we hope you'll find this discussion
an interesting example of National Semiconductor's capabilities in mixed-signal integration for
signal processing applications.
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CCD Document Scanners?

Document scanners typically consist of a linear (one dimensional) CCD image sensor which is either
moved across a two dimensional image (as in handheld and flatbed scanners), or motionless while
the image is moved across the CCD (as in sheetfed scanners).

The image sensor is made up of a row of photodiodes alongside a shift register used to clock the
signal from each pixel out through a single output pin. The number of pixels in the sensor is
determined by the width of the area to be scanned and the desired resolution. A lette(-sized flatbed
scanner scanning at 300 dpi (dots per inch) would require a minimum of 2550 (300pixel/inch x
8.5inch) pixels. Resolution in the other dimension, the direction of movement, is largely determined
by the speed at which the sensor moves over the page.

Keeping the sensor one dimensional (as opposed to two) has many advantages, not the least of which
is low cost-it is much cheaper to manufacture a 2550 pixel sensor than a 2550 x llinch x
300pixel/inch = 8.4million pixel sensor!

These CCDs and their related optics are not inherently perfect - they require a good deal of analog
and digital processing before the image seen on your computer screen looks like the original image
you just scanned in. This presentation explains how the raw CCD output signal is converted to a
high quality, error-corrected digital output that closely reflects the original image.
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CCD Basics

fLIGHT

Most image scanners available today use a CCD (Charge-Coupled Device) as the sensor for turning
light (photons) into an electrical voltage.

Here's a simple representation of a CCD and its output stage. During the integration time, the light is
turned into electrons by a photodiode array-one photodiode for every pixel. The number of electrons
in each potential well at the end of the integration time is proportional to the average amount of light
falling on that pixel during the integration time, hence the term integration time. This is useful
because it allows us to determine what the average light was over a given area (defined by the width
of a pixel in the direction of the linear sensor and the distance traveled by the sensor in the other).

At the end of the integration time (defined by signal TR, or TRANSFER) the electrons are
transferred from the photodiodes' capacitance to the analog delay line. This is a linear array of
potential wells, clocked by 01 and 02, a two phase clock. Since the electrons will follow the higher
potential, the alternating clocks lead the electrons (in lemming fashion) to the output stage.

The electrons are shifted serially out of the CCD. When an electron packet reaches the end of the
shift register, the electrons flow into Cl, converting charge to voltage. The source follower
consisting of Ql and Rl converts this high impedance signal to a low (-lko) impedance output,
isolating the signal on Cl from the external output load. Q2 resets the voltage across Cl just prior to
the next pixel's signal flowing into Cl. This is controlled by the RS, or RESET, pulse.

An identical output stage, but without any shift register input signal, is used to generate a Dummy
Output Signal (DOS), who's purpose will be explained later.
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Imaging

• Light source intensity variation across CCD
• CCD pixel to pixel mismatch
• CCD Black Level Body Drift
• Pixel to pixel Vas

The signal coming from a CCD has many sources of gain error. The illumination across the page
may not be even, and lenses have more attenuation on their edges than in the middle. This usually
results in the digitized image being lighter in the center than on either side.

Also, the efficiency of all the photodiodes in the linear array is not identical, so for the same light
stimulus two adjacent pixels could have output voltages differing by ±200/0. This error manifests
itself as vertical streaks in the image.

There are also offset errors to contend with. The DOS-OS subtraction does not remove all the DC
offset on the OS signal, since the OS and DOS stages are not completely identical (the OS offset
voltage may be signal-dependent while the DOS voltage is not). This is called black level body drift.

Many popular CCDs employ an even/odd shift register scheme, where the odd numbered pixels go
through one shift register and the even numbered pixels go through another, providing an effective
increase in readout speed. When the signals are multiplexed back into a single stream at the output
stage there is often a different DC offset for even and odd pixels.

These offset and gain errors show up as vertical streaks or shading errors on scanned images, and
much of a good scanner's design is spent on minimizing these sources of error.
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Error Correction

• Most scanning devices do some sort of calibration to
correct for these errors. Higher quality scanners correct
for errors on a pixel by pixel basis.

• The amount and type of error correction required is
determined by the application and the system cost target.

Linearized
Pixel Stream

Pixel n
offset error

Pixel n
gam error

Most scanners calculate their errors by scanning a black reference and a white reference image. This
image may be stripes under the glass of a flatbed scanner or a calibration sheet for use with sheetfed
or handheld scanners. The variation in the output of the ADC for the black image is offset error, and
the variation in the white image is gain (sometimes called shading) error.

Since this process gives us the gain and offset error of each pixel, we can correct distorted images
scanned in the future by subtracting each pixel's offset error from the pixel stream and dividing each
pixel by its gain error.

On most flatbed and sheetfed scanners this pixel-by-pixel gain and offset correction is done in
hardware, with DACs doing the subtracting and multiplying.

In less expensive systems, such as hand scanners, this correction may be done digitally in the host
computer's environment (this method produces a lower quality image). In some systems there may
be no error correction at all.
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Capturing the CCD
The Traditional

Data:
Way

In most current scanners, the DOS-OS subtraction is done in the first stage, providing a ground
referenced, single-ended signal for the rest of the circuitry. That circuitry usually consists of gain
correction and offset correction.

The gain correction occurs in one or two places. DACI modulates the ADC's positive reference
voltage, effectively controlling the gain of the ADC (and therefore the effective gain on the signal).
As the positive reference voltage decreases, the digital output code for a fixed DC input voltage
increases.

DAC2 is used in a multiplying mode, where the DAC's reference voltage is the input signal, and the
DAC code controls what portion of that input signal will pass through it. Different architectures use
one or the other of these techniques; many use both. In some cases one DAC (DAC2, for example)
may not change for an entire line, while the other (DACl) changes at the pixel rate. In that case
DAC2 is used as a fine gain adjust for the entire signal.

DAC3 modulates the lower reference voltage of the ADC, providing correction for CCD offset
errors.

Note that both errors, offset and gain, are corrected at the pixel rate - a challenging design exercise in
terms of settling times for the DACs, the ADC's reference voltages, the ADC's acquisition time, and
of course the signal being digitized.
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LM9800 System Block Diagram

System

Controller

This block diagram shows a scanner system using the LM9800. Note that the only components
between the CCD and the digital databus are a O.OIIlF capacitor and the LM9800! The LM9800
does all the analog preprocessing, gain and offset correction, and digitization required for a high
quality 8 bit image system.

The LM9800 also directly drives the clock inputs of most linear CCDs. The configuration register
inside the LM9800 not only allows allows the system designer to use a wide variety of CCO sensors,
it supports experimentation and fine tuning of the timing to optimize the performance of any given
CCO.

On the digital interface, the coefficient bus (for the gain correction data) can be separate from or tied
to the output databus for system flexibility. The EOC and CCLK signals facilitate OMA to/from
external RAM.

The LM9800 is programmed through a 4-signal MicroWire/SPI serial interface to ease interfacing to
popular microcontrollers.
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LM9800 Block Diagram

as
from -j
CCD

7 bits
Digital Correction Coefficient

The output of the CCD is capacitively coupled to the high impedance input buffer of the LM9800.
During the optical black portion of the CCD output at the beginning of every line, the clamp is
turned on, clamping the input to the buffer to 2.5V for a black input.

The VGA is used to add gain to the entire signal. This can be used to compensate for a weak light
source or, in the case of a color system, the output amplitude difference between a blue line and a
red or green line. This gain is fixed for a line of data; it does not vary every pixel.

The next stage is the CDS section, shown here as two SIH amplifiers. Here the reference (black)
level is sampled, the signal level is sampled, and the difference is taken and multiplied by 2 (for
greater SNR in the rest of the analog chain). CDS (Correlated Double Sampling) is a higher
performance technique for sampling CCD outputs than the OS-DOS method described previously.

Because there may be a DC offset error at the output of the CDS stage, a programmable DAC is
added to the CDS output to null it out. Remember that CDS removes all the CCD-related offset
errors, so pixel-to-pixel offset correction is not required.

The next stage is the PGA (Programmable Gain Amplifier) where the pixel-to-pixel gain (shading)
correction is done. The gain is controlled by the data on the 7 bit correction coefficient databus.

The final stage is the 8 bit, 2.5MHz ADC.
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The LM9800 In
Data Acquisition Applications

Detail

This is a closer look at the LM9800.

Just about everything is configurable within the LM9800.

The CCD timing (which determines the durations of the reference level, the signal level, and the
reset feedthrough pulse) is fully programmable, with 25ns precision. The output signals can also be
inverted through software to support different CCDs.

The position of the reference and signal sample pulses in the CDS section are programmable to
within 25ns.

The number of dummy and optical black pixels are programmable, and there is no upper limit on the
number of active CCD pixels.

There is an internal coefficient data mode to simplify calibration and system debugging during
development.

All this flexibility means that the LM9800 works well not only with the sensors it was designed to
work with, but other CCD and even CIS (Contact Image Sensor) sensors that were unknown to
National Semiconductor during the LM9800's development.
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Pixel- Pixel Gain Correction
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The red (middle) trace shows the raw data coming out of a CCD sensor scanning a single white line.
Ideally this line would be flat, but in practice it isn't. Here the smooth curving is caused primarily
by variation in light intensity across the page, and the spikes by dust or some other opaque object in
the optical path.

The green line (bottom) shows the gain correction coefficients required to linearize the CCD's output
data. You can see how they are an inversion of the CCD data.

When the raw output data is multiplied by the correction coefficients inside the LM9800, the result is
the corrected output shown in blue (top).

Once the input stream is normalized for the correct gain with a white input, the system will respond
linearly along the gray scale between black to white.

Color CCDs, with separate red, green, and blue signals, are linearized in the same way, with a white
reference sheet and normalization to full scale for each color.



Data Acquisition Solutions
for

Analog-to-Digital Converters
Image Scanners

Temperature Sensors
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Temperature Sensing
Performance and

for Improved
Reliability

In addition to conventional temperature measurement applications, temperature sensors are widely
used to help prevent damage to systems due to unsafe operating temperatures. In this section we will
discuss a number of sensor issues, with special emphasis on system temperature management
concerns.
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When Should You Use Ie
Temperature Sensors?

• When the Sensor's Temperature Range will be between -
55°C and +150°C

- Electronic Systems Monitoring
- Environmental Controls and Measurements

• When System Cost is important
• When Design Time is Critical
• When Lookup Tables are Undesirable
• When Space is at a Premium

Designers have numerous options for temperature sensing techniques. Thermistors, RTDs,
thermocouples, and active silicon sensors are among the most common, and each has its own set of
advantages and disadvantages in any application. IC sensors have major advantages when the
temperatures to be measured fall within the normal operating temperature range of silicon ICs.
Among these advantages are low system cost, small size, and fast design time (because external
signal conditioning circuitry is either minimal or not required). In addition, sensor ICs can include
extensive additional functions, such as built-in trip-point comparators or digital VO. And, since they
include on-chip linearity correction when needed, there is no need for lookup tables to correct
linearity errors.



• Cheap and small
• BUT - Unpredictable "offset voltage"

The rudimentary sensor shown here is simply a silicon diode driven by a current source. The diode's
forward voltage drop, VF' depends on forward current IF' reverse saturation current Is and junction
temperature T. VF has a -2mV/oC slope. This temperature coefficient, while much greater than that
of a thermocouple or an RTD sensor, is still rather small. It is also negative, which is inconvenient in
many measurement applications. Even worse, the PN junction's forward voltage has a large "offset"
that varies significantly from unit to unit (because of normal process variations in Is), so it's
impossible to know what the actual temperature is without calibration at a known temperature.
Nonlinearity of the temperature-to-forward-voltage transfer function is on the order of a couple of
percent over the normal silicon operating temperature range.



A Better Approach

kT In l.!..
q J2

A more practical approach is to measure the difference in the forward voltages of two junctions
operating at different current densities, as shown here. Different current densities can be achieved
with various combinations of diode areas and currents. A typical approach might be to give D1 and
D2 equal collector currents, but different areas (for example, D2 might be ten times the size of D1).
The difference between their forward voltages will then be proportional to the log of the current
density ratio and to absolute temperature, as can be seen in the equation above. J 1 and 12 are the
current densities (current per unit area) in D I and D2 .

The differential output voltage is a fairly small voltage (typically only a fraction of a millivolt/K), so
it is amplified to create a more convenient temperature coefficient, such as 10mV/K) at the IC's
output. IC designers have used this basic technique for many years, beginning with the old LX5600
and LM3911, to build silicon temperature sensors with output voltages or currents proportional to
absolute temperature.
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A Celsius Temperature Sensor

Sometimes you don't want a sensor output that's proportional to absolute temperature. Often, a
measurement of Celsius or Fahrenheit temperature makes more sense in a given application. A
temperature sensor IC can produce outputs proportional to one of these scales, as well.

A simplified conceptual schematic of a basic Celsius silicon temperature sensor is shown above. The
sense transistors, Q I and Q2, are scaled with a 10: I area ratio, and current I flows through each.
Amplifier Al drives the top of Rl to force the currents through Ql and Q2 to be equal. At 25°C, the
difference in current densities causes a 60mV difference between the base voltages of Ql and Q2
(kT/Q x InlO = 60mV). Note that the exact value of I is not critical. As long as the ratios of the
transistor areas are well-controlled, and the currents flowing through them are matched (both
achievable with conventional IC manufacturing processes), the correct voltage differential will be
present. This voltage appears across Rl. Since 60mV appears across Rl at room temperature, the
voltage at the top of Rl is 60mV(l + R2/RI). This voltage is proportional to absolute temperature
(PTAT), and is referred to as VPTAT'

The output voltage of the sensor element is 2 VBEs below VPTAT' By proper scaling, the two VBEs
can subtract 273°K from VPTAT ' thereby yielding an output that is proportional to 0c. The graph
illustrates how VPTAT' 2XVBE, and VPTAT -2VBE vary with temperature.

In contrast with thermistors, this technique produces a sensor that is inherently relatively linear.
Internal trims and curvature correction for residual nonlinearities are normally included in this sort of
circuit, but are not shown in this simplified schematic.



Semiconductor Thermistor
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These curves compare the temperature-to-voltage transfer functions of silicon temperature sensors
with that of an NTC thermistor. Thermistor nonlinearities can be corrected to some extent with
lookup tables, but the inherent linearity of silicon sensors greatly simplifies system design.
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Precision Centigrade Temperature Sensors
in SOT-23 Package

+Vs
(4.0 V to 10 V for LM45)
(4.5 V to 10 V for LM50)
(2.7 V to 10 V for LM60)

LM45
LM50
LM60

OUTPUT
VOUT= 10 mY/DC (LM45)
VOUT= 500 mV + 10 mY/DC (LM50)
VOUT= 424 mV + 6.25 mY/DC (LM60)

National Semiconductor offers several analog-output temperature sensors. The newest of these are
the LM45, LM50, and LM60. A Selection Guide showing all of our temperature sensors can be
found at the end of this section.

The LM45 is similar to the industry-standard LM35. They both have a convenient 1OmVfOCoutput,
with 250mV representing 25°C and I.25V representing 125°C. The LM50 is similar to the LM45
with a 500mV positive offset. This will allow measurement of temperatures below O°C (down to -
40°C) without the need to connect the LM50 output load to a negative supply voltage. The LM60
has a lower output (6.25mV/°C) with a 424mV positive offset, and is designed for use in systems
with power supply voltages as low as 2.7V. All three of these sensors are available in a 3-lead SOT-
23 surface mount TinyPak package.
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2.7V Temperature Sensor with
"Shutdown"

A low-voltage, low-power sensor like the LM60 can be run directly from a logic gate, effectively
imlementing a logic "shutdown" function for portable applications. The LM60 requires just 2.7V and
110fJA to operate, so any logic gate that can provide that output voltage and current can power the
sensor and shut it down when it is not needed.



Noise Filtering

LM34,
LM35,
LM45

/ Noise

\V4v~
T

LM50,
LM60

If your temperature sensor output must travel over long leads in a noisy environment, the analog
signal may be corrupted by noise pickup. The conventional solution to this problem is to add a
capacitor to the other end of the wire to low-pass filter the noise. The LM34, 35, and 45 don't like
driving large capacitors directly, so it's a good idea to connect a lk resistor to the sensor end of the
cable to isolate the sensor's output stage from the capacitor. The LM50 and 60 have internal
isolation resistors and don't need the external resistor.



This drawing shows a temperature sensor housed in a battery pack for charge control and safety
enhancement. The LM234 produces an output current that is proportional to absolute temperature
OIlA/K). This current can be converted to a voltage by connecting the LM234's output to an
external resistor, which is located in the host system, or in the battery charger, as shown here. With a
10k- resistor, VTEMP is lOmV/K. By using an external PET to break the current path, current drain
by the sensor drops to zero when temperature is not being monitored. Sensor current drain also drops
to zero when the battery is unplugged from the charger, or when it is plugged into a charger that has
no ac power, thus preventing accidental battery discharge.
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Voltage-Output Battery Pack
Sensor

Charging
Current
Source

Good Thermal
Coupling

+SV
Rl'

l,lk
820'

+5V -JVIIv
IC2

LM4041-2.5

IC3
LM4041-1.2

IC4
ADC10732

CHl

COM
I
I

R2
432'

IICl
ILM335 R3

9.53k~T-
"Intelligent" Charger

'Choose for
1.35mA nominal
current; see text

"See Text
Choose for VO near 4.5V

Here's another battery pack sensor, this time with a voltage output. More of the smart charger
circuitry is shown in this schematic as well. The sensor is the LM335, which behaves like a two-
terminal shunt voltage reference. It derives its power from the charger, and therefore cannot
discharge the battery pack.

Rl provides about lmA to the LM335, and an additional 350~A (at 350K) to divider R2 and R3.
IC3, a 1.225V LM4041 reference, provides the reference voltage to the ADC10732 lO-bit analog-to-
digital converter. The attenuation provided by R2 and R3 reduce the LM335's lOmV/K scale to
9.57mV/K, which results in temperature-to-digital sensitivity of 8LSBs per K. The second voltage
reference, IC2, is stacked on IC3 to provide a 3.725V (389K, or l16°C) reference point against
which the sensor output can be differentially measured. Because the ADC10732 can measure
negative input voltage differentials, this allows battery pack temperature to be measured from below
O°C up to the temperature limit of the sensor (lOO°C to 200°C, depending on device type, package,
and duration of high-temperature operation).

The ADC also looks at battery pack terminal voltage to terminate charging. R4 and R5 should be
chosen to attenuate the terminal voltage to the vicinity of 4.5V at the ADC's input when charging is
to be terminated.
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High-Speed
Temperature

Data Acquisition Applications

Processor
Control

Keep Processor Temperature Within Reasonable Limits
Minimum Power Consumption Temperature Control Circuit

Monitor Processor Temperature
Turn on Fan When Temperature Exceeds Tl
Reduce Processor Speed When Temperature Exceeds T2

Powerful, high speed processors, such as the Pentium®, PowerPC®, and Alpha®, add a lot of
processing power to computers. They also consume a lot of power, and that can generate enough
heat to impair reliability. To guard against this, manufacturers need to provide a program of thermal
management. By monitoring the temperature of the processor, you can turn on a cooling fan when
the temperature exceeds a predetermined danger level, then reduce the processor clock speed when a
second, higher temperature is reached.
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Pentium Active Thermal Feedback

PENTIUM P54C
PROCESSOR CORE

LOGIC

• LM45 Connected to the ADC input of the 80C5lSL
Microcontroller

• ADC Output Provides 2°C Resolution
• SMI (Interrupt) Generated Whenever Temperature

Exceeds THIGHor Drops Below TLOW

This block diagram shows how a temperature control system for a Pentium-based computer works.
The LM45 temperature sensor is mounted in close proximity to the processor and its output voltage
is monitored by the ADC in the on-board system housekeeping microcontroller. When the
temperature exceeds the first temperature limit, the 80C51 turns on the fan to help carry heat away
from the processor. When the processor temperature exceeds the next level, the 8OC51 notifies the
logic controlling the clock frequency to slow down the main processor clock and let the processor
know that this has been done. The trigger temperatures will depend upon the thermodynamics of the
system.
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Thermal Monitoring

These photographs show the mounting of the LM45 in the Intel reference design. In this system, the
processor is soldered to the daughterboard, and the heat sink is on the back side of the board. The
LM45 is mounted between the heat sink and back side of the P54C printed circuit board.
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ThermostatlFan Controller

R4
220-

YOUT
Low ;;;;overtemp
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(Time)

A simple fan controller like the one shown here can help to regulate temperature in systems with
high-power processors. When small size is important, this circuit can be particularly useful, because
it is built entirely from "tiny" components.

The LMC7211 comparator, available in a SOT23-5 package, is used to provide a thermostat output.
The LM50 temperature sensor and LM4040 voltage reference are both in SOT-23 packages. RI, R2
and R3 set the hot (Vn) and cold temperature (V1'2) trip points, as indicated by the formulas above.
The LM4040 voltage reference is used for both a stable voltage source and as the supply voltage for
the LMC72 I I, eliminating the need to route power to the amplifier. R4 is chosen so that there is no
more than 15mA through the LM4040 when the LMC72 I I output is high, and a minimum of lOOflA
through the LM4040 when the LMC7211 output is low.
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Audio Power Amp With Fan
Controller

1
- - __ Ir,F film

47k I
Audio In

This circuit is a simple overtemperature detector for power devices. In this example, an audio power
amplifier IC is bolted to a heat sink and an LM35 Celsius temperature sensor is glued to the heat sink
near the power amplifier. To ensure that the sensing element is at the same temperature as the heat
sink, the sensor's leads are also glued to the heat sink. The comparator's output goes low if the heat
sink temperature rises above a threshold set by RI, R2, and the voltage reference. This fault
detection output from the comparator now can be used to turn on a cooling fan. R3 and R4 provide
hysteresis to prevent the fan from rapidly cycling on and off. The circuit as shown is designed to turn
the fan on when heat sink temperature exceeds about 80°C, and to turn the fan off when the heat sink
temperature falls below about 60°C.
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2-Speed Fan Controller
Noise

For Lower

12V.200mA
Fen

+ C1
1 O~F 1 M

On/Off

1M
A1 = LMC6042

This fan controller helps solve the conflict between the cooling provided by a fan and the audible
noise generated by the fan. The circuit keeps the cooling fan "off' when the system's temperature is
sufficiently low, and operates the fan (at a moderately low speed) only if the system temperature
becomes high enough to require forced air cooling. If the system heats up even more, the fan's speed
increases to its maximum value.

The LM45 temperature sensor's output voltage drives two amplifiers operating as comparators. The
comparators' thresholds are set at 73°C (730mV) and 88°C (880mV) by the voltage reference and
divider combination.

The LM2941 low-dropout voltage regulator supplies power to the fan. When the sensor is below
73°C, AIb's output holds the regulator's ON/OFF line high, which turns the regulator's output (and
the fan) off. As temperature increases above 73°C, Alb's output goes low, turning the fan on. Ala's
output will be high, which reverse-biases D2, so the regulator's output is

(
Rl+R2)VOUT= 1.275V Rl ""7.3V

This will cause the fan to run at a relatively low speed. If the temperature continues to increase past
88°C, AI's output will go low, which places D2 and R3 in parallel with RI, causing the regulator
output voltage to increase to nearly 12Y. DI and CI provide a brief voltage boost when the fan first
turns on at its lower speed. This results in a temporary 12V output from the regulator, which ensures
that the fan starts up before its drive voltage drops to 7.3V. The 1M resistors between the amplifiers'
outputs and non-inverting inputs provide approximately 9°C hysteresis to prevent the fan from
cycling on and off too rapidly.
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Interface

Data Acquisition Applications

Serial

Bandgap
Temperature

Sensor Limit
Comparison

Control
Logic

Hysterisis
Register

Over-Temp
Shutdown
Register

SDA
SCL

When a mostly-digital system (like a personal computer) needs a temperature monitoring function,
the typical approach is to use an ADC to digitize the output voltage of an analog temperature sensor.
By placing the ADC and the sensor on the same chip along with a two-wire serial interface, the size
of the monitoring function can be reduced while improving functionality and accuracy.

The LM75 has a temperature sensor, a 9-bit (O.5LSBfOC) delta-sigma ADC, and an 12 C® interface,
which make it an ideal system-oriented solution for thermal watchdog applications. The host can
program a temperature alarm threshold that triggers an output on the O.S. pin when the threshold is
exceeded. A hysteresis temperature can also be programmed to provide a threshold at which the
LM75 decides that the overtemperature condition is no longer present.

The delta-sigma ADC has low noise susceptibility, and a user-programmable "fault queue" gives
further noise immunity by allowing the host to select the number of consecutive times the ADC must
detect a threshold being exceeded before setting the O.S. pin.

Three address pins allow up to eight LM75s to share a single 2-wire bus.
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Data Acquisition Applications

the PC

(LM75 is
located

near
processor)
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Here's an example of the LM75 in a PC thermal management application. The LM75 should be
located near the CPU for good correlation between measured temperature and real CPU temperature.
(See later in this section for more information on mounting).

The 12 C bus interface in the PC is generated in a National Superl/O. This bus can also be referred to
as 5MB, or System Management Bus. The Superl/O provides several functions for computers
including floppy disk and keyboard control, real-time clock, UARTs, infrared communications
interface, several parallel ports and IDE interface. In this application one of the general-purpose
parallel ports with open-collector outputs serves as the 12 C I/O port. Up to 8 LM75s can reside on
this bus, and each will be identified by an address set by connecting AO, AI, and A2 to ground or
supply. The high bits of the 12 C address are internally set to 100l.

The BIOS contains the software to implement the 12 C communication which takes place between
the CPU and the LM75 as well as any other 12 C devices. The O.S. output of the LM75 makes it
possible to detect overtemperature conditions without having to continuously query the LM75. The
O.S. output is an open-drain output lending itself to connection to any open drain INT line such as
the IRQ8 in a Pc.
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Clock-Powered LM75
1N5712 or equiv.
Schottky diode

h10uF
.....

Address (Set as
desired)

12CInterface to SDA
Processor SCL

LM75
(Located near 0.5. Out
processor)

2"[= .£Lv
I

Where C I= bypass capacitor
I = LM75 Quiesent Current (2501JA typ)

2V = Supply Voltage, 3V
2"[ = Minimum Clock Low Time

Because the I2C interface rest state is high, the LM75 can derive power from the clock line.
This eliminates either a power supply or wire. This sets a limit on the clock low time based on
the value of the capacitor and current consumption of the LM75. The quiescent current of
LM75 is 250 uA, although during communication it could reach I mA. Shutdown reduces
typical quiescent current to I uA.
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A demo board is available for the LM75 that allows pes to acquire temperature data through the
parallel printer port. The circuit is shown here. The LM75 gets its power from a line on the parallel
printer port, although the bus-derived power of the previous slide could also be used.
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LM75 Digital Temperature

Demo Software
Sensor

LM75 12C Di ita ITern erature Sensor Demo Software
Elle Iemp Display I.PT Assignment r2C Address !::!elp

Power Switch

~ ,
0

W
25

20
DeCC

15

10
0

This is the main "control panel" from the LM75 evaluation board software. The software allows you
to read temperature, set thermostat thresholds, change internal configuration settings, and create
temperature "strip charts".
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Isolated PC-Based Thermometry

From
Host

Processor {
{
SDA

J2C· Bus
SCL

INT

All
Optocouplers

(IC1-IC5)
HP

HCPL2300

You can couple an LM75 digital output temperature sensor through the isolated 12C interface shown
earlier. Electrically isolating the sensor allows operation in situations exposed to high common-mode
voltages; or could be useful in breaking ground loops.

Note that the SCL line is not bi-directional. The LM75 is a slave, and its SCL pin is an input only.

The O.S. optocoupler is optional and needed only if it is desired to monitor O.S.

Provide an isolated source of voltage, either by a DC-DC converter or a battery. The LM75 will
operate from 3 V to 5 V, and typically requires 250 fJA, while ICI and IC3 require 7-10 mA each
(the LEDs require about 700 fJA, but only when active), for a total consumption of about 21 mA.
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Where Does the Sensor Sense?
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20
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10

When you use a sensor to measure temperature, the largest source of error is rarely the sensor's
inherent accuracy. Instead, the largest errors usually come from the sensor's temperature being
different from that of the object being measured.

Most Ie temperature sensors sense primarily through their leads because the leads have a much
lower thermal resistance than the package. In fact, a common error is to use a sensor in a TO-92
package so that the package can protrude away from a board into an airstream. This does a poor job
of measuring airstream temperature. Instead, it measures the temperature of the circuit board
reasonably well, with a small error introduced due to the difference between board temperature and
air temperature.

In this experiment, a circuit board was built with a heat generator (power resistors) on one side, and
two LM35s in TO-92 packages on the other side. Power was applied to the resistors at t=O. One
LM35 was mounted on the board, with its leads extended to place the package in the airstream. As
you can see from the upper curve, its temperature was very nearly that of the board. The second
LM35 was mounted on its own "sub-board"; and this entire arrangement is exposed to the aristream.
The sub-board returns to the main board via small gauge wire. As the middle curve shows, this
approach yielded a much lower temperature reading that was close to that of a thermocouple in the
airstream.
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Pentium Temperature
Measurement

or Similar
Socket

PCB

The upper drawing shows an ideal way to measure the temperature of a Pentium or other high-
performance processor. The processor chip is located just under the top center of the lid, so the
sensor is mounted on a small sub-board in a cavity in the processor's heat sink. Because the sensor's
leads are soldered to the sub-board, the sensor's temperature is very close to that of processor's case.
Unfortunately, this installation is costly in mass production because of the sensor sub-board and the
leads from the sub-board to the motherboard, which will require hand-assembly.

The lower drawing shows a more practical approach for systems that have the processor soldered to
one side of the pcb and the heat sink on the other side. In this case, the sensor is just under the edge
of the heat sink and has good thermal contact with the pcb, which is in good thermal contact with the
processor, typically via the ground trace.
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Testing has proven that one of the most practical places to install a processor sensor economically is
in the socket cavity under the processor.(This assumes that the processor is in a socket as in the
upper drawing on the previous page).

Experiments done with the typical board shown here indicate a good correlation between the under-
socket readings and Pentium temperature. Mounting the sensor on the circuit board near the
processor also correlates with processor temperature, but since a socketed processor is not in direct
thermal contact with the circuit board, the sensor's temperature generally be several degrees lower
than that of the processor. Some systems use multiple sensors located in various places on the board
to monitor the temperature of other components that have potential for overheating.
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Effect of Sensor Location
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These curves show how the sensor's location influences its temperature. The upper curve is the
processor's case temperature, the middle curve is the temperature of a sensor below the processor in
the socket cavity, and the bottom curve is the temperature of the circuit board near the processor.
Note that the board temperature is several degrees below that of the processor, but it still provides
some indication of the processor's temperature rise. When it is impossible or impractical to place the
sensor under the processor, mounting it next to the processor can be a reasonable compromise if care
is taken to correlate the sensor reading with the processor's actual temperature.
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Temperature Sensor
Hints

Installation

• Know exactly where you want to sense
• Know where your sensor's input pin is

- Leads of plastic devices
- Can of metal package devices

• Provide good mechanical contact
• Know what could compromise your measurement:

- Airflow
- Heatsink effects
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Oversampling
Block

Delta-Sigma
Diagram

ADC
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This is a block diagram of a simple oversampling delta-sigma (delta-sigma) ADC with a one bit
modulator.

The Nyquist rate is the minimum rate, fs, at which a quantizer must sample the input to prevent
aliasing. The Nyquist rate is equal to twice the bandwidth of the analog input. When a quantizer
samples at frequencies higher than the Nyquist rate, the digitized input can be faithfully converted
back into a continuous analog signal. Delta-Sigma analog to digital converters sample the input
signal at many times the Nyquist rate, thus the term "oversampling".

A delta-sigma converter consists of a delta-sigma modulator that is essentially a high speed, low
resolution ADC , and a DSP block that trades time for resolution (ie: 64*fs with 1 bit to fs with 16
bits) and filters the output of the modulator. The DSP block typically consists of a comb filter,
sometimes called a decimator, and an FIR filter that has a "brick wall" low pass characteristic.
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Delta-Sigma Modulator

Mx fs

Analog +
Input

1 Bit
DAC

This is an example of a simple 1 bit modulator. The difference (delta) between the analog input and
the comparator's previous output is integrated (sigma) in such a manner that the average of the
digital output is equal to the analog input.

The ones and zeros of a modulator output represent the comparator's positive and negative full scale,
respectively. For example, a modulator output of: 1,0,1,1,1,0,0,0,1,0 , represents an analog input
half way between positive and negative full scale (5 out of a possible 10 ones).
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Noise Shaping

q (Quantization Noise)
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Delta-Sigma Modulator

DOUT = (VIN - DOUT)H(s) + q

DOUT (l+H(s)) = vlN *H(s) +q
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Because of the crude approximation made by the comparator of a delta-sigma modulator (only a 1 bit
quantization), a large amount of quantization noise is introduced into the system.

If the comparator is treated as the addition of quantization noise to the output of the integrator, then
the output of the modulator may be equated to the difference between the quantized output, DOUI' and
the analog input, VIN, times the transfer function of the integrator, H(s), plus the quantization noise,
q. From this transfer function, it can be shown that quantization is filtered through a high pass filter,
while the input signal passes unattenuated at low frequencies (f < fBB). This high-pass function
"shifts" the quantization noise out of the baseband, fBB•
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Noise Shaping Characteristics

3ftt1-0rder
Delta-SigmaModulator

2l1Q-Order
Delta-Sigma Modulator

1ll.0rder
Delta-Sigma Modulator
Unshaped Noise
Level

The quantization noise added by the comparator is assumed to be white (spread out equally over the
frequency spectrum). By increasing the order of a delta-sigma modulator (adding more integrators),
the noise shaping effect is enhanced. These curves show how the flat quantization noise is "shaped"
into 151, 2nd, and 3rd order modulator characteristics.

Delta-sigma modulators further reduce the amount of quantization noise in the baseband by
overs amp ling the input signal. The quantization noise is assumed to be spread out equally from DC
up to the sample rate of the modulator. As the sampling rate is increased, so is the range over which
the quantization noise is spread. The total noise does not decrease, but the density per frequency
band does. With a first order modulator, the Signal to Noise Ratio can be shown to increase by 9dB
with every octave increase the oversampling ratio.

By decreasing the amount of quantization noise in the input signal's baseband, via noise shaping and
oversampling, delta-sigma modulators can be designed to achieve signal to noise ratios in excess of
lOOdB.
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Decimating the Input Stream
(two bit output)

1 Bit Modulator Output
= 2 (sum of ones)
=2
=1
=2
=0
=2
=3

1010110100110001011111
101

010
011

000
1 01

One of the most difficult delta-sigma converter concepts to grasp is how a one bit modulator output
is converted into an 8, 12 or 16 bit output word. To achieve resolutions of greater than one bit, the
modulator output must be decimated. Through decimation, time may be traded for increased
resolution. The decimation process illustrated here is similar to that of a simple comb filter. The
modulator output is grouped into blocks of three one bit samples each. The ones in each block are
summed, resulting in each block having a value of 0,1,2 or 3. Each sample of the comb filter output
has twice the resolution and one third the data rate of the modulator output.
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Decimating the
(three bit

Input
output)

Stream

1 01 011 01 0011 0001 011111
1010110

0110100
0100110

0110001
0001011

1011111

100 011 011 011 011 110

1 Bit Modulator Output
= 4 (sum of ones)

=3
=3
=3
=3
=6

3 Bit Comb Filter Output

In this example, the modulator output is grouped into blocks of seven one-bit samples each. But this
time, instead of shifting over the full width of one block, each grouping is only shifted over three
bits. Summing the ones in each block results in a three bit value (0,1,2, ...7). This comb filter triples
the resolution of the modulator output and decimates in time by a ratio of 3 to 1.

Note that the groupings containing 0110100, 01000110, 0110001, and 0001011 all result in the same
sum: 3. This is evidence of the comb filter's low pass characteristic. Because of the comb filter's
averaging, rapid changes in the modulator's output will be filtered.
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Oversampling ADCs vs. Nyquist Rate ADCs

M = Oversampling Ratio
fs = Output Data Rate
fBB = Desired Frequency (Base Band)

One of the biggest advantages of oversampling delta-sigma ADCs is their minimal requirement for
anti-aliasing filters. To prevent aliasing with a Nyquist rate (non-oversampling) ADC, the analog
anti-aliasing filter typically must have a flat response up to about .45 * fs and attenuate 60 dB or
more by .5 * fs. Designing a filter with such a sharp cutoff can be difficult and expensive in both
part count and board space. If phase distortion is a concern, the implementation can be even more
difficult.

Aliasing will not occur provided no frequencies greater than one half the sampling rate are present at
the input pins of an ADC. By sampling at many times the desired baseband, an oversampling ADC
pushes out the point at which aliasing occurs. This enables the requirements for an anti-aliasing filter
to be dramatically relaxed.

The critical point of attenuation for an oversampling ADC's anti-aliasing filter is typically pushed
out even further because of on-chip digital filtering. The digital filters within an oversampling ADC
typically cut off all frequencies above fBB. Since aliased frequencies will be mirrored about half the
sampling rate of the modulator, (M*fs)/2, any frequencies between (M*fs)12 and M*fs will be aliased
into the range between (M*fs)12 and DC. Since all frequencies greater than the baseband (fBB) will
be filtered out by the on-chip digital filters, the only potentially damaging frequencies are those
above M*fs - fBB which will be aliased into the baseband. Thus the external anti-aliasing filter for an
oversampling ADC need only cut off frequencies above M*fs - fBB. With 64 times oversampling (M
= 64), an anti-aliasing filter's critical point of attenuation is pushed out to 127 times (63.5*fs vs
.5*fs) what it would need to be for a Nyquist rate converter!
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Simple RC Anti-Aliasing Filter

Analog
Inputs

1
!c(-3dB) =

6nRC

This is an example of a simple RC low-pass anti-aliasing filter for the inputs to a delta-sigma ADC.
If the filter's cutoff frequency, fe' is set to around 4 times the desired baseband (4*fBB) by choosing
appropriate values for Rand C, the filter should have very little effect on the signal in the baseband
while attenuating all potentially damaging frequencies above M*fs - fBB•
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of Oversampling Delta-Sigma ADCs
• Advantages:

D Easy and inexpensive to design ADCs with high accuracy on
CMOS processes due to minimal analog circuitry.

D Simpler and less costly input anti-aliasing filters
D Linear phase response is easy to achieve

• Disadvantages:
D May have higher power dissipation than other architectures
D Long latency due to digital filtering
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Applications for Delta-Sigma ADCs

• Good Applications for Delta-Sigma ADCs
c Systems demanding low component count
c Systems demanding linear phase response
c Cost sensitive applications
c High accuracy systems

• Difficult Applications for Delta-Sigma ADCs
c Closed loop control/servo systems
c Multiplexed Inputs

Because the digital processing within delta-sigma converters depends on many previous values,
delta-sigma ADCs do not respond quickly to sudden changes or discontinuities in the input. Thus
multiplexed inputs are not recommended for delta-sigma ADCs. This long latency time also prevents
their use in all but the slowest closed-loop servo or control systems.

In addition to closed-loop frequency limitations, the delta-sigma ADC modulator can produce large
amounts of dc offset. Some manufacturers compensate for this offset by using on-chip offset
calibration. For delta-sigma ADCs without offset calibration, the dc offset can be compensated by a
host system's processor. Therefore, applications demanding dc accuracy and high resolution can use
non-calibrated delta-sigma ADCs with only a slight cost penalty of additional hardware and
software.
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Delta-Sigma ADCs In Action

Normal Level of
Bearing ~n

Abnormal Level of
Bearing Vibration

'"

Vibration analysis is a good example of an application where National's delta-sigma ADCs could be
used. A vibration analysis system monitors the frequency and magnitude of the vibrations corning
from a mechanical system and compares them to a reference vibration analysis. The output of a
sensor attached to the system is digitized and analyzed by a computer. If the "signature" of the noise
is significantly different from the reference, this usually indicates that something is wrong with the
system.

In the example given here, a rotating shaft (inside an electric motor, turbine generator, internal
combustion engine, etc.) is supported by six round bearings. The circumference of the shaft is 3.78
times that of the bearings. This means that the bearings are rotating at 3.78 times the rate of the
shaft. So, if the shaft is rotating at 1000 rpm, the bearings will be rotating at 3780 rpm.

If one of the bearings should wear out, as shown in the diagram, there will be an impulse generated
every time the flat side of the bearing hits the shaft, causing an increase in the energy generated at
the rotation rate of the bearing. The increased noise and/or vibration is picked up by a vibration
analysis system, which recognizes that there is a problem with the bearings. The bearings can be
replaced before catastrophic failure occurs.

Delta-sigma ADCs such as National's ADCl6071 and ADCI6471 are ideal for this sort of
application because they don't require complex filters between the transducer and the ADC. They
are also inherently very linear, providing excellent THD performance.


